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APPENDIX A 

RESEARCH IMIETHODS 

This appendix describes the underlying philosophical issues relating to research strategy 
development and research method selection and design. The use, advantages and 
disadvantages of the latter are described. 

A1.1 Research Methodology and Strategy 
Development 
Positivism and phenomenology are two contrasting research paradigms for social enquiry. 
They form the basis of any philosophical debate on research methodologies in the social 
sciences. The following sections discuss each in turn and establish the context for selecting an 
appropriate research strategy. 

Al. 1.1 Positivism 

Positivism is a system of philosophy based on experience and empirical knowledge of natural 
phenomena, in which metaphysics and theology are regarded as inadequate and imperfect 
systems of knowledge. The doctrine was first called positivism by the 19th-century French 
mathematician and philosopher Auguste Comte as well as British philosopher David Hume, 
French philosopher Duc de Saint-Simon and Gen-nan philosopher hmnanuel Kant. 

Natural scientists seek to establish cause and effect relationships between phenomena and 
embody them in scientific laws to aid the prediction of future events. These relationships are 
viewed as eternal and unchanging and are derived from rigorous measurement under 
controlled conditions. A positivistic view of the social sciences asserts that the scientific 
method of enquiry can be applied to the study of social behaviour based on the premise that 
social reality is comprised of causally linked phenomena such that if 'A happens, then B 
happens'. Reality is demonstrated to exist by reference to quantifiable observable evidence. 

This approach is termed deductive in that hypotheses are confirmed or disproved according to 
statistically manipulated quantifiable data. Positivists advocate the use of operationalisation to 
break concepts down into measurable indicators of their existence. This allows reality to be 
conceived in terms of words and symbols to facihtate understanding and knowledge 
dc\, clopment. 

148 
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Al. 1.2 Phenomenoiogy 
Phenomenology is a 20th-century philosophical movement dedicated to describing the L- 
structures of experience as they present themselves to consciousness. without recourse to 
theory, deduction, or assumptions from other disciplines. The movenient was foundcd by 
German philosopher Edmund Husserl in 1913. 

Phenomenologist s in the social sciences assert that social reality is consciously and activcly 
created by individuals who attach meaning to things they do and to the behaviour of others. 
Positivists are criticised for their preconceived categorisations of reality during the process of 
operationalisation as they are not the product of understanding of the subjective aspirations, 
meanings, values and language that people possess in daily life. Phenomenology emphasiscs 
the role of the researcher to analyse the subjective accounts of people which are generated 
through social interaction and experience. This is the primary source of data. 

Phenomenologist s uncover reality as it is seen through the eyes of the individual by being 
receptive to their perceptions of the world as they see it. Laing (1967) emphasises this point 
and comments 'Human action has an internal logic of its own, which must be understood in 
order to make action intelligible. The researchers' role is to understand this internal 
logic 

... 
Social behaviour cannot be understood [therefore] in terms of causal relationships that 

do not account for the fact that human actions are based on ... interpretations of events [and] 
social meaning, intentions, motives, attitudes and beliefs'. Hypotheses are the outcome of this 
inductive research activity - in contrast to the deductive approach. 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) propose a range of characteristics of what they term 'naturalistic 
enquiry' which fall within the phenomenological paradigm. The approach shares many features 
of case study research. These encompass the study of natural research settings, people as the 
primary data-gathering instruments, the use of tacit knowledge, the use of qualitative methods 
because of their sensitivity, purposive rather than random sampling, inductive rather than 
deductive data analysis, grounded theory development, negotiated outcomes and tentative 
generalisation of theory to other domains. It may be asserted that this 'post-positivistic' data 
collection approach is more reflective of the world from which it is gathered. 

Al. 1.3 Research Strategy Design 

Table A- I compares the two research paradigms. A researcher must design a research strategy 
and select research methods to reflect the nature of the social settings as well as the objectivcs 
of the research. Practical research stratcov designs , therefore. tend to be a combination or 
hybrid of the positivistic and phenomenological philosophies. 
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TableA-1 Comparison ofPositivism and Phenomenology 

Positivism Phenomenology 
Deductive Inductive 
Provide explanation through analysis of Provide explanation of subjective meaning 4-n 

causal relationships held by subjects through understanding 
Generate and use quantitative data Generate and use qualitative data 
Use physical and statistical controls to Minimise disruption into natural social 
facilitate hypothesis testing settings to leave unchanged the reality under 

investigation 
Use structured research methods to ensure Minimise structure in research methods use to 
reliability and validity of data ensure the above 

Research strategy refers to the general orientation or style adopted by an enquiry to address 
research questions and hypotheses. Research questions are the main drivers for undertaking 
research. Hypotheses may be viewed as early guesses, based on experience and theory, about 
what lies behind the 'how' in the research question. They may act as a bridge between 
research questions and the design of an enquiry. Designing a strategy for a piece of research is 
primarily concerned with transforming the research question into a coherent, structured 
research project. In general, the adopted research strategies must be appropriate for the 
questions to be answered by the research. 

A research strategy enables an enquirer to undertake research in a systematic way and in doing 
so improve the general validity and reliability (quality) of accumulated data. The use of a 
research strategy introduces a logical justification to data collection, analysis and 
categorisation. In addition, the careful choice and design of a research strategy can help justify 
adopted data collection methods and any design modifications as wen as helping allay 
methodologically based fears in the minds of sponsors, exan-finers and other interested parties. 
Also a well designed and justifiable research strategy help the latter assess the worthiness of 
the data collected and emerging theories and supports theory development through replication 
by other practitioners. 

Research strategies can be classified broadly into qualitative and quantitative approaches. In 
the quantitative approach, the concepts and constructs are predetermined (positivistic and 
deductive) whereas in the qualitative approach they emerge fTom the data (phenomenological 
and inductix, e) and are grounded in empirical data collected through research. The research 
outlined in this thesis is qualitative and exploratory in nature where the outcome of the 
research was genuinely not certain. The selection of a research strategy and methods must 
tackle the methodological issues of research validity and reliability. As a consequence, the 
obýjectix'es and foreseeable difficulties involved in the research must be fully considered to 
minimisc the many possible pitfalls. 
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Research strategies have traditionally tended to fall into three camps: experiments. sur-vevs and 
case studies. These three strategies, however, are not exclusive and often it is more 
appropriate to adopt a hybrid or combined strategy building of the strengths of the three 
approaches. 

1.1.4 Case Study Methodology 
Research can also be categorised in terms of its purpose - reflected and embodied in the 
research questions. This purpose may be exploratory, descriptive or explanatory. The research 
may be concerned with more than one purpose but usually one will predominate. Exploratory 
research seeks to find out what is happening, discover new insights, ask questions and asscss 
phenomenon under research in a new light. Case studies tend to be appropriate for exploratory 
studies; surveys for descriptive studies and experiments for explanatory studies. Each strategy, 4-: ) 

however can be used for any or all purposes depending on the context. The research presented 
in this thesis is primarily exploratory but with descriptive and explanatory dimensions. The 
research question is a 'how' type to meet the objectives of the research in describing allocation 
of functions effects on the long term performance of Nagara cells. The research adopts a 
multiple case study approach. The notion of a case suits the self-contained and clearly 
identifiable nature of ceflular manufacturing environments. as well as the exploratory nature of 
the research. 

In a case study, a 'case' is the situation, organisation, group of people or whatever is the focus 
of the research. Robson (1993) defines case study as 'a strategy for doing research which 
involves an empirical investigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real 
life context using multiple sources of evidencel. 

Case studies may be viewed as unscientific (in the philosophy of science sense) or unrigorous 
and so invalid as a form of enquiry because of the bias towards qualitative research methods. 
There is, however, no restriction to which research methods can and cannot be used. Also 
case study is sometimes considered as a 'soft option' or as a precursor to some more 
'scientifically rigorous' experiment or survey. As Bromley (1986) points out that 'case studies 
are sornetimes carried out in a sloppy, perfunctory ... way. ' These criticisms could, of course, 
be made about other research strategies. Case study is as scientific as any other research 
strategy in that what distinguishes scientific knowledge is not so much its logical status or 
quantitative and qualitative characteristics, as the fact that it is the outcome of a process of 
enqtiii-y which is governed by critical norms and standards of rationality. To allay fears in the 
validity of this (largely) qualitative research approach, therefore, care must be taken to ensure 
that data collection, handling and analysis are carried out rigorous. This was facilitated in the 
multiple case study approach outlined in this report by giving particular attention to 
conceptual fi-arnework, research question and sampling strategy design as well as the formal 
selection and rigorous use of research methods. These issues are discussed and delineated in 
Chapter 4. 
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A1.2 Research Methods 
The following sections outline the nature and sahent issues of the main research methods not 
described elsewhere in the report. 

A1.21 Semi-Structured Interview Method 
Interviews aim to elicit views and opinions without imposition of the researchers' own 
conceptual framework. It is often used to identify both the range of features associated with a 
particular issue as well as respondents' perceptions of the relationships between features. 
S en-ii- structured interviews share the above objectives and ensure that particular issues are 
addressed by all respondents. In addition, their flexibility facilitates the elaboration of specific 
issues. In terms of tactics, interviewers have freedom in sequencing questions, in their exact 
wording and in the amount of time and attention given to specific issues. 

The benefits of the approach, in contrast to structured interviews, are more consistent data 
sets are produced because informal, individual orientations are largely retained. In addition, it 
is easier to keep to areas of interest. The main disadvantage is that because of the inherent 
flexibility of the approach, the imposition of the researchers' conceptual framework may 
distort the perspectives of the respondents and miss aspects of importance. Sequencing and 
word flexibility may also result in the delivery of different questions with adverse implications 
for response comparability. Although quicker than structured interviews, the method is still 
time consuming for data collection as well as for data analysis. 

A 1.2.2 Self-Completion Ouestionnaires 
Questionnaires can be used in a broad range of applications and are highly formalised methods 
of collecting data, although there is scope for including open-ended questions. Questionnaires 
can engender a wide range of responses including preference, dis/agreement, choice, opinion 
and attitude. They facilitate the direct probing of specific task details as well as examining the 
attitudes and feelings towards the tasks. 

The questionnaire can produce a wealth of data, and therefore planning is essential. 
Questionnaires are rarely used in isolation and should be used as a means of gathering initial 
data to be complemented by follow-up questionnaires and interviews. Questionnaires are also 
useful in developing a 'situational setting' by revealing certain details that may be elaborated 
or focused upon in future interviews. Their main use is in the collection of specific data, and 
because of their economy in application, can be used to sample responses from a large sample 
of people. Coding can facilitate the generation of statistical data. Whilst questionnaires are 
inherently subjective, large amounts of data can be used to identify trends and inconsistencies. 

Care must be taken to phrase questions to avoid ambiguity and foster consistent interpretation 
of questions in the way that was intended. Care must be taken to avoid leading, hv 

. pothetical. 
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ý pe questions. vague, negative complex or double barrelled and 'could', 'should'. ', would' ty 
-ay cause offence and emotionally colour a question Also jargon and loaded words that m 

should also be resisted. Poor questionnaire design can also miss valuable data if the 
questionnaire firstly does not ask a full and representative range of pertinent questions to 
comprehensively characterise a given phenomenon and secondly, if the questionnaire does not 
allow the subject to elaborate upon an issue of specific importance to the research and the 
subject. The latter can lead to feelings of frustration in the recipients. The analyst must take 
great care, therefore, to ensure all necessary questions and question types are included in the 
questionnaire. 

A 1.23 Observational Methods 
The actions of people are central to any enquiry. Observational methods provide formal ways 
of watching and recording what people do. The main advantages of observation as a technique 
are firstly the directness of data collection and secondly their usefulness in complementing 
questionnaire and interview data. The latter helping to ensure the validity and reliability of 
research data. The method is, however, criticised because of possible observer effects on a 
situation. This can be overcome by a combination of secret observation, at one extreme, and 
by complete familiarity with the observer. One, however, can never know what the behaviour 
would have been like if it had not been observed. Observational biases include selective 
attention to some aspects of the situation rather than others, selective encoding, selective 
memory and interpersonal factors. In addition, the method itself can be time consuming. 

Observation may be used for a variety of reasons. It is often used in an unstructured form as 
an initial scanning or farnifiarisation method to find out what is going on in a given situation. 
Walk and talk throughs are also used for this purpose. These methods are useful in developing 
a vocabulary or common language between the researcher and participants during interviews. 
Observation data can be used to corroborate questionnaires and interview data as well as 
facilitating triangulation with other quantitative and qualitative data. 

Methods for recording observations should reflect the nature and objectives of the research 
question. The two main methods are narrative accounts and coded schedules. The content of 
these methods depend on the degree of method fort-nality. Informal methods are less 
structured and allow the observer much fteedom in what and how data is recorded. Data of 
this kind is complex, unstructured difficult to synthesise. Formal methods are more structured 
and focus on pre-specified details. Although this facilitates data validity and reliability, the 
completeness and richness of the situation, achieved through the former, can be lost. 

The role of the observer is central to the adopted recording method and focus. A participant 
observcr seeks to become part of the observed group. This may be dichoton-iised in terms of a 
'complete participant role' where the observer conceals that they are observing and attempts 
to infiltrate a group or, at the other extreme. the 'part ic ip ant - as-observer role' where the 
observer is recognised as only being an observer within a group or social setting. The former 
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is, however, not generally acceptable for ethical reasons. With the latter. it is important that 
the observer establishes trust and a rapport with members. The dual role of participant and 
observer is not easy and the presence of the observer can have a significant disturbing effect 
on the group. 

Another stance towards observation is the observer-as-part icip ant role where the observer is 
recognised but distances themselves from the group or social setting. This is commonly 
aspired to by researchers who undertake systematic observation. 

A 1.2.4 Critical Incident Technique 
The technique is useful in highlighting features of human behaviour that make a system 
vulnerable. It collects data on effective and ineffective behaviours central to meeting system 4: ý 

objectives and attempts to record critical incidents that are memorable to those working in the 
system. It is can be used during the early stages of a project or as a 'trouble- shooter' tool 
because its strength lies in the rapid isolation of key problem areas. It is especially good at 
highlighting rare, extreme and critical events because of their ability to remain in people's 
minds. A representative set of responses from the critical incident technique interviews are 
tabulated in Appendix D1.4.4. 

The questioning as well as the ob ective of the technique is open ended. Recipients are asked 
to describe in context effective and ineffective behaviours and relate them to overall system 
goals. Data may be collected in a variety of forms ranging from a serni- structured interviews 
with individuals or groups to self-completion questionnaires. The critical incident technique 
should not be used on its own as a way of collecting data about human behaviour because it 
only reveals atypical rather than everyday events. The method should, therefore, be used as 
one of a range of methods where the data can be used to support and corroborate other data. 

Care must be taken to recognise and avoid rumours and anecdotes. The nature of the incidents 
themselves can compromise the respondents because they may potentially be sanctionable. A 
degree of rapport and trust, therefore, must be established between both parties. 

A 1.25 Hierarchical Task Analysis 

Hierarchical task analysis (HTA) prompts the analyst to establish the conditions when various 
sub-tasks should be canied out to meet system objectives. HTA produces a hierarchy of 
operations, describing the basic things that people do to meet system goals, and plans which 
describe the necessary conditions required to undertake the operations. The method identifies 
how work should be done to meet system objectives in a way that links the activities of people 
directly to the requirements of the system. To illustrate the HTA technique used in the 
research, Appendix G2 contains the HTA diagrams to two levels of analysis for Cell A. 

Since tile resulting task description is hierarchical, the detail can be developed as much or as 
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little as necessary. The analysis begins by a statement of a goal. This is redescribed in terms of 
operations and sub-operations as well as related plans and sub-plans. At each level of the 
hierarchy, an operation is broken down into further sub-operations and ftirther plans. 
Operations are synonymous with functions and can be described as a unit of behaviour. Tasks 
may be seen as trying to achieve system goals in a specific context by using facilities and 
resources whilst overcoming constraints. The task analysis process is, therefore, a process of 
critically examining task resources, constraints and preferences to establish how these 
influence operations in meeting system goals. 

The Functional Analysis System Technique (FAST) is closely related to HTA and is useful in 
the early stages of system design. It focuses specifically on allocating functions between 
people and machines and looks similar to HTA diagrams. Functions (or operations with the 
HTA) are described in terms of an itern, a verb and a noun. If the functions are modelled 
hierarchically, then for each function, 'how do I? ' questions denote functions that appear 
underneath the current function being analysed. The 'why do I? ' questions denote functions 
that appear above the current function. When the diagram is complete, having answered all 
how and why questions, then a coherent model of a system is produced along with the 
inter-functional relationships. Also AND and OR operators can be used to describe the latter. 

The process of using either tool is complex and time consuming and should be carried out with 
the people working in the system to corroborate and modify, where necessary, the HTA 
description. The approach is best developed as a dialogue between the researcher and job 
incumbents to take into account the perceptions of the latter in operation and plan 
development. Data gathering is carried out using the critical incident technique, observation 
and walk-and-talk throughs. HTA is an effective way of organising information and provides a 
useful framework upon which other task analyses can be based. 
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ADOPTEDRESEARCH 
PROTOCOLS 

This appendix describes the protocols and codes of practice adopted for carrying out each 
research method. Their consistent use helps establish a sense of trustworthiness in the 
research, minimises validity and repeatability type research errors and fosters a representative 
and consistent set of data. 

To facilitate the gathering of rich, detailed data over a long period it was essential to be 
immersed in the company and avoid complete detachment from the people. Excellent 
relationships were cultivated with the company before the research itself commenced over a 
period between February and November 1993. The adopted research strategy and data 
collection methods, therefore, were augmented with additional observation and unstructured 
interaction with participants which, in reflection, proved enlightening and of great value. 

131 .1 Establishing Trustworthiness from the Research 
It was essential that the research was conducted with an 'open mind ... to avoid making 
assumptions' and to 'not take things for granted' (personal discussion with Lisl Klein, 1993). 
This is difficult to achieve because the experiences, preconceptions and beliefs that a person 
may possess colour the choice of problem and methods for research and analysis. These 
preconceptions and beliefs exist within a conceptual framework or paradigm advocated by the 
enquirer. The assumptions and presuppositions of the prevailing paradigm form part of an 
implicit framework which ultimately determines what questions are asked, what data are 
considered relevant and how data are gathered, analysed and interpreted. This describes the 
investigator paradigm effect. 

Enquirers cannot carry out research without possessin1g, some basic beliefs and assumptions 
about the subject of investigation. It is essential, therefore, that they have a thorough 
understanding of the state of knowledge related to the inquiry and subject as well as the ability 
to dismiss it if necessary. Although this itself is difficult to achieve, the author entered into the 
pilot study with a good understanding of cellular manufacturing and allocation of functions 
concepts; but also with a genuine lack of certainty as to the outcome of the research. 

156 
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131.2 Adopted Interview Protocols 
Throughout the research, the author was conscious of the need to establish a fi-lendly but 
business-like atmosphere during all data collection activities. This was especially important 
whilst conducting interviews. The majority of organised interviews were serni-structured 
because of the exploratory nature of the research. This proved useful for changing the order of 00 
questions and their exact wording as weU as having the fi-eedom to expand on particular 
details or to pay particular attention to a specific point. 

The author was aware of the importance of guiding the direction of the interview whilst 
maintaining and developing the interest of the respondents as well as putting them at ease and 
allowing them to talk freely. The following sections outline issues considered important by the 
author for facilitating the above. No interviews were conducted during official work-breaks. 

Location. All interviews were conducted in locations familiar with the participants. 
Interviews with people from the training and personnel departments were carried out in 
their offices. In Division V, interviews were conducted in a small, internal room away fron-ý 
but near-by the shop-floor. The room was regularly used for small group meetings and 
comprised of only a single large table with chairs. In Division C, interviews were conducted 
in the JIT-pit' located next to the Cells. The JIT-pit' is a clearly identifiable area of the 
shop-floor, designed and built by the employees, for eating, drinking and relaxing during 
official work breaks. The area is populated with permanent chairs and tables, a drinks and 
sandwich machine as well as basic washing facilities. 

Seating. All interviews were conducted with the author and participant facing each other 
across a table. This prevented the participants fi-orn reading the schedule or closely 
watching the answers being recorded which tended to maintain the spontaneity of 
responses. 

Introductions and Preamble. The author is conscious of the need to put the interviewee at 
ease. Interviews do not begin at question one and end with the last question. In all 
interviews (depending on levels of familiarity), the author introduced himself, his 
professional history, the objectives of the research as well as the purpose and content of the 
interview. It was stressed that all responses made by participants would remain confidential. 

In addition, it was found useful after a while to mention who was involved in the research, 
who else had been interviewed and the length of time the author had spent with the 
company. This helped put the interviewees at ease as well as adding an air of legitimacy and 
routine to the research. 

Doc-unicnrv. All documents were made ready before interviews. The number of papers were 
kept to a minimum because some people may have felt uneasy seeing large numbers of 
papers on the table before an interview. Typically, the interview schedule and a blank A4 
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pad were the only iterns of paper on the table. 

Attention was given to preparing worksheets for interviews where the cell members were 
asked to draw and describe the CeIls, confirm and discuss the functional descriptions of the 
Cells and take part in critical incident technique interviews. Concepts such as functional 
analyses and the critical incident technique were fully explained using prepared worksheets 
at the beginning of the interview. 

Question Delivery. The author is aware of the need to keep interviews progressing at a 
pace to suit the interviewee. In all cases this was facilitated through the use of a common 
language to improve understanding. The author was conscious that the participants were 
hearing the questions for the first time and so made an effort to allow interviewees time to 
think about the question which called for short periods of silence. Care was taken to speak 
clearly and not to use highfaluting or pretentious language. The author found the pilot 
study useful for improving his interviewing skills. It was found that the consideration of the 
above issues became more natural and automatic over time. 

Recording Data. Tape recorders were not used during the interviews even though the use 
of tape recorders was the preferred option. During the pilot study, however, it was found 
that the deep, bass noises of the factory tended to drown out the sound of the interviews. 
Consequently, interviews were recorded on written form- All data was recorded at the time 
of interview. 

While these circumstances were not ideal, it was found that the slight pauses whilst writing 
did not feel unnatural. Care was taken not to draw the attention of the participant to the 
writing process by reading out written statements. The following coding method was used 
during the interview: 

-41a verbatim quote. 

- <> a pr6cis of response or general opinion. 

an interviewer note or comment. 

Responses were recorded and structured under the question headings specified on the 
schedule for each interview (refer to Appendix D I). 

B1.21 Analysis of Findings 
After every semi- structured interview, the responses of the cell members were grouped into C) 
categories corresponding to the specific questions asked within each feature. The responses 
within each category were subdivided into a range of representative responses. These are 
tabulated in Appendix D. For each Cell, the allocation of functions effects Nvere determined 

using the following approach: 
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To fully delineate the n-mn-machine settings by describing the dependent features at the 
three levels of analysis. 

Data analysis by triangulation to identify allocation of functions effects at each level of 
analysis. The effects were identified from analysis of the categorised sen-ii-structui-ed 
interview data. 

To determine allocation of functions effects on the performance of the Cells, the analysis 
determined and mapped these effects as well as the effects of the other independent features 
at all levels of analysis. These effects were determined qualitatively from the systematic 
evaluation of the categorised data as well as from the experience of working in the 
company. The strength of the allocation of functions effects were not quantified. 
Qualitative measures were allocated to these features and were developed likewise from 
experience and through the evaluation of the collected data. 

131 .3 Adopted Protocol for Observations 
Convenient shopfloor locations were agreed with the cell members to avoid disrupting cell 
activities. There was no interaction with the cell members. Observation periods varied 
according to research requirements. Typically, the observation of cell activities was carried out 
for between fifteen to sixty minutes. The following coding method was used during the 
observations: 

-41a verbatim quote from a cell member. 

- <> summary of observed activity. 

an interviewer note or comment. 

B1.3.1 Analysis of Findings 

Observational data are represented by HTA diagrams and the Tables Al to B4 (refer to 
Appendix GI) describing the influence of general system functions on features at the man- 
machine and job design levels of analysis. These mechanisms facilitate the analysis of 
observational data and is used to triangulate with other sources of data. 

131.4 Adopted Questionnaire Protocol 
Questionnaires Nvere conducted with all cell members individually or in pairs. They were 
completed by the cell members in the locations used during the pilot study and during the main 
research period for the semi-structured interviews. The serrii-structured interview seating ltý I 
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preamble and document protocols were adopted. The author was present at all times to 
answer any queries or to deal with any unforeseen problems. No other contact was made xvith 
the cell members whilst they completed the questionnaires. 

B1.4.1 Analysis of Findings 
The questionnaires described quantitatively features at the man-machine and job design levels 
of analysis. The scoring strategy for all questionnaires is outlined in Appendix E2. The mean 
score for all features were averaged over the whole research period for all cell members. 
These data described the nature of the Cells and provided a 'situation setting' for the 
semi-structured interviews. The interviews were consequently not conducted 'blind' but with 
an indication of the opinion of cell members. This helped focus the interviews. Comparisons of 
the individual scores highlighted the main disagreements between cell members. No further 
statistical operations were carried out on the data because of the small sample size. The 
questionnaires, therefore, fulfilled three objectives: 

Generate descriptive data. The data contribute towards developing a more detailed 
description of the four Cells by detailing the features at the three levels of analysis. 

Generate quantitative data to facilitate data analysis by triangulation. The questionnaires 
are part of the multi-method approach. They facilitate data analysis to improve the 
description and understanding of the work environments and ensure the representativeness 
of the data. 

Novides a foundation Jbr the intet-views. Questionnaire data helped develop a 'situational 
setting' for the semi-structured interviews. 

Three self-completion questionnaires were submitted during the field research. A questionnaire 
was not devised for the socio-technical level of analysis because of the abstract nature of 
features at this level as well as difficulties in question design. Semi-structured interviews and 
observational methods were employed for data collection at this level. Not all features, 
however, were be detailed through interview. Consequently, features at the man-machine and 
job design levels of analysis supplemented the detailing of socio-technical features. 

The first questionnaire, the Job Diagnostics Survey (JDS) detailed characteristics of 
intrinsically motivating work. It was submitted once during the pilot study and once 
towards the end of the research period. This was done to identify any significant changes in 
job characteristics and psychological states of the cell members over the period of analysis. 

The data rapidly help to generate a picture of the nature of work in the Cells and describes 
the social consequences of work upon the cell members. 
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The second questionnaire was developed from the pilot study. The questionnaire on 
average took about thirty five minutes to complete and was submitted at the very start of 
the field research. Collected data describes cell layout, training and cell management issues 
central to the long term performance of the Cells. 

The third questionnaire was submitted twice during the research period - immediately after 
the second questionnaire and towards the end of the research period with the second 
submission of questionnaire one. The questionnaire generated quantitative data on features 
at the man-machine and job design levels of analysis. The questionnaire on average took 
about twenty five minutes to complete. These col-lected data formulated an initial detailed 
picture of the state of the research contexts and complemented the features studied in the 
semi-structured interviews. 



APPENDIX C 

PfLOT STUDY METHODOLOGY 
ANDFINDINGS 

This appendix provides an overview of the pilot study methodology and contains the pilot 
study introductory and follow-up interview schedules and findings. 

C1 .1 Pilot Study Methodology 
Each phase of the pilot study methodology is summarised below. 

Cl. 1.1 Orientation and Familiarisation 

At the beginning of the pilot study, no cells had been selected. The pilot study commenced 
with orientation activities which involved: 

r T'. 
hualthAndSafety 
An official health and safety course before having access onto the shopfloor. 

Unstructured Interviews 
Unstructured interviews and discussions were held with supervisors and managers 
encompassing: 

Research requirements in terms of access to the shopfloor, people who would be 
interviewed and access to an interview room. 
Foreseeable research activities and planned timing of research phases. 
Major shopfloor developments and re-structuring activities. 
Rules of conduct for moving around the shopfloor and for organising interviews with 
ccIl members. 

Walk-And-Talk Throughs Around 7"he Shopfloor With The Supervisors 
These were general awareness activities where typically the history of the company, past 
changes, the role of the cells, individual personalities and future planned changes were 
discussed. 

16-1 
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Cell Meetingy 
Two cell meetings in Division V were attended. The meetings proved to be a useful 
platform to rapidly 'get up to speed' on cell matters, to meet all the key people connected 
with cell operation and management and observe at first hand the social interactions 
between managers, supervisors and cell members. This was an excellent orientation activity 
which was used during the main research period. 

C1.1.2 Initial Data Collection 

Foi- all Cells the supervisors introduced the author to the cell members and personally 
informed them about the purpose of the research. This happened in the cell environments. The 
author then elaborated on these details to the individual cell members to reaffirm the objectives 
of the research and verified to see if the cell members were willing to participate in the 
research. For each Cell, once the cell members were happy to participate in the research (no 
body refused to take part), the following data collection activities were carried out: 

Walk-And- Talk Throughs Around The Cells With The Cell Meinbers 
The walk-and-talk throughs in the Cells were good mechanisms for quickly learning and 
understanding about 'what goes on in the cells' in a demonstrative and interactive 
quest ion-and-answer manner. Brief notes were taken in the Cells. In all instances, the 
walk-and-talk throughs were followed by the introductory interviews described below. This 
method helped save time answering many basic questions, provided a foundation for 
subsequent interviews and contributed towards a common language for discussing 
shopfloor activities. 

Seini-StructuredIntroductoty Interviews 
For Cells C and D, semi- structured interviews were conducted in a small private room 
away fi-om but near-by the shopfloor. Appendix B outlines the interview protocols used 
throughout the research period. Appendix C outlines the interview schedule and findings. 
For Cells A and B, they were conducted in the 'JIT-pit" located next to the Cells. The 

objectives of the sen-ii -structured introductory interviews were: 

- To formally introduce the author and the objectives of the research to the cell members. 

- Obtain demographic data on cell members and fundamental cell details. 

- Develop a rapport and a degree of familiarity with the cell members. 

The interviews typically lasted sixty minutes and was structured as follows: 

- Inti-oductions Qf Both Pat-ties And General Pi-eainble 

The 'JIT-pit' is a clearly identifiable area of the shopfloor, designed and built by the emplovec-s, for eam, (, 
drinking and relaxing during scheduled breaks in work. It is populatedwith perri'larient chair, ý and tabILN-, a drink, ý 
and -,., indxvich machine as Nvell as basic washing facilitiu. N- 
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This was accompanied by a description of the need for the research. the 1-esearch (Toals 
and the important role of the cell members in achieving these goals. 

Semi-Structured Interviews 
The semi-structured interviews comprised of two related parts. Firstly, the intervie", 
focused on basic cell design and operational details. The second part obtained 
demographic details of the cell members. The first part of the interview built upon 
experiences from the walk-and-talk throughs. Cell members were presented with 
pre-designed worksheets for them to sketch and label the cell and describe cell 
operations using pictures. In reflection, this proved invaluable in data collection terms 
and was a useful mechanism for encouraging participation from the cell members. The 
second part of the interview was allowed to drift where it was deemed advantageous for 
goodwill and elaborate reasons. 

Self-Completion Questionnaire 
A questionnaire was submitted for completion by the cell members on a separate occasion 
from the interviews. The cell members were asked to complete the Job Diagnostic Survey 
questionnaire developed by Hackman and Oldham (1980). Appendix E discusses the 
background to the tool, methods of application and research findings. It usually took about 
forty minutes to complete. The questionnaire was used to identify quickly, characteristics of 
the jobs in the cells and to gain an immediate insight into the opinions (attitudes) of the cell 
members towards their work. It was completed twice during the complete research period 
to record any changes that may have occurred in the attitudes of the cell members towards 
theirjobs. 

Apart from its data collection function, the questionnaire had a number of methodological 
benefits early on in the research: 
- The questionnaire yielded valuable information which contributed towards a second, 

follow-up interview. 

- The questionnaire acted as a useful tool for creating a 'natural' end to the introductory 
interview. 

C1.1.3 Follow-Up Interviews 
Follow-up semi-structured interviews were conducted with the cell members. These built upon 
and were sensitive to the data already collected from the introductory interviews and 
questionnaires. Refer to Appendix C for the interview schedule and findings. The nature of the 
interviews were to ascertain opinion and factual details on cell issues. The interviews and 
subsequent qualitative categorisation of responses were based on related elements of the initial 
cell selection criteria. The interviews typically lasted for about sixty minutes. 
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C1 .2 Analysis of Findings 
The combined data from the questionnaires and interviews for all Cells facilitated the 
development of an overall picture of cell activity as well as the identification of factors 
affecting cell performance. The findings of the pilot study based on the features studied within 
the initial conceptual framework are summarised below. 

Age of Cells 
The age of the Cells tended to reflect their maturity in terms of how management treated 
the cell members as well as the number of 'teething' and basic layout problems experienced 
by the cell. The latter is true for Cells C and D. Cells A and B are the oldest. Their basic 
layout problems have been successfully tackled and more strategic improvements are being 
implemented encompassing communication mechanisms, devolution of planning 
responsibility and skills development. 

The age of the cell itself does, of course, not improve Cell development itself but is rather 
an indicator of how the Cells may have developed given an environment where continuous 
improvement is proactively encouraged. 

Number and Types ofMachine 
From the pilot study, it was clear that the machines in the Cells influence skills use and 
requirements, the types and frequency of breakdowns, monitoring requirements, 
information needs and the overall role of people (these are not a remarkable findings). The 
allocation of functions is also affected by and reflects the nature of the technology used. 
Issues relating to this descriptor strongly influenced the selection of features for study 
during the main research period. 

OvIc Pines 
Machine cycle times affect the pace and timing of work, the amount of slack between 

operations and the opportunities for the cell members to monitor the progress of machine 
operations. From the pilot study, these 'line balancing' issues tended to influence the 
content of work through the amount of effort required of the cell members to operate the 
Cells satisfactorily. 

Size qf'Pan Fainily 
From the pilot study, the size of part family had little influence on the activities of the cell 
members and cell performance. All set-ups, changeover procedures and quality 
requirements are clearly and well documented for all parts. 

Ccll Loading 
The cell loading varies between Cells. During periods of high cell loading (and when 
manpower issues allow) two people work in Cefls A, B and D. This influences interaction 
and communication requirements. In addition, high production targets can affect the degree 

of urgency required to maintain correspondingly high production levels. Issues relating to 
t--) CN - -- -- 
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this descriptor influenced the selection of features for study during the rmin research 
period. 

o Skill Levels 
From the pilot study it was clear that the skill levels of the cell members affect their abilities 
to cope with all forms of cell disruption. This has implication for the ability of the Cells to 
maintain production levels in the long term- The influences upon skills use and retention 
largely encompassed organisation training and education activities as well as the machines 
used. Issues relating to this descriptor influenced the selection of features for study during tn 
the main research period. 

C1.3 Introductory Interview Schedule 
The following interview schedule outlines the questions asked for data collection during the 
introductory pilot study interviews. Interviews typically lasted an hour. 

Initial Pilot Study Interview 

Date: 
Time: 
Location: 
Participant: 
Ungth of interview: 

Preamble 

Introductions 
State objectives of interview 
Question content and purpose 
Probable length of interview 
Seek peim-iission for writing down responses 

Issue Worksheetfor Sketching Cell 

Describe layout of sheet and ask cell members to sketch basic layout of cell. 
Worksheet Diagram Here: 

Questions: Age of Cell 
"How old is the cell" " 
"How old is the cell in its presentforin? 
<optional> 
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Questions: Number and Types of Machine 
"What do the machines do? 
" "at are they called? 
"How old are they? " 
"How does workflow around the cell? 
<optional> 

Questions: Cycle Times 
What are the approximate cycle timesfor each machine andforfirst of ýfs <optional> 

Questions: Size of Part Family 
"How many products does the cell make? 
- "at do the parts you make do? 
<optional> 

Questions: Cell Loading 
"Typically what is the level of cell loading? " 
"Do levels of cell loading change much? " 
<optional> 

Questions: Skill Levels 
"How many people work in the cell? 
- "at do they do? " 
"At what skill level are you? 
<optional> 

Preamble - Demographic Interview 
Introduce new subject - moving away from cells onto personal details 

Questions: Demographic 
"How long havevou been with the company? 
"Apartfi-oin the cells you work in now, where else have you worked? 
- PVhat other previous industrial experience have you had.? " 
R'hat education and training haveyou had before and in the company? 

<optional> 

Preamble - Questionnaire 
Introduce and submit questionnaire 
Read through instructions with cell members 
Check for any problems 
Move away fi-om recipient but remain in room in case of any problems 

Round-up 
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Thank cell members for their input and time. 
For courtesy, walk back to the cell with them. 
Evaluate data collected. 

C1.3.1 Pilot Study Findings: Demographic Findings 
Key demographic details of the cell members are: 

Cell A Cell B Cell C Cell D 
3 Cell Members 2 Cell Members 4 Cell Members 2 Cell Members 
1)26 1)26 1) 23 1) 26 

Age / Years 2)27 2) 27 2) 27 2) 30 
3) 27 3) 29 

4) 52 

Length of 1) 7.2 1) 6.0 1)4.2 1) 6.5 
Time in 2)4.8 2) 5.4 2) 3.0 9.0 
Company 3) 8.5 3) 5.4 
Years 4) 10.2 

Skill Level All All All operators 1) SS3 
Operator-Setters Operator- Setters 2) Operator- 

Setter 

C1 .4 Follow-Up Pilot Study Interview 
The content of the follow-up serrii- structured interviews were based on related elements of the 
initial cell selection descriptors. Interviews typically lasted sixty minutes. The questions 
presented here were developed from and were sensitive to earlier data collection activities 
during the pilot study. From these experiences, the author became aware of the sensitivity of 
some of the questions which would (and in retrospect did) result in some revealing, interesting 
and detailed responses. 

C1.4.1 Interview Schedule 

The following interview schedule outfines the questions asked for data collection during the 
follow-up pilot study interviews. Interviews typically lasted an hour. 

0 Follow-Up Pilot Study Interview 

Date: 
Timc: 
Location: 
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Participant: 
Length of interview: 

Preamble 
Introductions 
State objectives of interview 
Question content and purpose 
Sate probable length of interview 
Seek permission for writing down responses 

Questions: Age of Cell 
"Looking back over the time you have worked in the Cell, in what wa-ys has the Cc// 
changed? " 
"In the Cell, what things have improved? 
<optional> 
" "at things have got worse? 
<optional> 

Questions: Number and Types of Machine 
"In what ways do the machines influence the nature ofyour work in the Cell"' 
"Thinking about your work in the Cell, what wouldyou sqv is 

, your main role 'I 
"Looking back over the time you have been working in the Cell, what things can go wrong 
with the machines? " 
""at sort of things does the company do to minimise and prevent machine 
breakdowns? " 

Questions: Cycle Times 
"How wouldyou describe thepace of work in your Cell? 
" Wiat ways can - you control the pace and timing of workyourser 
" Tvpicallv, do you have time to monitor the progress of the machines? 
"Inyour Cell. what do you usual4i, do between operations? " 

Questions: Size of Part Family 
"Does thc number of components that your Cell makes affect ' vour work in anY waY" 
<prompts. * worAflow con trol procedures, qualiýv issues, planning requirements> 
"Thinking back over the past month, how often did you need to pefforin a tool 
changeover? " 

Questions: Cell Loading 
- Ainking back o ver the past ' year. how have customer demandsfluctuated. " 
11hen thc Cell is heaviýv loaded, how does this affect the waY You work? 

<proinpts: activitics. repetition. monoton-Y, slack time, bus. 1. fi-ee tittle and levels of 
concentration> 
- What ýpical4i, happens toyour work when demand is low. " 
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"How often do you get to talk to other people in your work, who are they and under what 
circumstances? 

Questions: Skill Levels 
- "at skills and abilities do you usually use when you work in the Cells 
<prompts: problem solving, decision making, inter-personal. planning, inachine 
operation, craft and engineering skills> 
" What opportunities does the company offer you to improve your skills 
"How do you think the company would benefitfrom having a highly skilled worýlbrce? 
"How do you thinkyou would benefitfrom improvingyour skills 9- 
- When things go wrong in the Cell, for example, when an important inachine breakdowns. 
what usually happens? " 

Round-up 
Thank cell members for their input and time. 
For courtesy, walk back to the cell with them. 
Evaluate data collected. 

C1.4.2 Pilot Study Findings: Follow-Up Interviews 
The following two dimensional matrix represents a data reduction of the responses fi-om the 
follow-up interviews based on the above schedule. All cell members in the four CcIls were 
interviewed. The content of the matrix are quotes from the cell members and are 
representative of the range of responses. 

C -1 ell A Cell B Cell C Cell D 
Skill Levels 'A lot of the time is 'Most of the skills used Alostly worldng the 0 'You don't really do 

spent on the machines are similar to what we Fanucs and the much for most ofthe 
operating and did before the cells. ' Taldsawa... ' time ... anyone could do 

What skills inspecting the work 'Not everyone can 'Mostly operating the it. ' 

and abilities do ... planning work with operate the VM mill machines and the 0 'We have to operate all 
assembly is a nice ... you need to know PreCom..., xe also need machines... set all tools 

you usually use 
break. ' what to do when things to watch quality and and change tool bits... 

when you work 
0 'Don't get to use a lot 

f Idll I' d 
go wrong. ' 
'W d hi 

gauge the work 
ourselves ' 

usually sort out what 
needs to be done with o my s s ... ve one ng - e o everyt . 

i th C ll ?" a four year craft operate machines, 9 'I'm happy with what the -, upervvors. ' 
n e e s apprenticeship and inspect worký do the I'm doing.. it's a bit 'I think I'm losing my 

don't really use it SPC stuff, plan most boring but the people edge ... and may need a 
here. ' wor1r. changeovers, set are good here... ' top up soon. ' 

the machines-most 
things. ' 

Skill Levels a 'They're going for the 'Quite a few courses 0 'There's lots of Total 'Quite a few courses on 
Total Quality thing at ... everyone goes on the Quality Management continuous improve- 

the moment. I've been courses ... whether courses. The last one menL.. and there's lots 

"What on a Total Quality they're a good thing is was a Total Quality ol'things on Totýfl 
Speed and Set-up debatable. ' Speed course ... 

doesn't Quality and team- 

opportunities course. ' 'It would be good if realh change rný work working. ' 

do es the 0 'ney're usually well what we learnt could though. 1 
* 

0 'The training 
done but are not change what we do 0 'The training sa waste department is getting 

compatq offer followedthmugh to the ... sometimes I think Nve of halfa dt% 
... Nve go up e\, er% one up to speed 

you to improiw shop. ' just go up there to keep 
' 

then,, \ e come back and 
' 

with Total Quality and 
' 0 'It helped with the company happy. get on %%ith our work. cells... there s rTwant to 

be another follo,, ý up 
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C -1 ell A Cell B Cell C Cell D 
your skills? knowing about cells 0 'The courses are good. 'Tlie courses are good : ourse s oon... probably 

generally ... and about Most of the quality ... and well run ... but the morem the same. ' , 
teamworking ... and I things,. ve use in the management don't '... they're quite good 
know it helped a few shop ... like gauging, seem to know what in but I don't see the point 
people out with writing responsibility for thery-L' in them if we don *1 do 
and reading skills quality, rrummising 

' 'We all go on courses 
what they show us 

' which [the company] waste. down here. 
had never done before. ' ... we never Let to use - 

what we've learrit 
.. we 

don't need the training 
that they give US. ' 

Skill Levels 0 'We're pretty highly 0 'It's good for the 'It would probably help 'I'd be better for them 9 
skilled now ... we're company because they the company if we were . i t'NN e could work more 
good at working on our can move us where more skilful but things on our own. ' 

"How do you own which is good for they like.. sometimes are o. k ... we do what 0 'Flexibility is important 

think the 
the supervisors. ' 
' 

that's quite good. ' 
' 

needs doing. ' 
' ' 

if you need to move 

0 We can work 0 When people are off, Don t know reall-y. things around the 

company would anywhere on the supervisors move perhaps it'd help to shop-floor. ' 

benefitfrom shop-floor... ' people around to other 
' 

move onto different 
' cells. cells... they d just get 

having a highly you to work harder. ' 

skilled 
workforce? 

Skill Levels 0 'At the moment there's 0 '1 do nearly all things 'Too old now to leam 'I don't think I've got 
no point ... I don't think already. I could go for new skills ... leam things the ability really to 
I'm paid enough for supervisors job but from the setters when become a full setter- 

"How do ou our skills now that's a few years away they come round. I like operator ... the y 
compared with others. ' yet. ' to do that. ' supervisors keep onto 

think you a 'I can't really improve 0 '1 don't think I need to 'Not much point in me to apply. ' 

ld benefit my skills more unless I ... we don't get enough training because you '... probably get us to do 
wou 

from improving get a promotion ... I'm 
losing them if anything 

[money] for what we 
do now in my opinion 

don't get much more 
money ... no incentive 

more work ... I'd like to 
become a full setter- 

our skills? " ... things need changing ... we get about the really, can just get the operator ... the money's y if I'm going to do that. ' same as blokes to just setter to do what needs not much better than 
0 "Iliere's no point in operate the machines. ' doing. ' for operator or SS3 - 

developing more skills 'Not everyone can be only fII more per 
if I don't really use the operator setters it'd be week for all that efforl. ' 

ones I have now ... it too expensive. ' 
makes no sense... ' 'I wouldn't really 

benefit because the 
money's not good ... I 
would have more to 
do. ' 

Skill Levels 0 'We sort out most 0 'We deal with all 'I go get the supervisor 9 '1 can sort out most 
things between us. The machine breakdowns and he tends to sort things like tooling... the 
supervisors are told unless its really bad. ' things out with the setters come in and fix 

"When things when big things go 0 'Changes in orders are other supervisors and 
' 

the major stuff.. 

o wron in the 
wrong... most of the 

fi 
usually dealt with by us 

d h i it 
the setters. 

t ll thin s 'F 
supmisors usually 
lea% e it to us if it can be g g time we x most an t e superv sors ... or mos sma g 

fo r Cell things. ' depends... say on I get the setters ... like soiled quickly. ' 

, '17he supervisor P-ets whether we have the with worn tooling and 0 '1 do all my tool 

e_xample, when the mechanical 
- capacity in the cell. ' the PreCom. not changes... I deal with 

t t i engineers in to fix the 'Bad breakdowns may working properly. ' most things. ' 
an an mpor hinel [Primary Ma last for weeks... we 

machine 
ý 

when it goes rong sometimes have a cell 
breakdowns, ... they made a big meeting to plan what 

' mistake getting that needs doing. 
what usually ... given it a coat of 

happens? paint to make it look 
new but it keep 
breaking down. 
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Cell A Cell B Cell C Ceti D 
Cell Loading 'Pretty constant. ' 0 'Haven't changed a lot e 'Quite steadý 0 'Fluctuates a lot ... the 

'The cell is in arrears at ... still have the same ... increasing demand at cell takes on o\ erspill 
the moment ... probably customers. ' the mornent' and late work from 

"Thinking back for the next one and a 0 'At the moment things 0 '... cell in arrears at the other cells. ' 

over the ast 
half years. ' are quiet ... but things moment. ' a '... make chamieo% er\, p look like picking up. ' whenever late batches 

year, how have need finishing. ' 

customer 
demands 

fluctuated? " 

Cell Loadin 'The cell is always a 'When things pick up, 'Things don't change 'When work comes g heavily loaded. ' two of us have to work much anyway-you over from other cells 
a 'Things need to keep in the cell... ' can't go any faster than someone else operates 

"When the Cell moving... the [Primary e 'Daily targets are the machines... ' the other Fanucs. ' 

is heavil 
Machine] must be kept always set at the start 'I suppose it's heavily 'Two people need to 

y running. ' of each shift so youjust loaded all the time ... I work in the cell when 
loaded how need to meet thern. ' just operate the all machines am used. ' 

, 
does this affect 

machines and it doesn't 
' 

a 'You can't really work 
change much. faster than the 

the way you machines. ' 

work? " 

Cell Loadin 9 (See above, question '... in that case only one (See above, question 0 'The work doesn't g notasked) person needs to work in notasked) change ... there's no 
the cell ... the pace of difference because how 

icall "What t work is pretty well hard you need to work y yp 
our ens to ha controlled by the is controlled by the 

, y pp machines ... but you can cycle firnes. 

work when take it a little easier 0 ... only one person is in 
sometimes. ' the cell. ' demand is 

low? " 

Cell Loadin " 'Really often when two 'Sometimes with two in e '-supervisors come 0 'With two of us in the g of us are in the cell ... the the cell ... cell is quite around to the cell. ' cell, things are o. k... 
supervisors come big and so don't really 0 '... sometimes go across supervisors come 

"How often do aroundduringthe day. ' chat much especially to other cells. ' around sometimes. ' 

you get to talk 0 'Get to talk to others on 
the floor .. things are 

with the noise. ' 
'I sometimes talk with 

0 mostly talk to mates 
during breaks. ' 

0 ... sometimes go to 
other cells to see mates 

to otherpeople pretty flexible. ' people from other cells when I need a break 

our work in 0 '-when we have cell 
' 

when I need a break. ' 
h ' ' h 

... thing can be prett-v 
it de ends on flexible 

, y meetings. sa ... w en t ere p , 

who are they meeting, we all meet 
' 

how bus,, you are. ' 

with the supervisors... 
and under what 

circum- 
stances? 

Age of Cell 'Just the position of the 'NVe built the stairways 41 'The position ofthe 
' 

0 'The [lathes] have been 

stilla es ... some old 9 and platforms which lighting has changed... converted to dedicated 1 
measuring equipment you've seen-sorted out 9 '... the deburring booth machinc,... the Fanuc, 

back "Lookin has been taken out. ' the problem with has moved ... the are used as auxiliary g 'All tooling that we mo%ing parts between PreCom has moved machines. ' 

over the time need are in the cell on ops. by building that three times ... managers 'Some mTrovernents 

you have the painted, labelled 
' ' 

trolley runway thing can't get it right ... we 
' 

suggested by us have 
s good. board ... that ... the kanban system are not listened to. been implemented 

worked in the ... that was at the start. * ... like with the chu, -k 
Cell, in what I * 'Qualitv issues have changeoverýand 
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Cell A Cell B Cell C Cell D 
ways has the got much fighter. ' locating the pans in the 

Cell changed? " 
%% . 3, her. ' 

Age of Cell 'Communication's 0 'We know exactly what e 'Nothing much. ' (See above. question 
better ... the nofice board needs to be done. ' 0 'Things are still being not a,; kcd) 
is good for logging 0 'Communication is changed. ' 

"In the Cell, fault with tooling and better ... we know what 'Its quite good to work 

what things 
machines-things are [the customers] want on more than one 
more visual and you because we get the machine ... not much has 

have get more information faxes sent to us ... that's improved. ' 

im roved? 
on what customers 

' 
really good. ' 

p think... 
'The old measuring 
equipment has been 
scrapped... ' 

e of Cell A 'The [Primary 0 'Some cell meetings 'Need to work really 0 'Nothing really. ' g Machine] hasn't got aren't really needed... ' hard ... this is one of the 0 'Things haven't really 
better... ' 0 'Don't like the pay worst cells to work got worse which 

"What things 'Not much has got changes ... it doesn't in... ' doesn't necessarily 

have ot 
worse really. ' seem fair to me. ' 0 'The training courses mean things xvere great 

g 0 'Too many cell 0 'We seem to need to sort of raise your hopes in the first place... I 

worse? meetings. ' work harder in the really ... that's not think there are too 
cell ... just because we good. ' maw, meetings we 
work in the cell, we 0 'We have to fill in don It need then-L' 
still need to work hard those production 0 'The charting's always 
for eight hours a day. ' charts. ' been a bad idea. - .' 

Size of Part 'The cell only 0 'The cell has eight 0 '... the cell makes four 0 'the workflow is not 
manufactures two products... The flow of variations ... the atTected at all ... two 

Family different parts... you work doesn't change. ' workflow does not basic part are made 
don't need much 0 'Changeovers are no change ... the quality -ývith four variations 

"Does the 
planning. ' problem .. everything 

' 
checks are the same for 

' 
each ... the machines are 

... workflow is has been simplified. all parts. the same, the only 

number of controlled by whoever 0 'We need to change 'No. The parts are things that change are 
is working in the cell more than others basically the same ... the the computer 

components ... its not complicated because we make more tooling doesn't change programmes and 

thatyour Cell ... if there're any different part than in much either ... gauging tooling. ' 
' problems the other cells. ' changes slightly but Quality procedures are 

makes affect supervisors help to sort '... quality is not nothing complicated. ' similar for all 

your work in out things. ' affected because all parts... there's little 

procedures are written variation between 

any way? 9Y down ... we know parts. ' 

exactly what to 'Changeovers are 
check ... all work is clearly written down ... I 
inspected anyway. ' change the tooling but 

the setters re-set the 
machine and the 
computer programme.. 

Size of Part '... changeovers aren't '... anything up to once 'Changeovers are done 0 'Changeovers vary 
that often. Last month a day ... typically once by the setters ... this from sav once a dj\ to 

Family we made only two every four days or doesn't happen once a week... it 

changeovers. ' so ... it depends. ' often ... perhaps three depends on what's 
times a week going on around the 

"Thinking back sometimes less. ' shop. ' 

over the past 
month, how 

often didyou 
need to perform 

a tool 
changeover? 
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Cell A Cell B Cell C Cell D 
Cycle Times 0 '... not that fast. -the 0 '... ýtead-,... quite hard... ' '... really fast ... hardly 0 Quite relaxed-the line 

[Primary Machine] sets 0 '... need to run more any time to think. ' balancine is not -, ood. ' 
the pace of work and than one machine at a 'Few people like to 0 '... it iii\-es me tune to 

"How would the cycle time for that time so that pace is work in the cell son things out in the 

you describe 
is about a minute. ' 
' ' 

high to keep these because of the pace of ý: el 1. monitor machines 
' 0 If you re not on the machines running. ' work ... its hard work and think a lot... 

the pace of [Primary Machine] compared with other 

work in our 
then you deburr the cells. ' 

y work .. and have time to 
Cell? PY move around the cell 

... the pace of work is 
not that bad. ' 

C cle Times 0 'The machines do it ... if 0 '... the speed which you 'I've got to run more 41 ... not really ... line 
y you want to slow down load and unload work than one machine at a balancing 1,, slack and 

then you can of course from the machines time ... I can affect the you don't really save 
"What ways but then you won't affects the timing... ' number of parts made time if you mak ea real 

ou control can 
make what you need 

, 
0 'The procedures for by basically slowing I effort to quickl) unload 

' y to. running the cell for one down ... I would get into and load the machine. 

the ace and 0 'The way you load the person and for two trouble though... ' p 
of work timin 

machines... ' have been worked out 'If you work hard, then 
g ... the only way to you can keep the 

yoursey? " change this is to slow machines running 
down feeding the nearly all the time and 
machines. ' make a few more parts 

an hour... ' 

Cycle Times '... quite a lot of time to (see above, question ... sometimes between (see above, question 
monitor the [Primary notasked) operations but I'm notasked) 
Machine]... it gets very usually busy. ' 

do "Typically boring... ' 'If I'm not worldng on 
, 

ou have time 
the Fanucs and Lathe 

' y m on the then I 

to monitor the PreCom... ' 

progress of the 
machines? " 

Cycle Times (see above, question '... there is rarely any 
' 

'... it' I 've got time I 
' 

(see above, question 
not asked) time to do anything... smoke my pipe... notasked) 

... machines are run in '... it depends ... I go to 

our Cell "In parallel and so there's find more trolleys for 
, y 

ou whatdo 
no time to stand 

' 
the pallets or tidy up a 

' y around. bit. 

usually do 
between 

operations? 

Number and the [Primary 'I feel like I'm running (See above, question 'Most of the time,. -ou 
Machine] is very around after the not asked. ) spend operating the 

Types of important to the machines most of the lathes ... you need to 

Machine cell ... we have to keep time... ' keep the second lathe 

this machine running as 'I don't really get to running as much a-,, 
much as possible. ' use all my skills ... and rx)ssible becau,, e its got 

"In what ways '-work tend to be my brain that much. ' a longer cycle. ' 
' loading and monitoring '... it's a change when a I ý, et all the machines 

do the work most of the time machine breaks down and change tool tip, 

machines ... unless the machines or when a changeover ... wash the work and 
breakdown... ' is ordered. ' check the dimensions 

influence the '... I feel like I'm glued on the Pre-Com... ' 

nature ofyour to the machine. ' 

work in the 
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C -I efl A Cell B CeH C CeH D 
Cell? " 

Number and '... machine operator. ' 0 

T pes of 
'... maintain machines 0 '... keeping the ... check work quality 0 'Check the qualin- of 

' y and keep things machines running and ... keep machines the,, vork is o. k. 

Machine running smoothly, sort balanced... ' running ... produce as 0 Alake sure the work is 
out any problems in the 0 'Making sure the work many parts as cleaned and made to 
CeR., is made to the right possible. ' tolerance. ' 

"Thinking '... improve cell tolerances and keeping 'Maintain machines 0 'when possible, carrý 

about our 
operations... ' production levels high. ' and work area. ' out improvements to 

y 0 'improve the cell the cell. ' 

work in the whenever possible. ' 

Cell what 
0 ... meet customer 

' , requirements. 

wouldyou say 
is your main 

role? " 

Number and 0 '... tools hitting the 0 'Common problems are * 'The offsets don't 0 'Sometimes machines 
work, running out of with wom out tools, always work. ' don't start because the 

Types of tool bits... ' broken tools and a ... tool wear, the satýtý guard contacts 

Machine 0 'Pneumatic and missing equipment. ' PreCom rigging are faulry. ' 
electrical failure on the e 'The tooling on the VM sometimes needs 0 '... tool collisions. ' 
[Primary Machine]. ' mill hardly ever needs rebuilding... ' 0 '... missim-, tool bits. ' 

"Looking back * 'Worn out and broken changing. ' 0 'Sometimes the tooling 

over the time 
tools. ' 0 '-sometimes the tools hits the worlc' 

collide with the work 

you have been and the shear pins go. ' 

working in the 
Cell, what 

things can go 
wrong with the 

machines? " 

Number and 0 '[Primary Machine] 0 '... monthly capability 0 'Capability tests every 'Capability tests are 
checked by mechanical tests. ' month. ' often conducted every 

Types of engineers every few 0 'We take part in 0 'Machines overhauled few months 

Machine months ... we replace all machine overhauls about evec,, three ... sometimes byvisiting 
' tooling and often every few months months. ' students on placement. 

inspect machine for any ... automatically check 0 'Setters check for wear 'Machines stripped 

"O'hat sort of wear ... it is a very machines when we set on machine spindles down every three 
complicated machine the up. ' etc. ' months. ' 

things does the so a lot can go wrong. ' 

company do to 
minimise and 

prevent 
machine 

breakdowns? 



APPENDIX D 

OVERVIEW OF AIAIN RESEARCH 
PERIOD AND FINDINGS 

This appendix firstly gives an overview the research methodology for the main research tD 
period. Secondly, the schedules and condensed findings for the man-machine, 'ob design and j 1-: ) 

socio-technical semi-structured interviews with the cell members are reproduced. Finally, 
qualitative data for all four Cells are discussed based on these findings. 

D1.1 Overview of Main Research Methodology 

D1.1.1 Sampling Strategy 
The sampling strategy was contingent upon the state of the shopfloor environment and 
focused on fulfilling the planned research methods for each case. The research schedule was 
situation dependent and flexible. Because of the uncertain nature of the research environment, 
plans for conducting the various research methods with the cell members, supervisors and 
management could not be rigidly set for more than a couple of days in advance. The 
supervisors clearly communicated the breadth of scope and rules for access to the shopfloor. 
Data collection was carried out within these rules based on data requirements and what was 
politically reasonable and when production allowed. 

Cell activities were observed whenever necessary but was particularly useful during busy 
periods when access to the ceR members for interviewing was not possible. To minin-tise 
variability whilst collecting data, the same research methods was conducted for as many cell 
members and supervisors as possible. For example, A cel-I members in a particular Cell 
completed questionnaires which were followed by interviews. This helped the researcher 
establish a rhythm with managing and conducting the research as well as systematically 
developing a picture and facilitating data analysis using like data. Towards the end of the 
research, this approach became less feasible and necessary reflecting the requirement to 
complete 'pockets' of missing data. 

176 
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2 Field Research 
In total, four months were spent with the company over a period of thirteen months. Each visit 
lasted a period of no more than three weeks which allowed for a significant period of data 
collection but was short enough to allow for a degree of detachment from the company for 
data analysis and reflection. All quantitative and qualitative research methods were conducted 
with the cell members commonly working in the Cells. Research was carried out with all day 
and night shifts which facilitated the generation of a representative set of data for each cell by 
overcoming the situation were some informants may be entirely unrepresentative of other, 
perhaps less candid participants. 

A sequence was established for conducting the various data collection methods based on the 
advantages and disadvantages of the research methods. It intuitively provided a way of 
systematically building a clear, detailed picture of the work situations was inherently flexible. 
The duration of individual research methods varied according to the state of the shopfloor and 
the individual characteristics of people. 

As well as providing a number of methodological benefits, the pilot study highlighted the 
importance of people in sustaining the performance of the CeIIS IlTeSpeCtIVe of the technology 
employed. 

Research Methods Overview 

The description and analysis of the features at the three levels of analysis is an ob . ective of the 9 
research. All cell members and supervisors involved with Cell production were involved in the 
research. The research methods used encompass self-completion quest lo nnaire s, 
serni-structured interviews, critical incident technique interviews and periods of observation on 
the shopfloor. 

The four main research methods are summarised below within the research strategy 
fi-amework. For each method, the summary places into context alongside the other methods 
the use, timing and methodological benefits of each. Appendix A2 further describes the 
methodological use, advantages and disadvantages of each research method. Appendix B 

profiles the adopted research protocols to enhance repeatability and to safeguard against 
inconsistencies within each method. 

Self-Completion Questionnaires 

Metho(I Chai-acteristics 
Easy to submit and manage. 
Rapidly describes a wide range of Cell characteristics. 

* Data Characteristics 
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Quickly generates quantitative data on job characteristics. cell members' perccptions of 
their work, features at the man-machine and job design levels of analysis. 
No extensive statistical analysis was made of the data because of small sample sizes. 

Relationship With Other Methods 
- Data analysis identifies salient issues for further exploration during the semi- structured 

interviews. 
Triangulated with interviews responses. 
Generates a 'situation setting' for carrying out interviews. 

Timing 
Questionnaires submitted before all related semi-structured interviews. 
Initial submissions were carried out at the start of the analysis for each case. 
The maximum time for questionnaire completion was no longer than fifty minutes. 

9 Methodological Comments 
In general, questionnaire data are not without their methodological difficulties. The 
questionnaires yielded descriptive data but did not identify the relationships between 
features. This latter point, the inherent threat of respondents not truthfully recording 
their opinions as well as dangers of 'socially desirable response' bias (people responding 
in a way that shows them in a good light) emphasises the need for the use of qualitative 
research methods to facilitate triangulation and the collection of 'rich', descriptive data. 

Critical Incident Technique 

Method Characteristics 

- Interviews are focused and semi -structured. 
- Method identifies and describes in context effective and ineffective behaviours. 

Data Ch aracteris tics 
Identifies characteristics of an 'ideal' cell member for the Cells. 
Data delineated the nature of work methods. 

Relationship With Other Methods 

- Triangulates with other data sources. 
- Generates 'situation setting' for carrying out senu-structured interviews. 

Tiniing 

- Interviews were conducted immediately after the questionnaires. 

- The interviews commonly lasted twenty minutes. 

A fcthodo logic -a I Coininents 

- The method rapidly gave an insight into the nature of work in the Cells and what the cell 
members perceived as being the *ideal" characteristics and abilities of people to work in Z:, 
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the Cells. 
The process of using this method was enliglitening. In general. the 'Ideal' characteristic. 's 
of people to work in the Cells, as described by the cell members in Cells A. B and D, 
were far less skilled, had fewer employment aspirations and could cope with the 
repetitive nature of work far better than the cell members themselves. 
Section D1.2.4.4 outlines the schedules for the critical incident technique interviews and 
tabulates a representative qualitative sample of the responses from the i-eduction of 
interview data. 

Semi-Structured Interviews 

Method Characteristics 
- Focuses the line of enquiry and allow for elaboration on specific points of interest and 

relevance. 

Data Characteristics 

- Generates rich, detailed qualitative data of the features at all levels of analysis. 

Relationship With Other Methods 
- Triangulates with questionnaire, observation and critical incident technique interview 

data. 

Pin ing 

- Interviews varied from thirty minutes to commonly no longer than seventy minutes. 
- Interviews were conducted after the related questionnaires and in parallel with 

observation methods and critical incident technique interviews. 

Methodological Comments 

- Man-machine and job design interviews were conducted after both submissions of the 
JDS, man-machine and job design questionnaires. This facilitated the comparison of 
features between submissions and illustrated how opinions and features evolved during 
the research period. 

- Socio-technical level interviews were merged with the job design interviews. Interviews 
lasted typically half an hour with supervisors. 

- Additional interviews were conducted where previous interviews overran or to clear up 
specific outstanding matters. As with the pilot studies, the responses for the interx'ie'ýN's 
were recorded by hand. Although this was not ideal, any pauses proved to not 
significantly influence the rapport between interviewer and recipient. All cell members 
participated fully in the interviews and paced their responses accordingly to facilitate 
data collection. 

- Section DI. 22 outlines the schedules for the semi-structured interviews and tabulates a 
representative qualitative sample of the responses from the data reduction of all 
interview data. 
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Observation 

Method Characteristics 
Cell activities on the shopfloor and cell meetings were observed. 
Allows one to view activities at first hand in light of previously collected data. 

Data Characteristics 

- Helps develop a vocabulary for describing the social and physical settings. 
- Describes features at all levels of analysis as well as work in functional terms. 

Relationship With Other Methods 
- Complements the semi-structured interviews to detail features at the socio-technical 

level of analysis. 

Timing 
The duration of the observational methods varied from fifteen to sixty minutes. 
Variable scheduling depending on the state of the Cells and also when required to 
establish a picture of cell activities throughout a working day. 

Methodological Comments 
Periods of observation were carried out in al-I cells. Access to the shopfloor for 
observation was not constrained and commonly lasted between fifteen to sixty rrunutes 
depending on the purpose of the observation and the state of the cell. 
Unobtrusive locations in each ceR were agreed upon with the cell membei-s. Observation 
was carried out for three reasons, combining for convenience and for practical reasons 
data collection for the description of features at the three levels of analysis, data 
collection for a functional analysis, for clarification of important and outstanding issues. 
A functional analysis was carried out by observing Cell activities to provide a basic 
understanding of what people do and what machines do in the four Cells. The 
Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) method was used to graphically represent the 
allocation and content of functions in the four Cefls (refer to Appendix G). This method 
breaks down the functional descriptions into levels of detail - from 'high level', broadly 
defined functions to 'low level 5, more detailed functions. The HTA diagrams were 
explained to and reviewed by the ceR members to confirm their validity and 
representativeness. 
These methods fully describe the aBocation of functions in the cells and their influence 
upon features at the man-machine and job design levels of analysis. This process was not 
undertaken for socio-technical features because they could not be described in functional 
terms. 
The HTA findings were invaluable for data analysis and developed a basis upon which 
the research was founded. 
Observation data elaborated upon dependent features at the three levels of analysis and 
helped develop a common vocabulary to aid the interview process. 
Sources of variance, task inter-dependence and mechanisms for coping xvith variances 
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were observed in the four Cells. The latter feature was also obsen7ed during cell 
meetings. In total, five cell meetings were attended. They proved invaluable for 
observing interactions between all supervisors and cell members as Nvell as for leaming at 
first hand short and long term organisation and political issues affectitig Cell 
performance. 

D1.1.3 Analysis of Data 
Quantitative and qualitative data were analysed to identify the dominant features at each level 
of analysis describing factors influencing the design of 'whole' jobs. Data were analyscd 
throughout the research period. The qualitative semi-structured interview data were central to 
fulfilling this objective. Additional quantitative and qualitative data facilitated the development 
of representative contextual descriptions, aided the interviews process and helped validate the 
findings. 

Triangulation was aided by the wide range of quantitative and qualitative data - generated 
fi-om the use of the various research methods. This helped guard against the generation of 
fabricated findings resulting from the adoption of only a single approach and the partiality of 
any one method of data collection. It should be noted, however, that in no way does this 
approach, like any other multiple-method strategy, generate an 'objective' truth since the 

... accuracy of a method comes from its systematic application, but rarely does the inaccuracy 
of one approach to the data complement the accuracies of another' (Fielding and Fielding, 
1986). 

Triangulation was used to make better sense of data from the various sources and highlighted 
the commonalties and discrepancies between thern In addition, the use of a multi-method 
approach enabled the responses from the sen-ý- structured interviews to be interpreted against 
the context described by the questionnaire, observational and critical incident technique data. 
This is fundamental to the interactionist approach (refer to Appendix A) where the social 
context of, say, an interview is intrinsic to understanding any data that are obtained. 
Consequently, the triangulation method and data proved invaluable for determining 'why' type 
questions specifically relating to explaining allocation of functions effects. Appendix B outlines 
the approach used for data analysis. 

The following sections reproduce the semi-structured research findings, summarise the 
responses and provide an analysis of these findings. 

D1.2 Semi-Structured Interviews 
The following sections outline the min research findings fi-om serni- structured inteiiiew data 

collection methods. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with all cell members from 
both Divisions on the features at the man-machine and job design levels of analYsis. Two 
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distinct interviews were conducted for each of these levels. 

Data reduction was performed as soon after the interview as possible - anything from C, immediately after the interview to typically by the end of the day. From the interview scripts. 
all comments made by recipients were divided up and grouped according to the features 
identified at the three levels. 

D1.2 1 Interview Schedule for the Man-Machine Level 
The following interview schedule outlines the questions asked for data collection at the 
man-machine level of analysis. Interviews typically lasted about forty minutes. 

Man-Machine Level Interview 
Date: 
Time: 
Location: 
Participant: 
Length of interview: 

Preamble 
Introductions 
State objectives of interview 
Question content and purpose 
Probable length of interview 
Seek permission for writing down responses 

Questions: Transparency 
- "at are the main things that 

, VOu are aware of which affect your work in the Cells? 
<prompt: suppliers, customers,, supervisors, management, other shop-floor workers, 
breakdowns, meetings, training programmes > 
"Taking all these things into account, areyou usually able to form a clearpicture of hol't, 

these things affect your work? " 
<prompt: 'how aware', 'how knowledgeable', 'how informed', 'understanding'> 
"Within the company. who is dependant uponyour work. For example when you work- well 
or when the output of the Cell drops off, whose work is affected? " 
- Thinking about working in the Cells, areyou able to form a clear picture ofthe progress 
(? I'the machines? " 
<prompt: 'what the machines are doing at anY given time or moment) 
<optional> 
"In the Cells. when things go wrong. can vou usualli, identifi, what theproblem is., 
<optional> 
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Questions: Technical Coupling 
"In the Cells, how much freedom do you have to vaiý, the order of the tasky you pet. -Ibrin. ') 
<prompt: 'the mainjactors that determine thepace and timing o1your work 1'n the Cells 
"How much do the tasks, you perform varyfrom day-to-da 

-0" <prompt: ' rescribed'. ' redetermined', fixed', 'rigid, 'variable'. Wexible') pp 
"at is criticalfor maintaining production in the Cells? 

<prompt: machines, people, quality issues, decisions) 

Questions: Nature of Operator Loading 
"In your work, how much of the time are you basically cat-tying out physical activi tICS. " 
<prompt: 'askfor examples, frequency, 'howphysically tiring? '. cognitivefittictions> 

Questions: Adaptive Allocation of Functions 
"In the Cells, are you able to override the machines and carlýv out tasks manuallv 
"Are there any operations in the Cells which you usually petform manualli, that Yoll can 
let a machine carry out if required? 
<()ptional> 
"In the past, have any functions that You have carried out been given to machines to 

peýfbrm? " 
<prompt: vice versa, 'tasks'> 

Questions: Decision Authority and Competence 
- "at decisions do You usually need to make whilst working in the Cells? 
""at decisions relating to the Cell do other people make? " 
<prompt: supervisors, setters, managers> 
<optional> 
"Are 

, you usually able to implement and act upon the decisions that are make by yourself 
and b-v others relating to the Cell? " 
"In the Cells. what manufacturing decisions are made by the machines 
<optional> 

Round-up 
Thank cell members for their input and time. 
For courtesy, walk back to the cell with them. 
Evaluate data collected. 

D1.22 Interview Schedule for the Job Design Level 

The following interview schedule outlines the questions asked for data collection at the job 
design lcx, cl of analysis. Interviews typically lasted an hour. 

Job Design Level Interview 
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Date: 
Time: 
Location: 
Participant: 
Length of interview: 

Preamble 
Introductions 
State objectives of interview 
Question content and purpose 
Probable length of interview 
Seek permission for writing down responses 

Questions: Skills Use and Retention 
"Thinking aboutyour work in the cell, using examples, what skills doyou usualli, usc? 
<prompt: 'Craft skills', 'interpersonal skills', 'analytical skills'> 

"at opportunities do you have for using your problem solving and anall'tical (Inental) 
skills? " 
<prompt: 'arithmetic skills', 'mental skills', 'structured methods ', 'creatillýl''> 
<optional> 
"How well do you thinkyou have kept (or maintained) the skills that. you have gained. " 
<prompt: 'give examples'> 
<optional> 

Questions: Task Flexibility 
"How qften do you rotate betweenjobs (cells)? 
"Do 

, vou have any say in whenyou rotate between cells? 
<optional> 
"Comparing your experiences with a process focused and a product focus jactoly, what 
cxtra tasks do. vou now carry out that. you didn't have to do in the past? " 

Questions: Interaction Requirements 
- ffhen doYou need to interact (talk) with other people? 
<prompt: 'communicate'. 'mechanisms', 'ask to give examples'> 
"How often do You come into contact with otherpeople9 " 
<optional> 

Questions: Experienced Responsibility From Work 
"In the ccll what ai-e , vour inain i-esponsibilities 9" 
<pi-otnpt: production, qualiýv. decisions, iniproveinents> 
"How havc 

, vout- wsponsibilities changed since working in the cell? 
<pi, otnj, )t: 'ask. foi- cvainples'> 
<optional> 
"How tio. votiftcl about having this ainount of responsibilin,? 
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Questions: Process Feedback 
"In what ways do youfind out ho it, well you are doing in. vourjoh ? 
<prompt. - people, machines, mechanisms, meetings> 
"Are you happy with the amount offeedbackyou get on hoit, well , vou are doing. "' 
""at information do the machines provide you with to let you know hoit, ivell. vou tire 
doin "" 
<prompt: 'askfor examples'> 

Round-up 
Thank cell members for their input and time. 
For courtesy, walk back to the cell with them. 
Evaluate data collected. 

D1.23 Interview Schedule for the Socio-Technical Level 
The following interview schedule outlines the questions asked for data collection at the 
socio-technical level of analysis. Interviews typically lasted an hour. 

Socio-Technical Level Interview 
Date: 
Time: 
Location: 
Participant: 
Length of interview: 

Preamble 
Introductions 
State objcctives of interview 
Question content and purpose 
n-obable length of interview 
Seek permission for writing down responses 

Cell Members: 
Questions: Sources of Variance 
"Ainking aboutyoujob, what are the main things that can go wrong? 
<prompt. - equipment. 'inside thephývsical cell'. 'outside thepkysical cell'> 
"I I 'hen these things go wrong. how, are th(ýv dealt with ?- 

Supervisors: 
Questions: Boundary Regulation Activities 

TJ`hat are mur main responsibilities towards each Cell. " 
<Iwompt: . ask. for examplcs'> 
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"When dealing with each Cell, what activities are involved? 
<optional> 

Round-up 
Thank cell members for their input and time. 
For courtesy, walk back to the cell with them. 
Evaluate data collected. 

D1.24 Responses From Semi-Structured Interviews 
The following two dimensional matrix represents a data reduction of the responses from the 
semi-structured interviews based on the above schedules. An cell members in the four Cells 
were interviewed. The content of the matrix are comments from the cell members and arc 
representative of the range of responses. 

D1.2.4.1 Man-MachineLevelofAnalysis 

Cefl A Cell B CeH C CeH D 
Trans arenc '... The [Primary ... ollow what the we f 0 'The supervisors and 0 'I find out what things p y Machine] causes a lot [downstream assembly setters mostly deal with are like in the shop 

of grief with breaking cell] requires on a daily things off the through talking with 
"What are the down a lot... ' and weekly basis. ' shopfloor. ' supervisors when they 

main things 
' The supplier situation 'Ile suppliers deliver 0 '1 don't meet with the come to the cell ... the 
has improved a lot castings on time but the assembly shop workers monthly cell meetings 

thatyou are ... poor casting quality quality varies a lot ... the supervisors and the shop meetings 

aware of 
can stop work in the ... this obviously affects 

' 
handle work loads and are good for findin- out Cý 

cell for up to two what we can make. quality issues between and discussing things 

which affect weeks ... it depends. ' '... we get to hear from shops... we don't get on but we could do with 
" 'Ile supervisors deal the customers what's well with them less cell meetings. ' 

your work in with the suppliers and fight and what's wrong anyway. ' 'I don't talk to the 

the Cells? " delivery stuff' because all faxes ... are 0 '1 just concentrate on assembly shop workers 
' ' " 'If operators or pinned up on the notice the work in the cell and because I m too busy. 

someone doesn't come board by the cell. let the setters and ' ... when [the assembly 
in then sometimes I 'Manning and quality supervisors do theirjob cell] was moved into 

might be moved to and production issues ... I'm happy with j us t the machine shop I 

another cell... ' are usually sorted out getting on with thejob could see things 
" 'Any complaints from during cell meetings or of operating. ' better... it didn't work 

the customers ... are simply by talking to the 9 'There are too many well though because its 

posted up on the notice supervisors. ' cell meetings ... they are a different culture 
board and if necessary 'The communication of a waste of time because between the shops and 
procedures are changed things that aflect the we aren't listened to we don't get on that 
or more quality checks cell, like suppliers and much ... not much gets well., 
are used until the money, is done through done from the meetings 'I help the supervisors 
problems are sorted. ' the notice board, cell ... we get to hear about plan Nvork in the shop 

" ... shop meetings and meetings and shop how the company is when things go wron,, 
cell meetings help meetings ... its much doing from the shop with other cells ... that 

everyone understand better but sometimes meetings. ' %vay I get to know %vhat 
how well the cells and there's far too much 0 'Most of the problems things are right and 
the company is doing. ' talk and Nve aren't are sorted out bv the wronk! in the shop. ' 

" 'I don't really get getting things done. ' supervisorý. A just do Aloýt of the tirne I ect 
involved in matters 'When things are busy, what I'm told to. ' on with the work I need 
outside the cell but the supervisors do most 'I don't know about to do in the cell ... the 

quite a lot of cell improvements. ' who does what %%i th the supervisors ýori things 

information comes 'I don't really know suppliers or customers out to help me. ' 
ftom management ... Sol I about things outside the ... but anyway I don't 'The inanagers and 
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CeR A CeH B Cen C Cell D 
feel I know how well cell... I only do stuff need to know. -I supenýisors deal with 
the cell and the linked with production concentrate on working the company problems 
company is doing. ' and the maintenance of' the machines and the and leave us to get on 

0 '1 don't know anything the machines and the supervisors and with the ýhoptloor 
about ordering [work] quality of the work. ' managers deal with work-' 
or working out what theý should do. ' 
quantities ... manage- 
ment deal with that. ' 

Trans arenc 0 '... it's difficult to really 'I'm not that close to a 'I don't know really 'I can understand the p y get involved with [the how [the company] what's going on off the problems the 
above issues] because gets on with [the shopfloor ... I pick up a supervisors face with 

"Taking all of the work I need to customers] but we get lot of information from machine breakdowns 

these things 
do. ' 
' 

an idea from the shop 
fi ' 

[others] on the 
h fl I' 

around the shopfloor 
h ll d 0 With the planning side mee ngs... s op oor ... m not is use ... t e ce to 

into account of things I can under- 'Its hard to understand really bothered about take on extra work 
, stand what problems really how everything that stuff.. ' from [these cells]... ' 

are you are faced by the affects the cell ... I know 'I get onAith my work 'My job is not 
usually able to supervisors ... I know about most of the and don't really connected with dealing 

how important this is shopfloor things that understand what the with suppliers and form a clear and who will be affect the cell and the supervisors do or customers ... I only get 
icture of how affected if its not done assembly cell anything like that ... I to hear [about them] p 

right. ' ... planning the work like it like that. ' when things go 
these things 'I don't know what the with [the people in this wrong ... its difficult to 

affect our customers are really cell] helps me get a picture of 
y like but of course I've understand customer e%ervthini-, that's going 

work? got my own picture and supplier issues. ' on. ' 

... some people have 'Cell meetings help me 'Cell meetings help 
actually visited their learn about what's with understanding the 
factory. ' going on around the pressures on 
'I think I know what's shopfloor ... and with supervisors and other 
going on in the custorners. ' cells. 
company but whether 'There's a lot going on 
its accurate or not I'm around the shop ... its 
not sure ... I know about difficult to paint a clear 
the assembly cell and picture of everything 
things on the shopfloor that's going on mainly 
connected with the cell since I'm usually really 
but its difficult to busy... cell meetings 
understand things I help though. ' 
don't come into contact 
with outside the cefl. ' 

Transparency "Me main customers 'An assembly cell in 0 'The assembly cell is 0 'The cell manufactures 
[outside the company] the shop is dependent the customer for the parts for an assembly 
are dependent upon my upon the parts made in cell ... all work goes to cell in the other shop. ' 

"Within the work. ' the cell ... work is the assembly shop. ' - '[The assembly cell is] 
'We get to know what planned between the a 'The supervisors directly affected by the 

company, who the customer think of cells to sort loading co-ordinate the flow of performance of the 

is dependant our work because the requirements. ' parts between cells. ' cell. ' 
' ' supervisors tell us and 0 t deal directly 1 don 

upon your post up the faxes on the with the [assembly 

work.. ? 9ý board. ' cell] ... things are 
co-ordinated by the 
supervisors. ' 

Transparency '... I can't really tell 'All [cell members] 'No. I'm very busy. If I 
' 

'... I usually have time 
what the [Primary know what the had the time, I couldn t to check on the 
Machine) is doing once machines do in see what cutting stages progre,, s of the 

"Thi kin it is started... ' theoiý-. Jts difficult to the machines are at rruchines because of' n g 'I do know what the know exacfly what's anyway-because of the 
' 

the gap between 
' about working [Primary Machinel happening when the coolan t all over the cycles. 

in the Cells, does and I know about things are running 
' 

place. ' 'I'm farruliaruith the 
the different cutting s no way because there 9 '1 basically know what cutting ops. that the 

are yo u able to operations but it is to see ... we'rv usually cutting operations are machines carry out 

form a clear 
ifficult to know very busy anyway to 

' ' performed... i t'some- ... the only way to tell 
exactly what's going on try and work it out. ' thing went -wrong on the progress of the 

picture of the when it's running: 'I can tell what the VM though, I could machines is to stare 
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progress of the 'The [Primary * mill is doing because of probably tell you what through the clear 

machines? 
Machine] is very 

' 
the glass surrounding had gone %vro ng if it 

' 
guard... ' 

complicated. the work area and the wasn t too complicated 'Fvc been working 
0 'Most of the other monitor showing the ... I don't have much with the machines for a 

operations are easy to NC codes ... I don't time to check on the long time now and I've 
understand ... they're usually have much machines because other come to know about 
very basic ... its obvious time to check on the machines usually need how the machines 
what's going on. ' work. ' seeing to. ' work... ' 

0 '1 don't understand 'The machines are all 
everything about the pretty old ... they don't 
equipment that I use help me understand 

... but I know enough to what they are doing... if 
be able to cope with the you asked me, I could 
most common probably tell you what 
problems. ' cutting stage a machine 

was at but without 
really monitoring the 
machine I couldn't be 
sure of being totally 
right ... that's not the 
case with the 'Splitter' 
and VM rnills. ' 

Trans arenc * (see above, question '... usually... ' 0 '... 1 get the setters to 0 'I've worked with the p y notasked) 'All [cell members] are sort any machine machines long enough 
well trained and are problems out. ' to know what usually 

"In the Cells skilled to maintain the 0 '1 can sometimes goes wrong with them. ' 
, 

when things 
machines ... its quite identify what the 

' 
a 'The setters deal with 

difficult though to problem is because I ve most breakdowns... 

go wrong, can predict when things worked with the although if they're 

you usually 
may go wrong ... we can 
deal with most 

machines for a long 
time ... I advise the 

busy I can sometimes 
fix the machines on my 

identift what problems without much setters on what I think own ... its diflicult to tell 
0, help from the the problem is from sometimesxhý a 

the problem supervisors or what my last actions breakdown happened. ' 
is? engineers. ' were... ' 

'Each machine fails in 
its own way ... we get to 
learn this over time. ' 

Technical 0 'The tasks are set by 'The tasks that each 'Very little freedom... 1 'What I do in the cell 
[the company] ... they're person carries out and do everything in a fixed varies little from daý to 

Coupling all fixed... the steps are the order that the tasks way. ' day ... tasks are set and 
all written down and are carried out are 'I know exactly what to cannot be changed. ' 

"In the Cells pinned up on the 
' 

cleady described and do ... the order of '... for each part, the 

, board. are on the notice operations are set by order of work is fixed 

how much 'All tasks in the cell board. ' the machines and don't and cannot be 
has been standardised 0 'There is no freedom change ... unless a Fanuc changed... even when 

freedom do so everything is done ... if I changed the order breaks down then the we need to do work for 

you have to the same ... all jigging 
' 

I would get in trouble... 
' 

order changes a little' 
' ' 

other cells, all 
and set-ups are fixed. everything is fixed... s little variety ... there procedures are 

vary the order . 'I know exactly what to *'... everything in the in what I do ... I'm a fixed... and do not 

of the tasks do and how long things cell has been fine tuned machine operator. ' vary. ' 

should take. ' to produce the 

you perform? maximum output. ' 

Technical 9 (see above, question 0 'If two people are (see above, question 'Things can vary a lot 

notasked) working in the cell then notasked) when things break- 
Coupling the tasks set for these down around the 

are different than if shopfloor ... the 
only one person production. set-up and 

"How much worked in the cell. ' changeover tasks am 

k d h 'The tasks in both cases still fixed and do not e tas s ot are described on change. ' 

you perform diagrams pinned to the 
board. ' 

vary from 
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day-to-day? " 

Technical '... the [Primary 'All the mills are 'The two [mills] must 0 'Both machmes are 

Coupling 
Machine] must be kept 
oin the w ki th 

critical to the 
ti d th i 

be kept running to feed 
i th h l l h h 

i nripo rta n i. ' 
i l ' g ... or n e g uc on e pro n e s e] ... t at e e[ a t n athes run Both 0 

cell will stop if it goes cells ... the VM has the critical ... when this goes parallel ... dependin, -, on 

"What is 
down. ' 
' 

longest cycle time and down the cell goes 
' 

what the cell is used for 
The other operations must be run down. all machines are critical 

criticalfor are important of course constantly. ' 'The lathe is critical. If to the cell. ' 
but not as much as the 'You need to run more a [mill] breaks down 

maintaining [Primary Machine] ... it than one machine to we can get by on one 

production in does most of the cutting 
' 

keep production levels 
' 

[mill] and one lathe. ' 

the Cells? " operations. high... 'The [UlLills] must run 
in parallel to keep work 
at the right levels for 
the [lathe]. ' 

Nature of * 'Almost all the time. ' 'Most of the time with 0 'All the time ... I just Alost of the activities 
0 'Most of what I do in breaks for meetings and operate the machines. ' are physical ... I plan 

Operator the cell is physical training courses... 0 '1 need to walk 'round workloads with the 

Loading ... including machine machine maintenance the shopfloor supen, isors when 
maintenance and and planning sometimes to find breakdowns happen in 
inspection ... pulling workloads with the pallets from the other cells. ' 

our work "In work from stores and [assembly cell]: assembly shop ... that's 'Once the machine are 
, y 

how much of 
packing parts in the 

' 
annoys me ... if I need set, most of my time of 

boxes for shipping. help on anything I find course spent operating 

the time are a setter. ' them... ' 

you basically 
carr ing out y 

physical 
activitie.. 0" 

tive Ada 'No. The [Primary 'None of the mills can 'No. All cutting 0 'None of the machines p Machine] is not be manually Operations are can be overrided... ' 
Allocation of designed for manual overrided. ' automated and can't be a 'In the cells, the tasks 

Functions override. ' 'The operations carried done manually. ' that I do cannot be 
' '... there is no option, out by the machines automated. 

either the [Primary cannot be overrided by 

"In the Cells Machine] carries out [the cell members] and 
, the operations or it the operations carried 

are you able to doesn't. It isn't out by [the cell 

override the designed for people to members] cannot be 
operate. ' automated. ' 

machines and 
carry out tasks 

man u ally? 99 

tive Ada (see above, question (see above, question 'No. the tasks that the (see abo,,, e. question 
p notasked) notasked) machines carry out can notasked) 

Allocation of only be done b,, the 
' 

Functions the machines... and 
same is true for [the 
cell members]. ' 

"Are there any 
operations in 
th e Cells.. ?" 

ti Ad 'I can't think of 'No ... they haven*t nothing has ' ' - 
'[The cell members] 

ve ap anything ... the m3chines chanped since the cell anged. the onlv h c have always carried out 
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Allocation of in the cell now were was first formed... 1 things that have the tasks that they cam 

Functions 
there at the start [when don't think any changed are the out now... nothing has 

' the cell was first changes are planned positions of the chanved. 
implemented]. ' either. ' machines ... celllayout... 

"In the past 
and the lighting has 

' , been improved. 

have any 
functions.. ? 

Decision 0 ... usually not many... ' '... the main decisions 'Not many ... I get given 0 Alost of the decisions 

Authorit and 
0 '... but can involve me are made when work and I follow 

' ' 
that I make are made 

y deciding on when to planning cel I what s required of me. during the planning 
Com etence replace tooling. ' workloads. ' 'If the PreCom. isn't tasks with the p 0 '... the size of buffer 'I need to decide when working right, I need to supervisors. ' 

stock between to replace tool tips, decide if it needs 40 'If necessarv I rruiy 
"What operations and when to when things need recalibrating orjust choose to re-set the 

decisions do shut down a machine repairing ... whether to rebuilding ... ifFrin not machines ... I change the 
before it breaks down shut a machine down sure I get the setters ... I tooling and tool tips 

you usually or for safety reasons. ' for maintenance recalibrate thejigs if I when required. ' 

d to make n 
reasons ... and whether need to. ' 

ee to rework work or reset 

whilst working the machines if quality 
' ' isn t right. 

in the Cells? " 

Decision 0 '... the supervisors make '... planning workloads 'A lot of things... what 0 ... supervisors move 
decisions on part is done by supervisors part numbers are [cell members) to the 

Authority and batches ... what needs to and [cell members] needed on schedule cell when finishing off 

Com etence 
be made next ... the decisions made in sheets ... when to have overflow work... ' p 
... improving cell ops. the [assembly cell] cell meetings ... and 0 'Supervisors plan work 
and procedures... ' affect what we make in what is talked about at schedules and timing... ' 

"'What 0 'Managers sort out the cell ... batch sizes. the meefings. ' a 'Cell meetings and 

decisions 
long tenn orders ... and part numbers, due dates 

' 
e ... when breakdowns shop meetings are set 

decide on who works in etc. happen in other cells by management 

relating to the what cell. ' 'We get moved around ... supervisors move ... which cell 

Cell do other 
0 '... supervisors arrange the floor to other 

' 
people 'round the improvements are 

cell meetings when cells... shopfloor to other made to the cell are 

l k ? they need to ... they 'Supervisors decide cells... they do all the decided by 
peop e ma e have the final decision when machines need work planning based management. ' 

on all cell inspecting ... when on the state of the ... supervisors decide 
improvements and who quality pracfices need [assembly cell]... I don't on changes to the cell 
goes on what checldng ... making final do any of it. ' when parts from other 
course ... things Eke cell improvement cells need attention... ' 
that. ' decisions. ' 
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Decision '... mostly yes... 0 AVe make decisions 'I need to work hard in 0 'When I plan the work 

Authorit and 
improvements are done and plan ... on what, ý% e the cel I ... 

itý the worst for the cell. I know and 
y by [the cell members] are able to do and what cell to work in 

... cell the supervisors know 

Com etence or the super-visors... we the cell can produce. ' improvement decisions what can be done... ' p know what can be 0 'Of course, we make are sometimes carried 0 'Its unpractical to make 
done. ' decisions based on how out by the setters-I can a decision that nobody 

"Are you '... supervisors make things are in the cell... ' cope with most things. ' can act upon 

usually able to 
decisions that they 0 'We need to work hard 'The supervisors know 

' 
... e% ez-, one in the shop 

know we can act upon to meet some of the what can and can t be knows roughly what 

implement ... 
its a bad decision planned targets ... 

its done... ' can be achieved ... and 

and act upon 
otherwise... ' never unrealisfic... ' the abilities of 

- ' even onc. 

the decisions 
that are make 

by yourseýf 
and by others 
relating to the 

Cell? " 

Decision 'None really ... the 'I'lie machines don't 'They don't make any '\one. The machines 
[Primary Machine] make any ... they're not ... all decisions are aren't intelligent 

Authority and uses the N/IARPOSS clever enough... ' made by me, setters ... 
humans make all the 

Competence system to set offsets on and supervisors. ' decisions... ' 
the tooling ... 

based on 
100% ... measurements 

"In the Cells, of the finished parts. ' 

what manu- 
facturing 

decisions are 
made by the 
machines 
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Cell A Cell B Cell C Cell D 
Skills Use and 40 'The main skills I use 0 "I"he skills I use in the 0 '1 operate the machines '. A don't use many of 

Retention ... is connected with cell aren't much most of the time ... I'm the skills I have ... I think 
operating the different than before we just following the I'm losing my edge ... I machines ... there's not worked in cells. ' procedures set down by think I'll need to go on a 

"Thinking much skill in that ... I use 
kill h 

0 'Tbe skills you need for [die company]. ' refresher course soon... ' 
my s sw en things one machine are about 0 'Mostly I load and 'I haven't yel leamt to 

aboutyour go wrong or when the same for all the unload work, I operate set the machines but I 

work in the 
there's a change in work 

' 
others ... the VN4 cannot the PreCom. and read the change all tooling, 

schedule. be operated by screen to see if the work chucks ... programmes 

cell using '... the way you carry out everyone... you need to is within the tolerance and set offsets to 
, 

examples what 
all of the tasks is set and 
cannot be chan d I 

go on a three day course 
it t th i 

limits ... I don't use any 
f kill 

compensate for tool 
' , ge ... ... s no e operat on cra ts s because the xvear. 

skills do you 
don't use any craft skills but you need to know tasks are all 0 '1 plan work with the 
its mostly just following what to do when it goes automated... ' supervisors which gets 

usually use? " procedures... ' wrong. ' 'I don't say much complicated some- 
'When the machines are 'I've learnt how a during the cell times... ' 
down we need to assess kanban works ... about meetings ... that's the 9 '1 know a bit about the 
what's wrong with cells, what the parts are same I think for all machines ... I do the front 
thern... experience used for, new quality operators... ' line maintenance when I 
helps ... we strip down the procedures ... and what '... the planning is done can ... I've made 
machines and fix thern. ' continuous improve- by the setters and improvements to the 
'I set and calibrate all ment is. ' supervisors... ' washer ... and the 
the machines which is 'I don't use many of my 'I don't use many ... I changeover procedures 
quite as ki I led j ob. ' craft skills that I leamt don't see the point in for the two lathes... ' 
'I've got a lot of when I was an going on training 'I've mostly leamt 
experience from apprentice... its mostly courses ... I pick things about cells generally, 
working in cells just machine operation up from the setters and how different machines 
... working with more tasks on a number of others ... so I don't keep work ... and a lot of new 
than one machine ... new machines in on having to stop work manufactufing methods 
quality procedures and parallel ... my planning and wait for setters to ... even if I don't always 
cell meetings... ' skills and the way I talk fix a problen-LA like have time to make use 

0 '1 try to think about how with people I think have working in the cell, you of what I've learnt. ' 
the cell can be improved ... the cell get to learn how to 'I need to think about 
improved ... usually for meetings allow for operate more than one when to changeover and 
making machine discussion about cell machine... ' remember what I've 
operations better and to activities... there's not 'I set the offsets on the made ... so I need to keep 
solve quality problems always much time for machines ... I pull work track of things ... that 

... I put forward ideas at improvement tasks. ' from stores depending means writing keeping a 
the meetings... ' on the schedule. ' record... ' 

Skills Use and 0 'Working out quantities 'The main times I think 'I keep a log of what has '... the planning tasks 
and daily workloads for are when identifying been made ... and what which I carry out 

Retention the cell ... all tasks are improvements, planning need doing ... that means anythi ng from twice a 
very clearly defined and the work for the cell and being able to read the day to twice a week 

"What everything is quite easy working out what is schedules and read the 
' ... there's no pattem... ' 

to follow with a bit of wrong with equipment machining charts. 'Sometimes I think of 

opportunities experience... ' when it fails. ' an improvement to the 

ou havefor do 0 '... there's not much call 'The kanban system is 
' 

cell ... which I tell the 
y for the use of mental easy to use ... you don t supervisors at the cell 

us-ingyour skills ... except with cell 
' 

need to think hard to be 
' 

meetings ... that's the 
improvement tasks. able to use it ... that s the proper time to debate 

problem solving whole point of the improvement tasks. ' 

d l ti l systenL' 0 'When machines go an ana y ca down I can fix a lot of 
(mental) the faulty equipment or 

skills? " 
replace it. ' 

Skill U a d * 'I've not been able to 9 (see above, question not 'I'm at the operator skill e (see above. question not s se n use any of my [craft] asked) level ... I operate the asked) 
Retention skills at all ... I do more machines so I use my 

than a lot ofthe others skills all the time. ' 
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"How well do in other cells like setting 'I've just leamt how to 

ou think ou 
machines, maintenance, 
h l 

operate [the machines] 
' y y c angeovers, p anning... and so I haven t lost any 

have kept (or rigging and carrying out skills because I use 
improvements... ' them all the time... ' 

maintained) the 'I need to do a lot of 

, skills that you 
things in the cell but 
most of what I do, 

havegained? " except for the planning, 
meetings and the 
kanban, I did before the 
cells ... I don't use my 
apprenti eship skills at 
all ... I 

Task Flexibilit 'Two people usually 'Typically two people 0 '1 work in a pair ... I 'It depends on hat the y work in the cell ... I've work in the cell to get work on my own in the cell is doing ... operators 
also worked on my the most out of it ... there cell for one week and can be brought in to 

"How often do own ... it depends on used to be three but we then change over .. I go cope with overspill 
who's in the shop. ' improved the way things and work in another cell work... ' 

you rotate 'There's job rotation were done... ' ... every two weeks we 0 '... usually there's job 
between jobs between four people... '... jobs are rotated swap with another pair rotation between four 

(cells)? we're in pairs and swap between six people. We to the night shift and 
b k i ' 

people fortnightly, day 
" between day and night swap between day and ac aga n. and night shift basis. 

shifts every fortnight. ' night shifts on a 'I get to work in other a 'Other [people] N%'(-'Fk in 
'In the cells we decide fortnightly basis... we cells ... the supervisors the cell ... its not 
on who does what... ' need to be flexible. ' decide ... I can change fixed ... everyone is 

... supervisors '... it depends ... I may be cells sometimes twice a flexible and needs to be 
sometimes get us to asked to move to week. ' sometimes. ' 
work in other another cell in the shop. ' 
cells ... sometimes for a 
day sometimes for 
longer ... it changes. ' 

Task Flexibilit 'No. The decision is 'It's not for me to decide e '. J work where I'm 'There's no way I y made by the who works in which asked. ' decide on where I work 
supervisors ... we don't cell. ' 41 'The supervisors decide in a shift... ", e get told 

"Do you have know what's going on * 'Ile supervisors sort all on who is needed in v. -here we I re going to 
the shopfloor... we need that out... ' which cell. ' work ... its important to 

any say in to get on with our work, 0 'We know in which cell 'Unless things change be flexible. ' 

when you rotate it's the supervisors job. ' we're going to work in we usually know where 

between cells? 
advance ... unless we will work from week 

' unknown things to week. 
happen. ' 

Task Flexibilit 'Working in the cell '... I work on more than 'Not really ... it's better '... a lot was promised y doesn't really help you one machine but the that you have to work from the training 
develop new skills ... the skills needed for one is on more than one courses but still there's 

"Comparing main changes are with the same for all of machine ... you get to an atmosphere of them 
communicating ... cell them. ' learn a lot more. ' and us. ' 

your meetings, notice boards, 'There are quite a few 'I've learnt to operate 'Because the machines 

experiences faxes, problem differences like with more than one 
' 

are brought together, of 
charts ... the cell meet- changes in quality machine ... I don t mind course you find yourself 

with a process ings can be a waste of procedures, cell if I just work on one operating all of 

d nd f tune sometimes ... but not meetings ... before I never machine or more than then-L.. nianagement a a ocuse always ... I need to speak had to speak up in one ... the skills needed have stressed skilling, 
productfocus out and some-times meetings, in fact we are the same. ' quality ... tearnworking, 

? Py factot present my ideas for never had meetings... ' 'I'm using a computer meetingsand 
y.. improvements ... I never 'We never used to talk ... with the PreCon-L but improvement ... I think 

had to do that before. ' to people to sort out if it goes wrong then I'm they've been quite 
'I'm now involved with production levels... in trouble... ' successful ... I haven't 
a product from the because of piece rate... ' 'I don't feel I'm in a improved my 
beginning ... but the tasks 'There's more of a team ... there's a lot of communication 
themselves are no tearnworking anno- talk about it ... there's a sicills ... the meetings 
different really than sphere here ... I've learnt lot of talk about a lot of don*t help. ' 
before the cells. ' what its like to be in a thinv-s' 'I'm more aware of 
Quality is a real issue group or team ... I've got 9 'Ile cell meetings don*t quality isue,... than 

now and is more to read a lot more as get anything done ... I 
before and I operate the 

__J 
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controlled... ' welL.. charts, diagrams, don't feel anyone will PreCom, computer .. I faxes... ' listen to me. ' make a whole part ftom 

start to end. ' 

Interaction 'I often talk to whoever 9 '1 get to see people in 'I talk with the 0 'The main reasons why- 

uirements Re 
is in the cell ... the cell is other cells at the supervisors as little as I need to talk with 

q not big ... we talk about beginning of the shifts to possible ... usually they people is either when 
many things like how plan workloads ... I see check up on work and things go wrong or 

ou ""en do things are going with the supervisors during the output... ' when we talk about cell y machines ... about day, for planning and 'I get to be with the output: 

need to interact quality. _' when any machines are setters and supervisors 'T'he supervisors don't 

(talk) with 
'I usually talk with the down. I 

' ' 
when there's a cell bother me that 

supervisors at the start s difficult to interact It nieeting ... setters check much... they come 

otherpeople? " of the shift, when things with [people] in the cell to see if the machines I round from time to 
go wrong ... during cell because the cell's quite are o. k. sometimies too. ' time to check up on 
meetings and at various big and we're usually 'I don't really have time things ... they leave me to 
stages in the day. J can busy. When things do to leave the cell during get on. ' 
go off and talk to others slow down we can working hours ... except 'Cell meetings are good 
on the shopfloor if I check to see if things are to get a new stillage for meeting setters and 
need to... and anyone can o. k... of course we can from stores or going to the supervisors ... usually 
come into the cell to see shout across to each search for some trolleys they talk to us and not 
me if they need to. ' other above the noise. ' around the shopfloor. ' the other way 'round... ' 
'... when the [Primary 'I don't see the 'We don't see the 
Machine] breaks down supervisors much during assembly workers 
for example I interact the day if there' no much ... except when the 
with the supervisors and meeting ... they know assembly cell was 
engineers... ' they can trust us to get located in the machine 
'... supervisors don't on with worlc.. ' shop for a short time. ' 
interfere that much '... not including breaks 'I sometimes have a 
... they allow us to get on from work, I meet with short chat with others 
with work ... I prefer people mostly when I around the shop 
that .. I work better that leave the cell for between cycles if its 
way. ' meetings, training o. k. ' 

courses and planning 
tasks. ' 

Interaction 'Of course it depends 'I see the supervisors (see above, question not (see above, question not 
but I usually see the several tirnes in a day asked) asked) 

Requirements supervisors a three or ... it varies ... at the start 
four times a day... with of a shift, during cell 

"How often do 
11 meetings I see c v 

' 
meetings... organised 

e eryone ... they re set whenever they are 

you come into whenever we need them needed ... once every one 
but usually one a month or two months... ' 

contact with or so... ' 'I see [assembly cell 

other eo le? " * '--- I chat and talk with workers] at least once a p p colleagues throughout day ... and other 
the day. ' colleagues anytime 

during the day. ' 

Responsibility * 'I'm responsible for 'Everything in the cell 0 'Operating the 
9 

'Machine operation ... a 
most things ... all ... all aspects of making machines ... bit of machine 
inspection and part a part ... making sure it is 0 '... changing offiets maintenance, tool and 

"In the cell quality ... removing made within quality ... operating the chuck changes... ' 

what are our 
burrs, surface finish, limits and in the right 

' 
PreCom .. gauging all 

' 
'... I ensure that work is 

y threads and pan quantities... threads. made to the right 

main 
dimensions ... planning, '... keeping the machines 0 '1 have to make sure the standards ... the quality of 
boxing the work up running ... tool changes, work is made in the work is my 

responsib- ... change all tooling, coolant ... right quantities to the responsibility... ' 

ili i ?" maintaining all lubrication ... and front right quality. ' 'I wash the work, t es machines. Amplern- line maintenance. Even 0 '1 change the coolant operate the PreCom 
enting changes okayed though there's not much and do all the systern... set the 
by the supervisors. ' fizrw we are encouraged housekeeping tasks. ' machines. carry out 

0 'We organise cell to suggest cell front line maintenance 
rneetings when we need improvemenm.. the tasks... ' 
thenL.. and fully supervisors also make '... when disruptions 
rrmufacture all parts them too. ' happen. planning is 

... washing the work 'We plan workloads carried out with 
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Cell A Cell B Cell C Cell D 
checking the quality of with assembly and do super%i so r- .. at random 
all work, packaging and the changeovers... ' times ... it, difficult to 
marking it... ' predict %% hen... * 

0 'When there's time, we 
are expected to make 
suggestions for cell 
improvements... ' 

Responsibility a '... before, I was just 'The main difference 1 0 ... a bit ... I have to '... since I improved mN. 
operating a machine for think is the responsib- operate more than one skills and started work 
most of the day ... when ility for the full machine which I didn't in the cel Is, I'm doing 

"How have we were paid by production of a Pam' do before ... as well as more with more 
piece-rate... ' 'Quality is really having to ensure quality machines and not on]v 

your 0 'There Was no such pushed now-and and keeping the just operating thern. ' 

responsibilities thing as continuous multi-skilling as well. ' workplace and machines e1... conimunications 

ed since chan 
improvement or Total 0 'Communication has clean. ' 

' 
between management is 

' g Quality ... or cell also got better like with 0 1 now have to think better... 

working in the meetings... also quality 
' 

cell meetings... ' about the quantities and e 'I make a whole product 

cell? 91 was not as tight. '... its important now to quality of the work I now unlike before ... and 
think of quality as well produce, not just the have to think about 
as just work on the quantity as before... ' planning ývork, 
machines. ' improvements and the 

quality of work. ' 

onsibilit Res 0 '... it's not really fair 0 'How we get paid for 0 'Its o. k., I can cope ... its 0 '... 1 see little point in y p because of the pay... we what I do in comparison not much more difficult going for an 
get paid about the same with others in the shop than before. ' operator- setter job 

"How do you as other workers ... who is, I personally think, because the pay isn't 

feel about 
don't have as much not fair ... because all the worth it ... it's too much 
responsibility, like the operators have to do is effort for [a few] more 

having this operators ... the setters do run the machines ... we pounds a week ... the 
everything for them ... if have to do a lot more amount of responsibility 

amount of things go wrong they and I don't think we are I have now is enough 

responsib- 
just stop work and wait rewarded right. ' for the pay ... operators 
for a setter... ' get a good deal... ' 

ility? 9Y 

Process 0 '... from the supervisors a '... the supervisors give 0 '... from the supervisors 0 '1 get information from 
really ... and letters and us feedback in cell during cell meetings supervisors ... mostly 

Feedback faxes from custorners. ' meetings... based on ... and during the day. ' during cell meetings. ' 
0 'The machines don't let production output and 0 '... the PreCom tells me 0 'The PreCom checks the 

"In what ways 
me know ... I can see how 

' 
the satisfaction of our 

' 
the state of the tools... so 

' 
quality of the work I 

m doing from well I customers I can set offsets. produce ... this affiýciý, 

ou find out do inspecting the * '... communications from tool changes and y 
ou how well 

work ... and from the customers are pinned up 
' 

offsets... ' 
y measurements on the board. 

in are doin equipment and hand 0 '... to maintain quality... g 
job? our 

gauges. ' we know when to 
y replace tools from 

inspection and gauging 
tasks... ' 

P 'I can tell how well I am e 'I think the level of 0 '1 think there are too 0 'Management tell me rocess doing in the cell ... it's feedback is fine... ' many cell meetings. ' how well I'm doing 
Feedback good to knowxhat the 0 'The notice board is 'I just want to get on during cell meetings and 

customers think. ' useful... Nve are allowed with my work... 1 get a sometimes during the 

"Are vou ha , The supervisors let us to get on with the work. ' 
' 

lot of feedback from the shift .. it depends. ' 
' ppy , et on with work ... the 0 'Yes. I m happy with supervisors ... they There are too many cell 

with the cell meetings are it.. supenisors give me usually leave me alone meetings ... I think we 
timetabled for when we feedback on the floor to get on... ' could do with less. ' 

amount of need them .. there are not and in cell meetings. ' 

feedback ou that many interruptions 0 '-shop meetings are a y which I like. ' waste of tirne. ' 
get on how well 

you are I I 
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Cefl A Cell B Cell C Cell D 
doing.? " 

Process '... none really-the 'Tbe VM is the most 'T'he machines don't tell 9 '... teedback,: omes from 

Feedback 
MARPOSS system [on advanced and newest me how well I am 

' 
the supervison, and the 

the Primary Machine] machine ... it shows the doing. number and quality of 
links the measurement cutting stages and tool work ... the machineý, 

"What equipment to the tooling 
' 

paths on a screen ... I get don't tell me. ' 
offsets ... but it s old feedback from the 

information do equipment. ' supervisors, the 

the machines 
customers and from 

' what I make. 

provide you 
with to let you 
know how well 

you are 
doing? " 

D1.2.4.3 Socio-Technical Level of Analysis 

Cefl A Cell B CeH C Cell D 
Sources of 40 'Oh, lots of things 0 '... things can go wrong '... chucks on the ... Oh lots ... mostly 

... usually its the on all the machines... ' Fanucs can hit the machine breakdowns in 
Variance [Primary Machine] that 0 '... tooling can breaký work ... sometimes this cell and in other 

goes down... everything parts sometimes go drilling bits get stuck cells ... when things go 

ki "Thi can go wrong ... the missing but not always and snap off .. the badly wrong [in other 
ng n washer motor goes from and of course machines PreCom rigs may need cells] my work is 

about You job time to time ... I replace fail but the preventative completely rebuilding. ' aftýcted ... I might need to 
, the drill bits and the maintenance '... the switches and reset the machines to 

what are the brushes and any tools programme reduces the contacts around the make all these other 

s main thin that need it. ' likelihood that machines [safety] doors parts. ' g 'One of the stages on the will fail ... this definitely sometimes go ... the '... machines are quite 
that can go [Primary Machine] may has improved' machines are really old reliable-we can monitor 

wrong? " go ... we can usually take 'Because our customers and been reconditioned the machines during set 
care of it, the problem is are [the neighbouring twice probably UPS ... and capability 
is when the pneumatics assembly cell] what already. ' testing ... the setters also 
go or there's a big goes on there affects '... trolleys go missing check the machines. ' 
collision ... a milling tool what we need to around the shopfloor 0 '[The assembly cell] 
gets jammed or produce and how many and I need to go off and affects what we make 
something' people are in the look for thern-the because they're mý 
'The [Primary Machine] cell ... the customers [PreCom] computer customers... I 
is the main sometimes can't make can go a bit strange. ' 0 '... the [PreCom] nggin, -, 
problen-L.. other things their mind up ... at the ... machines breakdown can go and need 
like poor supplier moment orders are all over the shop just rebuilding NN hich can 
performance or when pretry constant. ' like in this cell ... we take an hour. ' 
people don't come to ... machines can go work them hard, its not 
work are a real wrong anywhere at any really surprising. ' 
problern. ' time ... capability tests '... assembly cell 

and checking tooling demand has been 
when setting up does steady for a while and 
help ... but you can't ever orders are pretty high at 
be sure. ' the moment. ' 

... suppliers have really '-what goes on the 
messed up recently assembly shop, I 

... which stopped work in suppose, aftýects what 
the cell... ' we make-' 

Sources of 0 ... whoever's working in 9 'The VM mfll doesn't '... I don't Ect involved '... Cell meetings are used 
the cells deals with tool fail that ofien. the with the fixing ... the to discuss issues about 
changes as far as it tooling's high quality setters deal with the shopfloor and 
goes ... anything too and onlv needs collisions and chani2es in cell 
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Variance major and (the replacing once a year breakdowns and the workloads ... also work 
engineers] or super- ... a few of us are trained PreCom rigging. ' planning... ' 
visors have a look. ' to change the toohng 'Sometime the '-some of the 

"When these '-planning issues are and most things that can engineers or outside breakdowns I can deal 

o thin s 
sorted during the cell go wrong... ' contractors come in to with ... but the setters are 

g g meetings... 1 0 'A lot of issues are fix the Fanucs or usually the ones to fix the 

wrong, how are '... the supervisor stuck a sorted out during cell [Lathe] ... that can take major breakdowns or 

they dealt 
flip chart up in the 

ll i 
meetings ... we discuss 

i i l 
quite a time ... up to 

k l f 
even outside engineers. ' 
' ... you wr te ce ssues, ng ann p uee or our wee s or t ... my skills have got 

with? " problems and solutions breakdowns ... forms of more. ' better and so I feel more 
on it when they happen equipment failure... cell 'We're not involved or confident to sort things 
... its a good record of irnprovernents... ' consulted with these out on my own 
what can go wrong 40 '-we carry out front things during cell ... although I can *t fix a 
... small things really, to line maintenance meetings ... they talk lot of things, I don't need 
do with equipment. ' procedures ... we soil out about improvements, to bother [others]. ' 
'All things that have most problems in the repairs and 
gone wrong with the cell. ' preventative issues at 
parts are written on the meetings we don't 
charts on the notice attend. ' 
board. ' 

Boundary 0 '---keeping everybody happy ... customer, suppliers and 
' 

9 '... it can vary but overall to ensure customer orders are 
' 

Regulation 
[cell members] ... its very difficult ... I wouldn t like to 
do theirjob I've ot to hel kee thin s movin 

met in a the machine cells... 
0 ifi ll i i d ti l l th li ... g p p g g ... spec ca y mon tor ng pro uc on eve s ... e qua ty 

Activities whilst thinking about the people side of things. ' of work .. and other things like how [the cell members) 
0 '... above all keeping production moving but not like are ... even not saying 'hello' to someone can put them 

before ... things tend to be done in teams with a bit off for the whole day ... you've got to treat everyone 

our "What are more planning and structure to what's done... ' individually ... also I make sure suppliers deliver on time, y 0 '1 talk directly to suppliers and customers ... we all I talk to customers, plan work loads and generally make 
main now attend cell meetings to discuss all aspects of cell sure things run smoothly. ' 

responsibilities life ... problems, costs ... improvements and people 'I need to be a very versatile ... dealing with breakdowns 

towards each 
issues... communications better and I thing 

' 
around the shop whilst keeping production levels as 

relationships are overall better than before. high as possible and keeping the people 

Cell? PY '... its ultimately my responsibility for the quality of happy ... including training ... and the continuous 
output and meeting targets ... that's basically what I improvement scheme going. ' 

need to ensure but of course to achieve this, with '... we always encourage [the cell members] to go on 
things breaking down and people not turning up all training courses but its not always easy ... and can be 
over the place that's pretty complicated and can really frustrating ... you see work has become a lot easier since 
take it out of you ... there's a stronger slant towards the cellular approach in many ways ... but things are 
people issues which goes along with the continuous always busy, things always go wrong or people are 
improvernent and Total Quality prograrrimes ... also away or suppliers don't deliver .. cell have simplified a 
the emphasis of training and meeting skills... ' lot of things but I'm not a psychologist and I need to 

0 'We all try to reduce what can go wrong in the cells deal with a lot more 'people' issues now ... and getting 
by making the effort to get [the cell members] to on top of all that will take time. ' 

suggest improvements; ... and we produce drawings and 
diagrams showing exactly what needs doing, in what 
order and with what tools... this way operations never 
vary ... this is supported by ft charts and component 
diagrams showing clearly all the things that have 

gone wrong in the past with the components and what 
was done to sort it .. we don't fill them in [the cell 
merribersl do. ' 

Boundary 0 '... well they can range ftom talking to [the cell '... there are the formal ways of doing things and the 
members] from time to time... usually at the start of informal which involves talking in the cells or wherever 

Regulation the shifts to ensure a smooth changeover .. to being the on the shopfloor .. the chief formal method is the cell 

Activities chairman of cell meetings ... to even simply waving meeting. These were arranged every month but are now 
and saying 'good morning' to someone so you know every two months ... they were just too fi-equent ... we 
they're going to work well for the day. ' didn't need them. ' 

li "N'h d 0 '... activities are broadly connected with different '... cell meetings and more cornmonly discussing 
ng ea en forms of communication ... this can be with the cell planning, maintenance and other issues with [the cell 

with each Cell, rrmnbers by talking with them... with suppliers via U= ] on their own or with the setters there as well. ' 

what activities computer or phonelfax ... customers through phone 'The suppliers and the 'customers', which are the 
usually and fkx... cefl meetings are very good for [assembly cells] in the assembly shop, I deal with. 
quickly sorting things out with [cell members) Sometimes I go and visit than, sometimes they come 

... charts on the notice board, which are used a lot here ... of course we use the phones and the fax 
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are involved? " now, are good ways of keeping track of cell problems 
and solutions to problems. ' 
,... all I need to do is go to the cell and talk to [the cell 
members] whenever I need to ... if its something to do 
with component quality and can wait, I post it on the 
board and alen their attention to it or I book a 

machines. ' 
'... its all about communication, if I need to j uggle cells 
around to make different parts from other 'do%-, -n' cells, 
I need to move people around as well ... this needs to be 
done carefully and with tact. I find I need to be a good 
communicator, a diplomat, a counsellor mana, -, er and 
an engineer all rolled into one. ' 

0 

D 1.2.4.4 Critical Incident Technique Interview Results 

The following table contains a reduced data set representative of the data collected from the 
critical incident technique interviews. 

Cell AI Cell B Cell C I Cell D 

Identify what is wrong with the e To be able to do the same basic 
[Primary Machine] if it fails. activity well for a long period of 
Have the dexterity to effectively time. 

Effective handle the work. 0 Reschedule cell loads. 
Behaviours 0 Plan and reschedule cell loads. 

0 Understand and effectively use 
the kanban. 

0 Have the confidence to organise 
cell meetings, present ideas and 
propose improvements. 

0 Possess the skills to operate all the machines. 
0 Operate more than a single machine in parallel. 
0 Be flexible and willing to work anywhere in the shop. 
0 To be able to do an activity well for a long period of time. 
0 To be able to 'turn off and get on with the work. 

Ineffective 0 Not coping with the repetitive nature of work. 
Behaviours 0 Not taking part in cell meetings. 

0 Not willing or able to present ideas or improvement proposals. 
0 Dropping or mishandling work. 

I* Not matching the line balancing requirements and slacking off. 

D1.3 Description of Qualitative Findings For the Four 
Cells 
The following sections discuss the findings from the main research period. 

Throughout the discussion, Cell pairs A and B, and C and D will be discussed separately. They 

are located in different company Divisions - DIvislons C and V respectIvely. These pairs 
experience common supervisory styles, manufacturing traditions and culture, maturity of 
training programmes and job rotation methods. 
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Task and role type functions are identified in the research. Task functions are coiTTlised of 
interactive and enabler functions. Interactive functions are physical and encompass basic 
machine operating functions. Enabler functions embrace functions essential for sustained 
machine operation and high component quality. They include housekeeping, quality assurance. 
storage, machine setting and maintenance functions as well as organising cell meetin(, s and 
implementing cell improvements. Their allocation fosters autonomy and is strongly mediated 
by machine design and reflect company job enlargement and Cell design strategies. 

Role functions encompass cognitive and decision making functions. Their allocation reflects 
human-centred manufacturing and job enrichment policies and is dependent upon strategic 
choices within boundaries defined by machine design, management style , industrial relations 
and the abilities of the cell members. The scope for job enrichment in the four Cells vary 
widely as well as the potential for further change. 

Factors of the working 'environments' encompass customer requirements, supplier 
performance, supervisory and management styles, the state of industrial relations and the 
technology employed. These factors influence the state of the dependent features at the three 
levels of analysis. In the following sections, the features describe how these envirom-nental 
factors influence the ability of the Cells to self-regulate, the organisation of work and the way 
in functions are carried out by the cel-1 members. For each feature, the discussion is structured 
as follows: 

1) Re-statement of feature characteristics, 

2) Identification of the research methods used to study, analyse and describe each feature, 

3) A statement of the changing state of the feature during the research period, 

4) Identification of the effects on and state of each feature within the framework of the 
proposed model. 

Tables GLI, GI. 3, GI. 5 and GI. 7 (refer to Appendix G) surnmarise the state of the features 

at the man-machine level of analysis for the main task and role functions in each Cell. Tables 
GI. 2, GIA, GI. 6 and GI. 8 likewise summarise features at the job design level. These tables 
complement the detail in the following sections. 

D1.3.1 The Number and Types of Machines 

Product quality and the n-finimisation of aH sources of waste are assured through the 
standardisation and clear display of changeox, er, set-up, housekeeping, machine operation and 
quality assurance procedures. These methods as well as their significance to production are 
promoted by comprehensive, company wide education courses and directed training methods. 
All cefl members in the company are responsible for these aspects of Cell operation. Although 
the responsibility for carrying out these basic functions have changed due to the transition to 
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cellular manufacturing, the individual machines remained largely the same. This aspect, more 
than any other, constrains the scope for allocating interactive functions betv"een people and 
machines. Consequently, the allocation of these ftinctions as well as the underlying nature of 
work in the four Cells is similar. 

Many of the machines are over forty years old and have received numerous refittings and 
overhauls. The majority of machines (except for the CNC machine in Cell B and the Primary 
Machine in Cell A) were used in a process focused factory environment. The company 
originally used machines that were designed to satisfy large batch requirements and rclocated 
them into cells with the transition to a product focused factory. 

The scope for allocating role functions encompassing decision making and cognitive 
requirements for machine operation is narrow. The nature of the equipment limit opportunities 
to intervene and make process decisions during machine operation. This is the case whether 
the machines are in isolation or are organised into Cells and so have not varied by adopting 
cellular manufacturing methods. The influence of individual machines are described by features 
at the man-machine and job design levels of analysis. 

From the perspective of a 'whole' manufacturing process, however, the emergent propel-ties 
of arranging the machines into Cells provides greater scope for allocating role functions 
between people. These properties, described by features at the job design and soclo-technical 
levels of analysis do, however, influence the effectiveness as well as the opportunity to carry 
out enabler and role functions. Unlike the nature of task functions, the ability of the Cells to 
self-regulate, the manner in which work is carried out by the cell members and the 
effectiveness of system improvement and development activities differ from Cell to Cell. 

The following sections detail the above issues and describe the effects of environmental factors 
in terms of the state of features, relating to the 'number and types of machines' descriptor (cf. 
original cell selection criteria), at the man-machine and job design levels of analysis. 

D1 . 3-1.1 Adaptive Allocation of Functions 

Adaptive functions refer to interactive functions that are allocated dynamically between people 
and machines as well as enabler and role functions that are likewise allocated between people. 
Dynamically allocated functions are carried out by either people or machines according to the 
state of the Cells, the need to avoid overloading and under-loading people, functional 
criticality, health and safety issues and the decision making capabilities of people and 
machines. 

The allocation of adaptive interactive functions are meditated by the design and functionality 
of the i-nan-n-tachine interface. The i-nachines in all Cells have no decision making capabilities 
and so the scope for adaptive allocation of interactive functions is narrow. The only adaptable 
functions are the washer, drilling and deburring functions. These, if necessary. could be 

undertaken by the cell members. There is, however, Nvide scope for strategic choice in Cg 
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adaptively allocating enabler and role functions between cell members and supervisors. 
Enabler functions such as housekeeping, storage and quality assurance functions are statically 
allocated to the cell members. The allocation of role functions between the cell members and 
supervisors is mediated by the skill levels of the cell members, the state of industrial relations 
as well as management and supervisory styles. 

Adaptive allocation of functions was studied by walk and talk throughs and periods of 
observation on the shopfloor. Functional analyses of the Cells using the hierarchical task 
analysis (HTA) technique was carried out to formally describe which functions and under what 
circumstances these functions are carried out by the cell members. The HTA findings wac 
discussed with the cell members to finalise their content. 

The functional analyses are surnmarised in Tables GLI to G1.8. Tables GLI and G1.2 
correspond to Figures G 1.1 to G 1.10 which demonstrates the relationship between the HTA 
diagrams and the sumn-laries (refer to Appendix G). During the research period, the adaptive 
allocation of task functions between the cell members and supervisors remained unchanged. 
Throughout the research period, the execution of role functions varied depended on cell loads, 
the state of the shopfloor and the need to maintain high output levels. In Cell D, the cell 
members who successfully completed skills development courses experienced an increase in 
enabler and role functions. 

D1.3.1.1.1 Cells A and B 

The allocation of role functions in both Cells is flexible. Under 'normal' operating conditions, 
when cell loads are high the supervisors may take over daily production planning and Cell 
improvement functions. During the research period cell loads for Cell A remained high 
because the Cell was in arrears. In Cell B, however, varied widely but remained high for the 

majority of the research period. 

High levels of allocation flexibility, facilitated by good communication mechanisms and good 
industrial relations, enables the supervisors and cel-l members respond to and cope with 
production uncertainties. 

D1 . 3-1.1.2 Cells C and D 

The allocation of role functions between supervisors and ceu members in both Cells is static. 
This is also the case with the more highly skilled cell members in Cen D. The cell members 
participate in production planning and (re)scheduling activities alongside the supervisors when 
disruptions affect production and for planning daily loads. The cell members never schedule 
work on their own. This is reflective of the supervisory and management styles towards these 
Cells. 

Because of the low skill levels of the cell members and relative young age of the Cells, Cý 
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management maintains control of the production planning, control and development activities. 
In addition, all final improvement decisions are made by the setters. supervPs, ors and 
management. These characteristics of the working environment did not help to foster good 
industrial relations or provide an incentive for the cell members to participate in and accept 
changes in working practices. In time, however, it was clear from the mood of the company 
that the practices will mature and change with the help of the experience and expertise of the 
other Divisions. 

D1.3.1.2 Decision Authority and Competence 

Decision authority refers to the decision making capabilities of machines and their ability to 
facilitate decision making processes in the Cells. Competence refers to the ability of the cell 
members to act upon decisions made by themselves, supervisors and machines. The latter 
relates to the skill levels of the cell members and the resources available to them. 

Decision authority and competence was studied by interviewing cell members and supervisors, 
walk and talk throughs in the Cells and periods of observation on the shopfloor. In all Cells, 
the machines have no decision making capabilities. During the research, decision authority 
remained unchanged because no new machines were introduced into the Cells and no existing 
machines were modified. This reflects the un-adaptive allocation of task functions and the 
limited opportunities for carrying out decision making functions during machine operation. 

The competence of the cell members to act upon decisions also largely remained the same 
during the research period. This is because the skill levels of the cell members (except for two 
cell members in Cell D) also remained unchanged. The ability for the cell members to 
competently act upon their decisions is supported by company wide education and training 
courses to develop presentation, teamworking and technical skills and to improve the 
understanding of cellular manufacturing and total quality concepts. 

The 'low tech' nature of the equipment requires the cell members and supervisors to carry out 
all decisions. This is characteristic of Nagara cells. The authority to carry out these decisions 

as well as the degree of allocation adaptivity varies from Cell to Cell. The latter is influenced 
by the skill levels of the cell members, cell loads, the 'maturity' of the Cells themselves as well 
as industrial relations. 

D1.3.1.2.1 Cells A and B 

Cell members in both Cells have the authority for making daily production decisions 

encompassing daily production planning, machine resetting and re-calibration, tool and coolant 
replacement and intra-Cell job rotation decisions. Daily planning activities are typicaRy 
scheduled for five minutes at the start of each shift and are often carried out in the absence of 
the supeixisors. In addition, the cell members decide setting offsets to compensate for tool 
wear, whether to discard or rework out-of-tolerance parts, liaise with other parties to , ettle 
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potential uncertainties and, in Cell B, to check-up on the performance of the downstream 
assembly cell. Under 'normal' condition, the cell members are, therefore. highly autonomous. 
The number of these decisions are constrained by the standardisation and clear di'splay of 
set-up, changeover, inspection and machine operating procedures. 

The cell members also have the authority for making long term decisions relating to 
maintaining production. These encompass continuous improvement, maintenance and long 
term production planning decisions. These decisions are made jointly between the supervisors 
and cell members. For example, under disruptive conditions, decisions relating to the 
allocation of responsibilities and functions to restart production after mechanical breakdowns 
or the delivery of sub-standard castings are made by the supervisors and MI members. 

The supervisors possess invaluable expertise and experience, and prefer to remain fully aware 
of the state of the Cells. This allows the supervisors to maintain a clear picture of the status of 
the whole Division which maintains the quality of boundary regulation activities and decisions. 
All cell members are fully competent to act upon their decisions. All but the most severe 
machine and component problems are rapidly dealt with by the cell members because of their 
high skill levels and experience. 

D1.3.1.2.2 Cells C and D 

The skill levels of the cell members in Cell C and half of those in Cell D are low and are 
classified as 'operators'. These ceH members have the authority to carry out a basic set of daily 
production decisions common throughout the company. These encompass when to pull work 
fi-om stores, when to replace coolant, whether to discard or rework out-of-tolerance parts and 
what machine offsets are needed to compensate for tool wear. The cell members notify setters 
to change tooling, to reset machines, to rebuilding and re-cahbrating the PreCom rig and when 
any machines or tools fail. Under disruptive conditions, therefore, the cell members do not 
experience much autonomy and rely heavily on the setters and supervisors to rectify even the 
smallest mechanical disruption. The supervisors and setters make many of the production 
decisions when disruptions occur. Problems are brought to their attention by the cell members. 

In addition to the basic decisions outlined above, the more hi6ly skilled cell members in Cell 
D have the authority to and are competent in carrymg out daily production decisions 

encompassing machine resetting and re-calibration and tool replacement decisions. Also. the 
supervisors involve the cell members in daily production planning activities. 

In both Cells, the ceR members are not involved in decision making relating to maintenance 
and long term production planning activities. They do take part in the continuous 
improvement programme but are not involved with final improvement decisions. As with Cells 
A and B, because the machines have no decision making capabilities, the degree of decision 

making authority reflects the skill levels of the cell members. Consequently, they are capable 
of acting upon their decisions. 
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DII . 3-1.3 Technical Coupling 

The degree of technical coupling in a system may be viewed as the extent to which tile 
physical and cognitive activities of the cell members are prescribed by the technolo(-, ý' 
employed. Technical coupling is affected by the design of the machines, line balancing 
requirements and cell loads. Where the activities of the cell members are prescribed too rigidly 
(i. e. if technical coupling is high) their flexibility for coping with \, ariations in the 
manufacturing operations, their ability to move within the Cells to perform other functions as 
well as the opportunity for the cell members to implement system improvements and use a 
broad range of skills is constrained. In addition, high technical coupling dernotes the cell 
members to the role of merely 'feeding' the machines with components which in turn 
promotes boredom and a lack of interest in the work itself. 

Independent features such as the design of the machines, cell loads and line balancillo 
requirements configure the nature of technical coupling in the Cells. High technical couplIn-(-, Is 
characteristic of the largely repetitive nature of work in all Cells. Under 'nort-nal' conditions, 
the cell members are required to carry out task functions for the majority of each shift. Role 
functions are allocated to the more highly skilled cell members in Cells A, B and D to foster 
long term autonomy, flexibility, workplace ownership and a more motivated workforce. 
Because technical coupling is high, the effectiveness and opportunities for the cell members to 
carry out role functions is constrained. Consequently, their intended consequences are not 
always realised. 

In all Cells, the pace and timing of work as well as skills requirements are technologically 
mediated. Under 'normal' conditions, however, the output levels of the Cells varied according 
to who was working in the Cell. The motivation and directed effort of the cell members 
significantly influenced output levels even with highly standardised and technologically 
mediated task methods and tight line balancing. For example in Cell C, under comparable 
conditions, output levels varied from twenty parts an hour to twenty-eight an hour. This 
difference is reflected in the long term and is characteristic of the individual cell members. 

Technical coupling is technologically and commercially determined. Motivational aspects, 
however, are characteristic of a much wider range of more fundamental and complex 
organisational, social and political issues. These are difficult to account for and engineer into 
the design of cell jobs. The company has adopted more human-centred manufacturing methods 
in an attempt to intrinsically motivate the cell members through job design. The 
implementation of these methods vary between Divisions, Cells and individual cell members. 
The underlying characteristics of the work in the Cells and the nature of human-centred 

methods, however, tend to conflict and is a frequent source of contention between the 
shopfloor and management. For example, high technical coupling and high commercial 
pressures constrain opportunities for the more highly skilled cell members to carry out 
continuous improvement and long term production planning functions. The nature of work, 
described in terms of technical coupling is, therefore, one of a large number of organisational, 
commercial and social issues that affect the effectiveness, execution and intended outcomes of 
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allocating role functions to the cell members. 

Technical coupling in the Cells was studied by observing Cell activities on the shopfloor and 
by conducting interviews with the cell members. The critical incident technique proved useful 
in obtaining a description of how technology affects the activities of the cell members through 
the description of effective and ineffective actions. Throughout the research period. technical 
coupling in the Cells remained largely static because the machines, manufactured components, 
cycle times and production sequences remained unchanged. In addition, cell loads werc 
typically high in all Cells. 

D1.3.1.3.1 Cells A and B 

In both Cells technical coupling is high. All task methods are predetermined reflecting 
un-adaptive allocation of task functions, the machine and equipment design and the 
standardisation. of set-ups, changeovers, inspection and machine operating procedures. All 
work procedures are clearly defined. High technical coupling constrains opportunities for the 
cell members to structure the pace and order of their work. The flow of work in both Cells is 
rigidly prescribed by line balancing considerations, the design of the machines and machine 
cycle times. The influence of the former is significant in Cell B because of the need to operate 
machine in parallel. 

The main cutting operations are performed by the Primary Machine in Cell A and the four 

mills in Cell B and are critical for maintaining production. Cell production levels reflect the 
utilisation of these machines. When these machines fail, production in the Cells stop once 
buffer stock in the Cells has been processed. 

Under 'normal' operating conditions, the Primary Machine constrains physical movement 
around the Cell by requiring the cell members to continuously 'feed' the machine with work. 
Physical movement of the cell members around Cell A is constrained because of short cycle 
times (about one minute) and the requirement to keep the machine running. The pace and 
timing of work is pre-determined by the machine. During a cycle the following activities are 
typically carried out: finished work is visually inspected, stiflages of raw castings are loaded 

next the machine, the progress of the machine is monitored, the dimensions and finish of parts 
are measured when required and, if two people work in the Cell, there is a lot of informal 
'chat'. In general, however, the attending cell member has little to do between cycles. 
Consequently, it was common to find him pacing around the Cell. 

In Cell A, the technical coupling for the deburring, drilling, washing and quality functions is 
low and are not critical in line balancing terms and for Cell production levels. Automation for 
the deburiing, drilling and washing functions is low. With the deburring and drilling functions. 
the pace of work is determined by the condition of the work itself. For the washing function, 
the pace of Nvork (for loading, unloading and preparation activities) is determined by the cell 
members. With the quality function the cell members prepare the Nvork for measurement. The 

pace of the Nvork is dictated by the condition of the components and the skill of the cell 
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members. 

Production levels in Cell B depend on the utilisation of the four mills. At any time. the cell 
members (irrespective of the number of people working in the Cell) operate on at least two 
machines in parallel. The pace of work is determined by the cycle times and tight line 
balancing which tends to constrain physical movement around the Cell. For example, the cycle 
times for the 'Cincinatti' and 'Kingsbury' mills in Cell B are both around twenty seconds. The 
cell members working on these machines are kept busy operating both in parallel for batches 
of typically two hundred. Cell B is divided into two sub-ceRs. The cell member in the sub-cell 
containing the CNC rnill must continuously be aware of the state of this machine. The CNC 
mill has the longest cycle time and so must be kept running continuously and in parallel with 
other machines. When the cycle on the CNC mill is complete, the cell member must stop his 
current activity to attend the machine. The remaining operations in Cell B are not critical in 
line balancing terms or to Cell production levels. They encompass the vibro, washcr, bolt-rig 
and chamfering functions. In all cases, technological complexity is low and the pace and timing 
of work is determined by the cell members. 

Under 'normal' conditions, the activities of the cell members are determined by the design of 
the machines, predefined work procedures and commercial pressures. The degree of technical 
coupling in the Cells are symptomatic of these features and tend to limit opportunities for the 
cell members to undertake and effectively carry out role functions. The intended effects of 
allocating role functions to the cell members, reflecting their high levels of skill and 
experience, are often not realised. 

D1.3.1.3.2 Cells C and D 

Technical coupling in the Cells is high. All task methods are prescribed and the pace and 
timing of work is determined by the NC lathes and Fanuc drills in both Cells. These machines 
are critical to Cell production levels. 

The line balancing in Cell C is tight. The two Fanuc NC drills each manufacture three 
components in parallel for finishing on the NC lathe. The cycle times for the Fanucs are 6.3 
minutes and for the lathe 1.1 minutes. Under 'nom-lal' conditions, the cell members focus on 
keeping the lathe running constantly. Cefl members operate the three machines in parallel. In 
Cell C, the lathe process is critical. If this machine goes down, production stops. If one Fanuc 
goes down, production levels will roughly halve and the tight line balancing disappears. The 
cell members, therefore, monitor the lathe closely for visual and audible signs of breakdown. 
Formal preventative maintenance methods carried out by external parties help predict 
disruptions before they occur. 

The line balancing in Cell D under 'normal' operation is not tight. There is a difference in lathe 
cycle times of one and a half minutes. In this time, the cetl members havc time to monitor the 
machines and infon-nally talk xvith other parties as well as carry out inspection and 
housekeeping functions. If either of the lathes fail then production stops. The pace and timing L- - 
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of work is determined by the lathes. The work itself is. as a cell members put it, 'not verv 
strenuous'. 

When Cell D is used to finish off overspill or rush jobs from other cells, production plans 
considering production priorities, the current state of the Cell, tooling requirements. the timing 
of changeovers and production targets are jointly determined by the more highly skilled cell 
members and supervisors. Depending on the situation, the other Fanucs in the Cell may need 
to be set and tooled up. In addition, a cell member from the shop will be required to operate 
them. These latter decisions are carried out by the supervisors based on the state of the whole 
shopfloor. Under these conditions, line balancing may vary. In all cases, however, task 
methods are still predeten-nined because of standardised working practices. 

D1.3.1.4 Transparency 

There are two elements of transparency: 'cell' and 'machine. Machine transparency refers to 
the ability of the cell members to form a clear picture of an individual machine process. 
Machine transparency is influenced by man-machine interface design which affects the amount, 
timing, type, correctness and relevance of any feedback as wen as the allocation of task and 
role functions for machine operation; cell loads and line balancing requirements which affects 
the ability of cell members to closely monitor machine operations. 

Cell transparency refers to the ability of the ceU members to form a clear picture of not only 
low level technological issues but also more high level organisational and commercial issues 
(i. e. a 'whole' production system) at any given time. Cell transparency is influenced by levels 
of machine transparency; the quality and use of communication mechanisms between Cells as 
well as between the shopfloor and management; the skill levels and experience of the cell 
members and industrial relations. 

High levels of transparency enables cell members to predict and identify system failures and to 
learn about and develop an understanding of a system or individual process. Transparency was 
studied by interviewing the cell members. During the research period, levels of machine 
transparency varied little in all Cells because machines, work procedures and line balancing 

requirements remained unchanged. Cell transparency improved in Cells A, B and D. In 
Division C, improved communication mechanisms were implemented by the superýisors in 
both Cells. This facilitated the communication of production problems and solutions between 

shifts and between supervisors and cell members. Cell and machine transparency unproved for 

two cell members in Cell D who successfully completed skills development courses. They 
becarne competent setters and involved with short term production planning issues. 

D1.3.1.4.1 Cells A and B 

The transparency of the main machining operations in both Cells is low. In Cell A. the Primary 
Machine is about twelve years old, is very complex and tends to break down about two to four 
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times a year. Machine transparency is low and cell members are unable to predict and identify 
machine failures. This is because of an incomplete understanding of the pneumatic. mechanical 
and electrical components; the lack of opportunity to allocate role functions for machine 
operation; no facility to intervene in the cutting processes; poor informational feedback on 
machine status, tool wear and material condition; and poor visibility of the manufacturing 
operations because of safety guards and spraying coolant. 

The same is true for the mills in Cell B. As well as the factors affecting the Primary Machine, 
machine transparency is constrained by high cell loads and tight line balancing requirements. 
These factors reduce the ability of cell members to closely follow and evaluate the state of the 
machines and constrains their ability to predict, identify and rectify machine failures or pi-oposc 
machine improvements. The commercial pressures require the cell members to focus on 
maintaining high production levels. The interactive nature of the allocated functions for 
machine operation characterises the nature of work in the Cells. 

With the CNC machine in Cell B, cell members are able to intervene during operation where 
necessary based on informational feedback fi-om a VDU. This is particular useful in diagnostic 
terms for first offs and when starting new material batches. Under 'normal' conditions, 
however, the benefits of this feature is constrained by high cell loads and the need to operate 
machines in parallel. The cell members have good transparency and control over the deburring 
and washing operations in Cell A as well as the vibro, chamfer, bolt-fig and washing 
operations in Cell B. These tend to be low-tech, fully understandable and involve significant 
amounts of manual interaction. The cell members determine the pace and timing of the work 
and inspect all components after deburring. Transparency is poor for the quality operations in 
both Cells. This is because of the 'black box' and highly technical nature of the surface 
measuring processes. The cell members impose a degree of control through standardised 
preparatory and set-up activities. 

Cell transparency is facilitated by highly skiHed (polyvalent) cefl members, good industrial 
relations as well as good communication mechanisms. The former reflects the allocation of 
enabler and role functions and enhances the understanding and awareness of the shopfloor 
issues affecting long term Cell performance. The latter facilitates the effective sharing of 
product, manufacturing and commercial information between the cell members, supervisors 
and, in Cell B, with the downstream assembly cell. The ceU members are responsible for all 
daily production needs and long term CeR development activities. The latter is facilitated by 
good cell transparency but is constrained by high commercial pressures and poor machine 
transparency. 

D1.3.1.4.2 Cells C and D 

In Cell C and D, the age and characteristics of the machines, commercial pressures and line 
balancing requirements are comparable to Cell B. As a consequence, the natul-C and effects of 11 
machine transparency are like those experienced in Cell B. 
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For the low skilled cell members in Cell C and D, cell transparency is constrained by ImN' skill 
levels and the state of industrial relations. These combined features narrow the scope for 
allocating role functions to the cell members and tend to hinder effecti\'e communication 
between the shopfloor and management. The lack of in-depth involvement in technological, 
commercial and long term cell development issues as well as the lack of production 
responsibilities distances the cell members from the main issues affecting Cell performance. In 
addition, it offers them little incentive to take an interest in their work and issues affecting the 
company itself. 

In Cell D, cell transparency is greater for the more highly skilled members who play a greater t: ) 
role in production planning during periods of disruption as well as carrying out setting and 
basic maintenance functions. Consequently, they are more aware of the technical and 
commercial factors that may affect Cell performance. 

As with Cells A and B, under 'normal' conditions, high technical coupling and high cell loads 
constrain machine and cell transparency. To combat poor cell transparency, the 
communication mechanisms in Division C facilitate effective information sharing between the 
cell members and supervisors during periods of high cell loads. Unlike Cells A and B, 
however, the communication mechanisms are less effective in Cells C and D and the cell 
members have fewer skills. Cell transparency is consequently good for the setters and 
supervisors who tackle their boundary regulation activities as well as most mechanical 
disruptions and production problems in the Cells. 

D1.3.1.5 Nature of Operator Loading 

The nature of operator loading represents the proportion of physical and cognitive tasks 
required by the cell members to fulfil manufacturing objectives and reflects the allocation of 
task and role functions as outlined below. In all Cells the nature of operator loading is 
primarily physical where the cell members are largely constrained to carrying out task 
functions. Under 'normal' conditions, task functions are typically carried out for between 60% 
to 85% in Cell A, 50% to 80% in Cell B and 60% to 85% in Cells C and D of the total 
working time. 

The opportunity and need to carry out high level, cognitive functions is constrained by high 
cell loads and high technical coupling. The nature of the work, therefore, does not facilitate 
the maintenance of a wide range of high and low level skills and learning from the work itself 
This is in contrast with the manufacturing philosophy of the company which aims, to dc%-elop a 
highly skilled and flexible workforce. The mismatch between the nature of work and the 
hun-lan-centred manufacturing oriented objectives of the company is a source of contention 
between the shopfloor and management. Skills development, for example , is' acti%'ely promoted 
by the supervisors. They encourage people to go on company-paid training and education 
courses. These additional courses complement the general company wide programmes which 
cover total quality, cellular manufacturing, just-in-time and continuous improvement issues. 
The reasons for the lack of motivation for taking advantage of the free training coui-scs are 
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many. The most prevalent are the perceived lack of financial incentive (i. e. increase in salary) for completing the courses, the perception that more skills -will lead to more work and the lack 
of confidence, amongst cell members in Cells C and D. in their ability to successfully complete 
the courses. The company are experiencing great difficulties in overcoming these issues in the 
long term. 

The nature of operator loading was evaluated by interviewing cell members and supei-\'isors, 
walk and talk throughs as well as periods of observation on the shopfloor. Throughout the 
research period, the nature of operator loading did not change for the cell members in Cells A, 
B and C. In Cell D, however, the proportion of cognitive and physical loading changed for the 
two cell members who completed training courses. Additional cognitive functions include 
some production planning activities as well as additional responsibilities for deciding, how and 
when to (re)set and maintain equipment. 

D1.3.1.5.1 Cells A and B 

Under 'normal' conditions, cell members carry out few cognitive (role) functions and many 
physical (interactive and system) functions in both Cells. The allocation of 1-ole functions is 
open to wide strategic choice. The maturity of the Cells, high skill levels and good industrial 
relations facilitates the allocation of role functions to the cell members. The opportunity to 
effectively carry them out, however, are constrained by high cell loads and high technical 
coupling. 

D1.3.1.5.2 Cells C and D 

In Cells C and D, the cefl members carry out mostly physical functions. The low skilled cell 
members in Cells C and D, are allocated few role functions. The more highly skilled cell 
members in Cell D, however, are involved with planning functions with the supervisors when 
disruptions occur. The relatively young age of the CeUs and in some cases poor industrial 
relations and low skill levels constrain the scope for aflocating role functions. Consequently, in 
both Cells, the majority of role functions are allocated to the setters and supervisors. 

D1.3.1.6 Process Feedback 

Process feedback from the work itself and fi-om others help cell members evaluate their own 
performance, implement corrective measures, learn from the working environment and 
propose system improvements. Feedback from equipment is strongly mediated by 
man-machine interface design. In addition, cell members learn to interpret audible and visual 
feedback fi-orn the machines. 

Formal mechanisms to provide feedback from other cell members and supen, isors include 
monthly Cell meetings, quarterly Divisional meetings. notice boar& and 'key orcyanisation Z: ) Cý 
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statistic' (KOS) charts displaying key Divisional performance measures. There is considerable 
room for choice in implementing these mechanisms. Over twenty five KOS statistics are 
clearly displayed in each Division in the form of coloured bar charts and are good indicators of 
overall trends in Divisional performance. They are of limited value, howe\'er, to the cell 
members because they show macro statistics and bear no relation to the performance of 
individual Cells. In addition, for some measures, there are criticisms of their internal validity as 
well as methods for data gathering. 

The content and forms of feedback were evaluated by interviewing cell members and 
supervisors and by periods of observation on the shopfloor. The characteristics of machine 
feedback changed little throughout the research. In Division C, formal mechanisms for 
communication and feedback between cell members, supervisors and management improved 
during the research period. 

D1.3.1.6.1 Cells A and B 

Process feedback from the three mills in Cell B and the Primary Machine in Cell A is low. The 
cell members can estimate the progress of an operation through experience and fi-om audible 
cues. The Primary Machine in Cell A provides corrective feedback through a system called 
MARPOSS to compensate for tool wear. The system forms a closed loop with measurement 
equipment and calculates offsets on the appropriate tooling to ensure future work is cut to the 
specified dimensions. This facilitates the replacement of tools but does not provide information 
on the status of the cutting operations. Information feedback from the CNC machine in Cell B 
is high and is in the form of a VDU which displays G-codes and shows tool paths and cutting 
sequences. This facilitates good transparency and control over the cutting process. 

Feedback from the work itself on their performance of the cell members is primarily in the 
form of the number and quality of finished components. This is determined through the use of 
manual inspection and dimensional measurement equipment (pre-calibrated rigs for automated 
measuring, surface measurement devices, hand gauges for checking threads and hole depths) 
in Cells A and B as well as SPC tools in Cell B. 

Informational and corrective feedback takes a variety of forms. These encompass Cell 

meetings, quarterly Divisional meetings, notice boards and flip charts. Cell meetings are often 
scheduled by the cell members when the need arises to discuss cell improvements, cost 
reduction activities, manufacturing problems and Cell performance issues. This is accompanied 
by much informal discussion on the shopfloor. Quarterly Divisional meetings are held to 

present and answer questions on the performance of each Division and the company as a 
\\, hole. Notice boards were set-up to for displaying component details, operating procedures, 
machining problems along with solutions as well as customer queries. complaints and general 
communications. They are there for the cell members to read and, where necessary, act upon 
them. In addition, the supervisor located flip charts in the Cells for the cell members to rapidly 
record production problems and solutions. This facilitates the communication of these issues 
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between shifts and between the shopfloor and management. The method is particularly useful 
when cell loads are high. In addition, it facil-itates the continuous improvement process by 
clearly highlighting any outstanding problems. 

The good cornmunication mechanisms provide corrective and informational feedback to the 
cell members. This facilitated good cell transparency and, when time is available, the effective 
execution of role functions. 

D1.3.1.6.2 Cells C and D 

All the machines are numerically controlled but do not explicitly furnish cell members with 
inforn-iational or corrective feedback on cutting sequences and tool wear. The PreCom 
equipment, hand gauges and visual inspection provide feedback on the quality of the products. 
Supervisors often give feedback on Cell production levels and overall work quality. Formal 
mechanisms for feedback between cell members, setters and supervisors involves the use of 
cell meetings to discuss cell improvements, manufacturing problems and Cell performance 
issues. They are organised approximately the same time each month. Unlike Division C, the 
cell members are not present at cost reduction and key cell improvement meetings. Customer 
communications with the company relating to the Cells are not formally forwarded to the cell 
members. 

Quarterly Divisional meetings are also held as with Division C. Notice boards were set-up for 
formal and informal notices relating to production as well as the activities of social 
organisations within the company. 

At the beginning of the research period the company adopted charting methods in both Cells 
to record hourly production rates. The charts were imposed by management to keep a record 
of not only production levels for each ceR members but also for assessing machine utilisation 
and efficiency levels. This was almost universatly unpopular amongst the people working 
throughout the shopfloor and with some managers. The cell members were required to note 
their own hourly production rates. The record charts enabled the supervisors to quickly assess 
the progress of each cel-I member in the Cells. Feedback from the supervisors to the cell 
members tended to rely on the content of the record charts. There were widespread fears for 
possible 'discretionary' uses of the charts by management and irritation in the way the charts 
were implemented. The use of the charts stopped after about eight months because of their 
contentious nature, dubious accuracy and limited use. 

The charting method was used as a substitute for effective face-to-face Communications and 
high levels of trust between the shopfloor and management. This reflects the state of industrial 

relations and the relatively young age of the Cells. Cell members primarily get feedback from 
the setters and supervisors. Cell transparency is poor and reflects the nature of the 
communication methods as well as machine design. 
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D1.3.2 The Skill Levels of the Cell Members 
The skills and abilities of the cell members encompass their craft, inter-personal, tearnworking 
skills and mental abilities for decision making and problem solving. Skills development Is 
actively promoted by the company because highly skilled cell members are more autonomous. 
flexible and can be relocated in other cells on the shopfloor. 

High skill levels promote the allocation of role functions to the cell members, althouoh their 
use is affected by the underlying physical nature of the work in the cells, industrial relations 
and commercial pressures. The following sections detail the above issues and describe the 
effects of independent features in terms of the state of features, relating to the 'skill levels of 
the cell members' descriptor (cf. original cell selection criteria), at the job design Icvel of 
analysis. Their effects upon allocating and the ability to effectively carry out functions is 
described along with the effects of allocating functions between people and machines. 

D1.3.2.1 Skills Use and Retention 

Skills maintenance, in general terms, is promoted through their frequent use. The regular use 
of a broad range of physical and cognitive skills facilitates teaming from the work itself and 
provides opportunities for personal development. The highly skilled cell members in Cells A, B 
and D, are invaluable to the company because they allow the supervisors to deal with 
'boundary' activities, reduce the need for setters and, when disruptions occur, can rapidly 
cope with and rectify most forms of disruption. Their multi-skitling allows them to be 

allocated all necessary task and role functions. The underlying physical and repetitive nature of 
work in the Celts, however, provide few opportunities to use the wide range of their high and 
low levels skills during 'normal' operation and has caused many cell members to 'loose their 
edge' as well as becoming de-motivated and uninterested in their work. 

Also, many of the skills developed and promoted during the company wide education 
programmes were not followed up and used on the shopfloor. Many of the cell members 
consequently failed to appreciate the need for the training courses and, in Division V, tended 
to view them merely as time away from the shopfloor when they could be getting on with 
working in the CelIs. The mismatch between the nature of the courses and opportunities for 
the cell members to exercise or put into practice what they had learnt was of great concern for 
the company. This tends to hamper the adoption of and general interest in human-centred 

i-nanufactuiing methods and moves to more decentralised forms for work organisation. 

Many issues tended to hamper the adoption of human-centred methods. Industrial relations 
and the internal politics tied to the way these methods Nvere implemented was a significant 
factor. In addition, changes in the payment structure significantly and overtly influenced the 
acceptance and enthusiasm for current and future changes. 

Skills maintenance and use was studied by inteniewing the cell members and changed little 
throughout the research. The responses from earfier IntervIeNN's also proved Invaluable. The 
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use of high level skills, however, varied according to uncertainties in the Cells. Two cell 
members In Cell D completed skills development courses. Theii- newly acquired skills 
embraced enabler functions. Because of the nature of the work and management style, thev 
were not given the opportunity to carry out a wide range of higher level skills. 

D1.3.2.1.1 Cells A and B 

In both Cells, the cell members are highly skilled - half have completed four year craft 
apprenticeships. Under 'normal' conditions, low level skills involving physical, interacti\, c 
functions are typically carried out for between 60% to 80% in Cell A and 50% to 80" o in Cell 
B of the total working time. Under 'normal' conditions in Cell B, daily planning activities can 
last between five to twenty minutes at the start of a shift or changeover. Daily planning often 
involves liaising with the downstream assembly cell and supervisors. These activities and the 
need to occasionally sort out queries with the kanban system take up a proportionally greater 
amount of time than in Cell A. In Cell A, planning is often more rapid because of a smaller 
product range and the continuous and steady demand for parts. Also the Cell does not 
experience the complexity and problems arising from meeting the requirements of a number of 
internally dependent customers. The content of the planning activities are often rudimentary 
during periods when the Cells are in arrears; but can be complicated by machine failures in the 
Cell and other cells, greater manufacturing priorities elsewhere in the shop, late material 
supplies, poor quality materials and changing customer demands. 

Role functions are, however, used more during periods of disruption and during cost 
reduction, improvement and long term production planning meetings than for daily production 
planning and general Cell problem solving. The discretionary use of high level skills is 
constrained by high cell loads, machine design and, in CeH B, tight line balancing requirements. 
This reflects the high levels of technical coupling, the nature of operator loading, low 
transparency and the un-adaptive al-location of interactive functions. Under 'normal' 
conditions, in the short term, there are few opportunities to use role functions, the priority 
being to manufacture the work to meet business goals. Continuous improvement issues, even 
in the long teim-ý tend to take second place when the Cells are both in arrears. During the 
second half of the research period this was the case for both CeUs. Under these conditions, the 
supervisors took over the role of implementing improvements and improving communication 
mechanisms between themselves and the cell members. 

D1.3.2.1.2 Cells C and D 

The nature of work in both Cells provides few opportunities to use a broad range of high and 
low level skills. In both Cells, under 'normal' conditions, task functions are typically carried 
out for between 60% to soo, 'o' of the total working time. Opportunities for carrying out role 
functions is constrained by high technical coupling, low transparency, high cell loads, 
un-adaptive allocation of task and role functions for machine operation as well the low skill 
levels of the cell members themselves. 
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The lower skilled cell members in Cell C and D are classified as 'machine operators'. Because 
of the nature of the work in the Cell, the retention of these low level skills is good. All 
discretionary and role functions are carried out by the setters and supellisors. In Cell C. 
overall machine utilisation can drop to around 30% due to the need to re-calibrate and re-build 
the PreCom rig or to wait for a setter to re-set a machine. There is little scope and there are 
few opportunities for the cell members to use their initiative. In addition, fcw operational and 
continuous improvement decisions are made by the cell members. 

The more highly skilled cell members in Cell D are classified as either 'SS3s' or 
4 setter- operators'. The SS3 level fies between an operator and a full setter-operator. A 
setter-operator can fully set and operate all machines as well as replace all tooling and perform 
basic front line maintenance tasks. Cell members at an SS3 skill level cannot fullv set a 
machine but can replace all tooling. Overall, the cell members are more flexible than in Cell C 
and are consulted more on continuous improvement and daily production planning matters. 
Planning activities involving the cell members are carried out during period of disruption and 
when required by the supervisors. They may last from between one to fifteen minutes but are 
frequently brief, informal and modest in their content. 

D1.3.2.2 Task Flexibility 

Task flexibility is broken down into job rotation, enlargement and enrichment dimensions. 
These dimensions refer to elements of job design which seek to extend the scope and variety 
of work through movement between different jobs as well as the horizontal and vertical 
integration of tasks. There is room for strategic choice in implementing all three dimensions. 

Inter-cell job rotation is practised in both Divisions. Overall, the cell members value this 
because it helps relieve boredom and the monotony of work. In the long term, however, this 
tends not to be eliminated because, under 'normal' conditions, the minimum length of time 
required to work in a Cell is about two weeks. This does, however, help to establish a sense of 
ownership for the workplace. Due to typically high cell loads in both Divisions, job rotation 
activities are strictly adhered to but may change according to the state of the shopfloor. 

Cellular manufacturing, as a form of work organisation, promotes job enlargement by 
providing an environment where people, to varying degrees, operate a 'whole' system 
comprising a range of different machines and techniques. Job enlargement is fostered by 
eliminating full-time unskilled labourers from the shopfloor and allocating their functions to 
the cell members. 

In all Cells, the job enrichment characteristics of job design vary between Cells. The room for 
strategic choice in designing and implementing these characteristics is constrained by high 
technical coupling and low transparency as weU as the skill levels of the cell members, the age ZN 
of the Cell, management style and industrial relations. High technical coupling, low cell 
transparency and high cell loads, however, tirrfit opportunities to effectively carry out a wide 
range of high level skiUs. Job enrichment and enlargement decisions reflect attempts to 
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decentralise decision making (in Division Q and foster autonomy in all Cel-Is. Whilst it is the 
policy of the company to promote these features in line with human-centred rrianufacturillo C7 
concepts, the nature of work in the Cefis as weR as industrial relations and internal politic" 
strongly influenced how these policies were embodied in reality and accepted at the shopfloor. 

Task flexibility was studied by interviewing cell members and supervisors. In general, the 
policies and content of the three task flexibility dimensions varied little during the research 
period. In Division V, the allocation of task and role functions is un-adaptive. In Division C, 
the allocation of task functions is static, reflecting machine design and the job enlargement 
strategy, whilst the allocation of role functions is flexible depending on the state of the 
shopfloor. 

D1.3.2.2.1 Cells A and B 

Job rotation is fostered between and within Cells A and B. When two people work in either of 
the Cells, it is the responsibility of the cell members to allocate tasks between themselves. The 
high skill levels of the cell members give the supervisors the flexibility to locate them in any 
cell on the shopfloor. Under 'normal' conditions, inter-celljob rotation on a fortnightly basis is 
typical. Job enlargement is fostered throughout the company by allocating all interactive and 
enabler functions to the cell members and eliminating the need to employ casual labour. 

Job enrichment is fostered by high skill levels (polyvalence), good industrial relations and 
adaptive allocation of role functions. The opportunity to carry out role functions and 
experience high levels of autonomy is constrained by the nature of work - high technical 
coupling, low cell transparency and high cell loads. The Division is experiencing (YI-Cat 
difficulty in overcoming the mismatch between the implementation of new forms of work 
organisation, the nature of the jobs themselves and the abilities and aspirations of the cell 
members. This is a major hurdle to nurturing enthusiasm and support at the shopfloor for 

existing and future organisational change. 

D1.3.2.2.2 Cells C and D 

The cell members work in Cell C for typicafly two weeks at a time. When not working in the 
Cell, the cell members work in other cells on the shopfloor including Cell D. Under disrupt, % c 
conditions when the Cell is used to manufacturing overspill or late work from other cells. the 
cell members work in Cell D under the direction of the more highly skilled cell member. Cell 

inernbers in Cell D also work in Cell C when conditions dictate. 

In both Cells, job enrichment concepts are limited. They reflect the skill levels of the cell 
members as well as management perceptions of their abilities, management style. moderate 
levels of industrial relations and the need to retain control of all aspects of Cell production. 
The lack of unwillingness to decentralise decision making activities (allocate role functions) to 

iasm towa i ing the shopfloor is a source of contention that does nothing to foster enthusi rds ex*st* 
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and future organisational change. This unwiffingness is. howe\, et-, exacerbated by low skilled 
cell members and their reluctance to improve their skills because of the perceived lack of 
financial incentive. 

D1 . 3-2.3 Experienced Responsibilities 

The amount of responsibility allocated to people is dependant upon strategic choices made by 
management. These choices reflect the skill levels of the cell members, the complexity of the 
working environment, industrial relations and the allocation of task and role functions. Thev 
impact upon supervisory style, workplace flexibility, the autonomy of the cell members and is 
a potential source of intrinsic motivation. 

Degrees of control over fulfilling production responsibilities is strongly influenced by the 
design of the machines themselves. For example, poor machine transparency reduces the 
degree to which people have control over product quality and the individual cutting 
operations. The allocation of responsibilities for the long term operation and maintenance of 
the Cells is, however, dependant upon strategic choice, as outlined above. 

Changes in the payment structure is a source of contention for the more highly skilled cell 
members. It makes company efforts to promote multi-skilling and the allocation of 
responsibilities to the shopfloor (in line with the adoption of human-centred manufacturing 
methods) more complex and difficult. The transition towards a flat rate pay structure 
decreases the number of pay levels from over one hundred to just five. Consequently, the 
financial differentiation between job grades has decreased dramatically. The more highly 

skilled cell members in Cells A, B and D regard their levels of responsibility, in addition to 
carrying out basic task functions, as an added burden because of changes in pay. The 

perceived lack of differentiation between those cell members with high levels of responsibility 
and those without is not an incentive for the lesser skilled cell members in Cells C and D to 
complete training courses. This is the case even though many realise the organisational 
benefits of a more flexible and skilled workforce. 

Experienced responsibilities were studied by interviewing cell members and supervisors as well 
as by periods of observation on the shopfloor. The experienced responsibilities of the cell 
members remained largely static throughout the research period. The cell members in Cell D, 
however, who completed company training courses experienced an increase in responsibility 
for maintaining, setting and operating Cell equipment. 

D1.3.2.3.1 Cells A and B 

Cell members in Cells A and B have many responsibilities. They are solely responsible for part 
quality, pulling work from stores, maintaining the workplace and housekeeping, setting dates 
for and organising Cell meetings, determining intra-cell job rotation, front line maintenance as 
ýN'ell as maintaining, setting and operating the machines and. in Cell B, maintaining the kanban L- 
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system with the downstream assembly cell. The responsibility for daily and more long tei-111 
production planning and proposing and implementing improvements is shared between the cell 
members and supervisors depending on cell loads and the state of the shopfloor. 

The relatively high levels of responsibility allow the cell members to Nvork autonomousk, 
releasing the supervisors to deal with boundary regulation activities. The responsibilltv for 
fulfilling the role functions allocated to the cell members reflects the amount of trust and good Cý 
industrial relations between the supervisors and cell members. The cell members, however. 
expressed feelings of inequity with the differentiation in pay between themselvcs and 
colleagues with fewer responsibilities. 

Feelings of unfairness towards pay fostered reservations towards existintc: yý and future plans for 
change. Although not unique in industry, this situation was a significant hurdle for devclopillo 
a working culture compatible with cellular manufacturing practices. The responsibility of the 
cell members to assure part quality in Cell A is constrained by the design of the Prirriai-N, 
Machine. In Cell B, this is also the case with the three mills. In both Cells, low machine 
transparency, high technical coupling and typically high cell loads constrain the ability of the 
cell members to fulfil production responsibilities. 

D1.3.2.3.2 Cells C and D 

The low skilled cell members in Cells C and D, are solely responsible for part quality, 
operating machines, pulling work from stores, housekeeping and proposing Cell L- 

improvements. Machine setting, tool (re)calibration, machine failures and disruptions to the 
schedule are dealt with by setters and supervisors. As with Cells A and B, low machine 
transparency, high technical coupling and typically high cell loads constrain the ability of the 

cell members to futfil and be in full control of meeting production responsibilities. In addition, 
high cell loads limit opportunities for the cell members in both Cells to undertake improvement 

activities. 

In addition to the experienced responsibilities in Cell C, the more highly skilled cell members 
in Cell D share the responsibility with the supervisors for production planning during perlods 
of disruption and whenever supervisors require assistance. The cell members are solely 
responsible for (re)setting the machines, tool (re)cahbration and front line machine 
maintenance. Under 'normal' conditions, the allocated responsibilities allow the cell members 
to experience high levels of autonomy and enables the supervisors to focus more on boundary 

regulation issues. The attitudes of the cell members in Cells C and D toxvards skills 
development and the perceived lack of financial recognition for improvement is the same as 
for the cell members in Cells A and B. 

D1.3.3 The Number of People in the Cells and Cell Loads 

The following sections discuss the state and contribution of features relating to the number of 
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people and cell loads on the performance of the Cells and the cell members. 

The number of people in a ceR at any time depends on the number of machines in a cell, cell 
loads, the overall state of the shopfloor and on strategic choice. High ceu loads require a Cell 
to be fully n-ianned and tends to place great pressure upon the cell members to maintain high 
production levels. The former is, however, not always the possible since the supervisoi-s need 
to consider the requirements and priorities of A CeUs in a Division. In all Cells, during periods Itn 

of high cell loading, continuous improvement activities by the cell members are sevcrcly 
constrained. 

The number of people in a cell affects the need to consider the way cell members interact and 
co-ordinate their activities to maintain high production levels and also influences the 
opportunity for intra-Cell job rotation. 

D1.3.3.1 Boundary Regulation 

Boundary regulation refers to the activities of the supervisors in dealing with Cell matters not 
directly associated with production on the shopfloor. The content and style of these 
supervisory activities are dependant upon the age and 'maturity' of the Cells, industrial 
relations and the skill levels of the cell members. The allocation of role and enabler functions 
reflects the above issues. In both Divisions, the supervisors distance themselves from the Cells 
during 'normal' periods of operation. In Division V, there are more reasons for the setters and 
supervisors to intervene in Cell production because the cell members have few skills and are 
allocated fewer responsibilities and role functions. 

The supervisors in all Cells, and in the case of Division V, the setters are required for 
trouble- shooting, regulating, information sharing and Cell improvement activities. In Cells C 
and D, the setters and technicians intervene to deal with mechanical disruptions to release the 
supervisors for boundary regulation activities. The more highly skilled cell members in Cells A, 
B and D resolve the majority of Cell disruptions. In all Cells, therefore, the supervisors are 
able to focus on and deal with more organisational issues. These encompass Cell and 
shopfloor improvements, assembly shop requirements, health and safety, training. capacity 
problems, absenteeisn-ý industrial disputes, long term production planning and dealing with 
suppliers and customers. Although this is the case, because the setters and technicians are not 
always available in Division V, the supervisors need to do a lot of fire-fighting and assesses 
production priorities to reallocate resources amongst the cells. 

Boundary regulation was studies by interviewing the supervisors and by observing activities in 
the Cells. Supervisory style changed little throughout the research period. 

D1.3.3.1.1 Cells A and B 

Under 'normal' conditions, the boundary regulation activities of the supenisors typically 
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encompass the organisational issues described above. Supervisors distance themselves as much 
as possible from direct Cell production because of high levels of confidence in the abilitie's of 
the cell members as well as the well established and proven nature of operating procedures. 

The supervisors primarily Haise with the cell members when disruptions interfere Xvith the 
execution of task and role functions. When this happens, the two parties meet informally on 
the shopfloor or formally in Cell meetings to exchange production, supplier and customer 
information and to plan activities to rectify the immediate problem- They evaluate whether the 
problem may be resolved by the cell members or with external help. If the breakdown cannot 
be resolved using front fine maintenance skills, mechanical engineers and technicians rectify 
the problem- This, however, may take time because the required people may need to be 
subcontracted into the company. Under these conditions, the supervisors relocate the cell 
members in other cells. 

D1.3.3.1.2 Cells C and D 

Under 'normal' conditions, the boundary regulation activities of the supervisors typically 
encompass the organisational issues described above. Supervisors distance themselves as much 
as possible fi-om. direct Cell production. The setters and supervisors, however, tend to keep 
tabs on Cell activities because of the cell members not highly skilled, the relatively young age 
of the Cells and management requirements to closely monitor and maintain control of Cell 
design and working practices. The latter reflects the state of industrial relations between the 
shopfloor and management and is characteristic of their lack of confidence in the abilities of 
the cell members. 

With the low skilled cell members in Cells C and D, under disruptive conditions the 
supervisors and setters deal with individual machine, material and quality issues - many are 
delegated to the setters and where necessary, to mechanical engineers or technicians. If these 
parties setters are busy, however, this can delay or reduce production for anything up to a 
month. The setters share much of the Cell liaison role and are also closely involved with 
shopfloor and individual Cell improvements. 

The company have experienced an upturn in orders are experiencing the benefits of coming 
out of the recession. When cells go down, therefore, the supervisors have to deal with under 
capacity problems and often need to 'juggle' work between Cells to maintain production 
levels. Under these conditions, a highly skilled, flexible workforce is essential to help the 
supervisors with this task, but is not always available as discussed earlier. Cell D is used for 
this purpose when other cells go down. The supervisors and the more highly skilled cell 
members determine and plan production activities. During the research period, this occurred 
one to two times a month. 
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Dl . 3-3.2 Task Inter-Dependence and Sources of Variety 

Task int er- dependence refers to the synergy established between people using various 
procedures and technologies to undertake a set of related tasks. Tasks are dependent upon 
each other in terms of the flow of work and information. The tasks in all Cells are sequentially 
related and are oriented towards a common manufacturing objective. Critical tasks are eas]IN' 
identifiable due to the sequential nature of work. Sequential task inter-dependence allows one 
to clearly identify critical tasks and the interdependencies between all tasks makes the 
consequences of carrying out all tasks easily understandable and predictable. This improves 
the ability of the cell members to regulate, co-ordination and cope with Cell disturbances 
before they affect neighbouring cells or operations. This is facifitated bý' the standai-disation of 
all operations and dedicated machinery. 

The sequentially dependent machine operations reflects the flow-line characteristics of the 
Cells. Under these circumstances, people 'down the line' can identify and t(-, Ix, c immediate 
feedback on poor quality work. This is embodied within the total quality management 
approach, formal and informal activities to eliminate all forrms of ýN,, aste as well as giving 
responsibility for part quality to the cell members. The combination of small batch sizes and 
the continuous inspection of all work helps minimise the need for re-work. 

Sources of variance encompass those disturbances that arise from within the Cells themselves, 
from the organisation as a whole or from outside the organisation itself. Disruptions 11ot 
emerging from the former source are outside the scope of all the cell members and are dealt 
with by management. Under 'normal' conditions, task methods in all Cells are prescribed and 
rigidly followed. To resolve Cell disruptions, the cell members need to be highly skilled, 
exhibit high levels of flexibility and have the opportunity to use their initiative and high level 
skills. The resolution of disruptions is facilitated through teamworking and good 
communications between themselves and supervisors. This situation is, howevei-, not al,, N, ays 
organisationally or politically feasible or achievable. 

Task inter-dependence and sources of variance were studied by interviewing cell members and 
Ik throughs in fi-orn. periods of observation on the shopfloor as well as walk and ta 

the Cells. During the research, task inter-dependencies were unchanged because no Cell was 
fundamentally redesigned. Sources of variety and the timing of disruptions, however, were 
unpredictable. A wide range of commercial, technical and organisational disruptions adversely 
affected production in the Cells over the research period. Methods for their resolution varied 
accordinc, to the state of the shopfloor and the type of disruption. 

D1 . 3.3.2.1 Cells A and B 

In Cell A, the Primary Machine is the main source of internal mechanical disruption and i..,, the 
critical operation. The machine is very complex and is prone to breaking down two to four 

C 
times a year. The cause of a breakdown is often difficult to identify and ultimately to repair 
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because of its complexity and age. The Primary Machine broke down twice during the 
research period, in each case for about ten working days. This reduces the autonomy of the 
cell members since engineers and technicians are often needed to intervene to fix the machine. 
In the past when this has happened, production was stopped for around one to four weeks. 

The four mills in Cell B are all critical operations. During the research period, none of the 
machines broke down. Even though it is difficult for the cell members to predict when a 
machine was going to fail, major breakdowns were prevented by monthly capability tests and 
preventative maintenance activities based on experience and statistical measures. Also, durino 
the Autumn, the company has a planned shut-down. All machines are stripped-down and 
refitted. 

The tasks in both Cells are sequentially related by a single flow-line 'pull' system where 
downstream tasks are dependant upon all preceding tasks. Task are inter-dependent in terms 
of material flow and part quality. There is no flow of information between machines. The flow 
of materials is controlled through standardised work procedures. Because of high technical 
coupling and un-adaptive task allocations, all machine operations are critical and highly 
inter-dependent. In the case of the latter, the cell members rigidly adhere to work practices 
requiring 100% inspection of all batches to minimise the transfer of errors between machine 
operations and Cells. 

Organisational disruptions encompass feelings of inequity fostered by changes in the payment 
structure, the requirement to attend Total Quality refi-esher courses, 'juggling' people around 
the shopfloor by the supervisors according to production priorities as well as becoming 
familiar with improvements proposed and implemented by supervisors. In addition, production 
requirements and cell loads in Cell B are shaped by disruptions in the 'downstream' assembly 
cell. The purpose and rationale behind all of these issues and how they relate to Cell 

production was always formally or informally communicated with the cell members. Under 
these circumstances, the supervisors and all cell members meet to reschedule work and plan 
corrective activities. Because of their high skill levels, the cell members can be moved into any 
cell on the shopfloor and can autonomously fulfil their responsibilities. 

The main source of external variety encompassed poor supplier performance. Because many 
companies were emerging from the recession, individual suppliers were experiencing 
difficulties with meeting a rapid increase in orders for castings. Batches of castings for both 
Cells occasionally suffered from porosity and could not be used. This delayed work in the 
Cells for anything up to five days. The supervisors communicated with the suppliers. 
Depending on the state of the shopfloor, the cell members were relocated elsewhere in the 
shop after using existing stock. 

D1.3.3.2.2 Cells C and D 

In both Cells, the Fanucs and lathes are critical operations and are the main source,.,, of 
mechanical disruption. One Fanuc was down in Cell C twice during the research period and 
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roughly halved production in total for four weeks. Throughout the research period, none of 
the lathes in either Cell broke down and proved to be highly reliable. In addition, both Cclls 
experience problems with the PreCom measurement equipment. The rigging. about once eN-ery 
two months, needed to be dismantled, rebuilt and calibrated by the setters. This would stop 
production until the setters were available to carry out the tasks and has held up production 
for up to half a day whereas the task itself took only a hour to complete. 

As with Cells A and B, tasks are sequentially linked and task dependencies are clear. T1111-1 
makes the consequences of carrying out production tasks easily understandable an d 
predictable and facilitates leaming of these consequences from the work itself. As in Division 
C, the transfer of errors between processes and cells is rrýnirnised by 100% work inspection. 
Tasks are dependent upon each other in terms of work flow and work quality. All machines in 
both Cells are, therefore, critical for maintaining production. This criticality is exacerbated by 
the design of the machines themselves which foster un-adaptive allocation of task functions, 
poor machine transparency and high technical coupling. The setters and supervisors provide 
the support to maintain production. Variances beyond the shopfloor boundary of the Cell (i. e. 
beyond the influence of the cell members) are also dealt with by the supervisors. In addition, 
sources of organisational variety were similar to those experienced in Division C. 

D1.3.3.3 Independence of System 

The regulation of disturbances at their point of origin is essential for the independence of the 
Cells and ensures disturbances are not transferred in an unpredictable way from one cell to 
another. The ability of the Cells to self-regulate in the long term is dependent upon the ability 
of the cell members and supervisors to etirrfinate, predict and rectify organisational, technical 
and commercial disruptions. Continuous improvement activities help minimise and eliminate 
sources of variance. These activities, however, are often of secondary importance because of 
short term production and commercial pressures. 

Predicting disruptions is more effective than merely being in a position to identify and rectify 
them once they have occurred. The ability of the cell members to predict cell disruptions Is 
facilitated by sequential task interdependence, an autonomous and flexible workforce as well 
as effective communication between management and the shopfloor. This is characteristic of 
Cells A and B and is fostered by good industrial relations, highly skilled cell members effective 
conimunication mechanisms and allocating responsibilities and role functions to the cell 
inembers. In all Cells, however, the opportunity and ability of the cell members to predict 
disruptions is strongly constrained by the nature of the work itself, machine design and high 
cell loads. 

Dealing with cell disruptions once they have occurred is again facilitated by the capabilities of 
the cell members and the use of effective communication mechanisms between supen'isors and 
the shopfloor. Where setter, engineers or technicians are required to resolve disruptions. cell 
production may be suspended for anything up to four weeks if these parties are busy elsewhere 
in the company or if they need to be sub-contracted from outside the company. When this 
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happens, supervisors minimise the negative impact on production by assessing manufacturing 
priorities, rescheduling production and 'juggling' people and products between cells. 

The independence of the Cells was studied by periods of observation on the shopfloor, 
attending cell meetings, inter-views with supervisors and walk and talk throughs in the Cells, 
The responses from earlier interviews and the characteristics of dependant variables at the 
three levels of analysis were invaluable for describing the ability of the Cells to maintain its 
independence. The ability of the Cells to self-regulate and methods for pre-empting disruptions 
remained unchanged during the research period. Mechanisms for coping with disruptions 
varied according to their severity and type. 

D1.3.3.3.1 Cells A and B 

All but the most severe machine, material and product variances are dealt with by the cell 
members. When disruptions occur, the supervisors and cell members plan rectifying activities. 
Company or outside engineers and technicians are used where the fi-ont line maintenance skills 
of the cell members are insufficient to deal with a disruption. 

The autonomy of the cell members is constrained by machine design, commercial pl-cssurcs 
and the nature of the work itself Poor machine feedback, high cell loads, high technical 
coupling and low machine and system transparency provides few opportunities for the cell 
members to team from the work itself and predict when production disruptions will occur. In 
addition, the requirement for the cell members to carry out largely interactive functions under 
4normal' operating conditions does not foster the maintenance of high level skills as well as 
enthusiasm and interest in the work itself. These issues constrain the ability of the cell 
members to predict intemal-cell disruptions rather than the communication of and the ability to 
deal with the disruptions once they have occurred. 

Cell meetings are good mechanisms for long term planning, cell improvement and problem 
solving activities. Long term maintenance through continuous improvement activities and 
being able to predict intemal-cell disruptions are, however, constrained by machine design, 
commercial pressures and the nature of work itself, as outfined above. The remaining activities 
maintain performance by fostering the effective rectification of intemal-cell disruptions. The 
company maintenance programme facilitates long term cell performance by maintaining 
machines and pre-empting mechanical failures. 

To compensate for the mismatch between the 'interactive' and repetitive nature of work and 
adopting human-centred manufacturing methods the company fosters, in various forms, 
effective communication mechanisms, preventative maintenance methods and continuous 
improvement activities. The cefl members, however, have few opportunity to undertake the 
latter. During periods of low production or when production is disrupted, however. the cell 
members have time to propose, plan and implement cell improvements. Under -normal' 
operating conditions the supervisors tend to proactively implement improvements whilst the 
cell members are busy. As well as cell meetings, the supervisors use notice-boards and 
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flip-charts in the Cells to foster the communication of Cell problems and solutions between 
cell members, supervisors, customers and shifts. The cell members use these tools to 
communicate Cell and product manufacturing difficulties and solutions. During periods of high 
cell loading, solutions are implemented by either supervisors or mechanical engineers and 
often affect working procedures. 

The preventative maintenance activities and communication mechanisms are, therefore. kev to 
sustaining cell performance in the long term. Continuous improvement activities. also help 
n-finimise sources of production uncertainty. In addition, the polyvalence of the cell members 
enable them to take part in front line maintenance activities, when failures do occur, to rapidly 
recommence production. 

D1.3.3.3.2 Cells C and D 

For the low skilled cell members in Cells C and D, setters and technicians assess and rectify all 
machine failures. During the research period, long delays have occurred of up to two weeks 
where these parties were busy on other jobs. In Cell D, the cell members replace and 
(re)calibrate tooling. The more highly skilled cell members use their fi-ont line maintenance 
skills to deal most mechanical breakdowns. In both Cells, preventative maintenance acti-vities 
minimise and pre-empt machine failures. 

As with Cells A and B, the work in Cells C and D conflicts with the human-centred 
manufacturing philosophy and skills development objectives of the company. The flat pay 
structure was viewed by all cell members as a disincentive to skills development. 

Cell meetings for both Cells are useful for formal communication and feedback between 

supervisors and cell members but are also a source of contention. The initiative to suggest cell 
improvements often had to come from the cell members. Improvements were often proposed 
before quite a confrontational audience of supervisors and management. All the cell members 
found this quite daunting. AU the final continuous improvement decisions are made without 
the cell members present, with the supervisors and setters acting as intermediaries between 

management and the shopfloor. Much of the feedback from the Cell on production levels and 
prospective improvements is in the form of accumulated data from the charting method 
imposed upon the Cells in October 1993. The scheme was later removed in at the start of 
1995. Final improvement and cost reduction decisions are often based on the charting data and 
also on that provided by the supervisors and setters. Primarily because of the low skill levels of 
the cell members in Cells C and D and, management do not involve the cell members in these 
decisions. The cell members consequently feel little sense of 'workplace' ownci-ship because 

changes in working conditions and operational procedures tend to be management imposed. 

To illustrate this point, the deswarfing booth in Cell C was moved three times before its final 

position. Conflict arose between what the cell members wanted and the views of management. 
In addition personal relationships between certain cell members and management interfered Cý 
with relocation decisions. The same issues arose Nvith the location of strip lighting, above the 
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Cell as well as the location of the PreCom rig which was too near the cooling fan of the Lathe. 
thus tending to heat up the rig and distort measurements. 

The cell members in Cell D shared the same views regarding the purpose and i-ole of the 
continuous improvement meetings. Charting was also used for accumulating cell production 
and machine utilisation data. Final decisions were made in the absence of the cell nicnibel-s 
although they felt more confident in initially proposing improvements. This was because the 
supervisors and management tended to listen to them more than those in Cell C due to higher 
skill levels. These cell members were treated more like experts in their job. Although this level 
of trust and respect has taken a long time to cultivate, the cell members did not understand 
why they could not participate in making final improvement decisions. The vicw of 
management towards the cell members in both Cells tended to hinder the pace and content of 
Cell improvements in Cells C and D during the research period. 

The independence of Cells C and D is constrained by the 'interactive' nature of the work, poor 
system and machine transparency, low skill levels, high cell loads and poor industrial relations. 
The latter issues reduce the involvement of the cell members in continuous improvernent 
activities. As with Division C, the preventative maintenance activities help pre-empt machine 
failures in the Cells. The responsibility for implementing Cell improvements and sok,, ing Cell 
problems and difficulties are allocated to the setters, management and supervisors because the 
cell members are excluded from key Cell meetings and decision making forums. 

The independence of the Cells rely largely on the efforts of the setters and supervisors. They 
do not work in the Cells and so are unable to predict machine failures. They are, however, 
central to sustaining cell performance in the long term by carrying out continuous 
improvement activities and rectifying disruptions when they occur. Rectification activities and 
cell production may consequently be delayed because disruptions elsewhere on the shopfloor 
can occupy the setters and technicians for anything up to a week. This situation is fostered by 
the low skill levels of the cell members. In addition, poor industrial relations and perceptions 
of inequity regarding the new payment structure do not encourage the cell members to 
improve their skills. Finally, the company training programme tends not to reflect the nature of 
the work in the Cells. The mismatch between the efforts of the company to promote human- 
centred concepts are constrained by this, management style and the inflexible and low skilled 
workforce. 

Dl . 3-3.4 Interaction Requirements 

Interaction and communication needs refers to the occasions when various parties are required 
to discuss production matters. These encompass maintenance, rectification, production 
planning and improvement issues. In Division C, disruptions are dealt with in vaiý'Ing dcurces 
by effective communication between the ceR members and supervisors. This is reallsed 
through cell meetings , informal face-to-face discussion on the shopfloor and the clear display 

of methods and techniques through Cell notice-boards and flip-charts. In Division V, Cell 
disruptions are dealt with by the supervisors, setters and in Cell D, the more highly skilled cd 
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members. Consequently, under disruptive conditions methods for dealing Ný, ith cell problerm 
and the way they are communicated vary from Cell to Cell and depend on the number of 
people in the Cell, the abilities of the cell members and industrial relations. In Cells A and B. 
under 'normal' operating conditions, tasks are co-ordinated between cell members through 
informal discussion on shopfloor. Communication between cell members is, however, affected 
by the proximity of each person, high technical coupling and high cell loads. 

In all Cells, the propensity for various parties to communicate is influenced by the skill levels 
of the cell members, industrial relations and extant communication mechanisms. In DIvislon C. 
for example, where the cell members are highly skilled and the communication mechanisms 
well established, the cell members and supervisors typically communicate overtly and 
effectively to deal with uncertainties, for production planning and in the case of Cell B, to 
co-ordinate material flows between cells. In Division V, however, the communication 
mechanisms are fewer and less effective. Cell members rarely discuss with the supervisors 
issues relating to rectifying breakdowns, implementing cell improvements and production 
planning. This reflects the low skill levels of the cell members, the relatively young age of the 
Cells, management style and the state of industrial relations. The more highly Skilled cell 
members in Cell D are consulted on production planning issues when disruptions occur in the 
Cell and when the Cell is needed to manufacture overspilt or late work from other cells. 

Interaction and communication needs were studied by interviewing cell members and 
supervisors and by observing activities in the Cells. Interaction and communication needs 
varied throughout the research period and depended on the type and severity of Cell 
disruptions. 

D1.3.3.4.1 Cells A and B 

Cells A and B operate with either one or two people depending on levels of demand for these 
and for other cells on the shopfloor. High cell loads require two people to work in both Cells. 
In Cell A, one cell member concentrates on 'feeding' the Primary Machine with work, whilst 
the other performs the deburring and washing operations. The two cell members can 
communicate verbally because of the close proximity of the manufacturing operations. This, as 
well as the standardisation of all tasks (clearly displayed on the Cell notice-board) facilitates 
task co-ordination. The largely interactive nature of the allocated functions, short cycle times 
and high cell loads does, however, constrain their physical movement around the Cell and the 
shopfloor in general. 

When two people work in Celt B, the Cell is divided into two sub-cells. There are few 

opportunities for interaction during 'normal' operation between sub-cells due to physical 
distance and the need to keep at least two machines running in parallel at all times. Task 

co-ordination is, however, determined verbally and facilitated through the standardisation and 
clear description of all manufacturing operations. 

Under 'normal' conditions in Cell B, daily planning activities can last between fiN e to twenty 
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minutes at the start of a shift or changeovers. In CeR A, this is carried out between the cell 
members and the supervisors. In CeH B, this is typicafly carried out between the cell mernbers 
in Cell B, the cell members in the downstream assembly cell and the supervisors. A kanban 
system, however, maintained by both cells specifies production requirements and, under 
6nom-lal' conditions, requires little planning to be undertaken on a daily basis. Production 
planning is carried out often between a number of supervisors and the ceH members when 
disruptions occur because of potential disturbances to the production levels of other cells as 
well as the need to find solutions elsewhere on the shopfloor. Rectification activities to solve 
Cell based problems are also planned between cell members and supervisors. 

D1.3.3.4.2 Cells C and D 

The lesser skilled cell members in Cells C and D do not play a significant role in cell 
improvements, planning cell loads and rectification activities when disruptions occur. In the 
case of the former, because of the relatively young age of the Cells, management feel the need 
to determine the content and timing of cell improvements with little input from the cell 
members themselves. Under 'normal' conditions, the cell membei-s work on their own. 
Because of high cell loads and high technical coupling, the movement of the cell members 
around the Cells and the shopfloor in general is strongly determined by production 
requirements. Consequently, in manufacturing terms and as far as the company is concerned, 
the cell members need to interact with few other parties. 

If machines breakdown in other cells, then Cell D is frequently utilised to maintain the output 
levels of a particular component. Planning cell loads in this Cell is, therefore, of great 
importance. If the Cell has been utilised to manufacture overspill work from other cells, then 
often two people need to work in the Cell to maintain high production levels. Under these 
conditions, the super-visors, who have a clear picture of the activities of the whole shopfloor, 
plan cell loads with the cell members. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE FINDINGS 

During the complete research period, three self- cornp let ion questionnaires were submitted. 
The Job Diagnostic Survey (JDS) questionnaire was submitted twice for all cell membci-s to 
identify key elements of the job characteristics theory (Hackman and OldhaiTi, 19SO) 
encompassing different job characteristics, psychological states and motivational outcomes. 

The second questionnaire was submitted once. It was designed for collectino data on kc%' 
issues identified during the pilot study encompassing cell management, tral I ining and cell lavoLit 
issues. The third questionnaire was submitted twice. Its purpose was to collect data on 
identified features for analysis at the man-niachine and job design levels of analysis. This 
questionnaire complements the JDS which collects data on the 'experienced responsibilities' 
and 'process feedback' features. 

E1.1 Questionnaire Transcripts 

El. 1.1 Questionnaire One 

The CIM Institute / Bendix HVS 
Cell Questionnaire #1 

On the following pages you will find several different kinds of questions about your job. 
Specific instructions are given at the start of each section. Please read them carefully. It should 
take you no more than 25 minutes to complete the entire questionnaire. Please move through 
it quickly. 

The questions are designed to obtain your perceptions of your job and your reactions to it. 

There are no trick questions and no right or wrong answers. Your individual answers will be 
kept completely confidential. Please answer each item as honestly and as frankly as possible. 

Thank you for your co-operafion. 

-)29 
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SECTION ONE 

This part of the questionnaire asks you to describe your job, as objectiveýy as you can. Please 
do not use this part of the questionnaire to show how much you like or dislike your job. 
Questions about that will come later. Instead, try to make your descriptions as accurate and as 
objective as you possibly can. 

An EXAMPLE is given below: 

Q. To what extent does your job require you to work with mechanical equipment? 

124 (6) 7 

Very Little; the job requires Moderately Very much; the job requires 
almost no contact with almost constant work with 

mechanical equipment of mechanical equipment 
any kind 

You are to circle the number which is the most accurate description of your job. If, for example, your 
job requires you to work with mechanical equipment a good deal of the time; but also requires some 
paperwork, you might circle number six. 

If you do not understand these instructions, please ask for assistance. If you do understand then 
please begin: 

1. To what extent does your job require you to work closely with other people (either "clients", or 
people in related jobs in your own organisation)? 

1 3 4 5 6 7 

Very much; dealing with 
other people is an absolutely 

essential part of doing the 

Very little; dealing with other 
people is not at all 

necessary in doing the job. 

Moderately; some dealing with others is 
necessary 

2. How much autonomy is there in you job? That is, to what extent does your job permit you to 
decide on your own how to go about doing the work? 

1 3 4 5 6 7 

Very little; the job gives me Moderate autonomy; many things are Very much; the job gives me 
almost no personal "say" stanclardised and not under my control, but I almost complete 
about how and when the can make some decisions about responsibility for deciding 

work is done. my work. 
_ 

when the work is done. 

To what extent does your job involve doing a "whole" and identifiable piece of work? That is, is 
the job a complete piece of work that has an obvious beginning and an end? Or is It only a small 
part of the overall piece of work, which is finished by other people or by automatic machines? 

1 
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My job is only a tiny part of My job is a moderate-sized "chunk" of the My job involves doing the 
the overall piece of work; the overall piece of work; my own contribution whole piece of work, from 

results of my activities can be seen in the final outcome. start to finish; the results are 
cannot be seen in the final easily seen in the final 

product or service. product. 

4. How much variety is there in your job? That is, to what extent does your job require you to do 
many different things at work, using a variety of your skill and talents? 

1 

Very little; the job requires Moderate variety. Very much; the job requires 
me to do the same routine me to do many different 
things over and over again. things using a number of 

different skills and talents. 

5. In general, how significant or important is your job? That is, are the results of your work likely to 
significantly affect the lives or well-being of other people? 

124567 

Not very significant; the Moderately significant. Highly significant, the 
outcomes of my work are outcomes of my work can 

not likely to have important affect other people in very 
effects on other people. important ways. 

6. To what extent do managers or co-workers let you know how well you are doing on your job? 

1 3 4 5 67 

Very little; people almost Moderately; sometimes people may give me Very much; managers or co- 
never let me know how well I "feed back"; other times they may not. workers provide me with 

am doing. almost constant "feedback" 
about what I am doing. 

7. To what extent does doing the job itself provide you with information about your work 
performance? That is, does the actual work itself provide clues about how well you are doing - 
aside from any "feedback" co-workers or supervisors may provide? 

1 3 4 5 67 

Very little; the job itself is set Moderately; sometimes doing the job Very much; the job is set up 
up so I could work forever provides "feedback" to me; sometimes it so that I get almost constant 

without finding out how well I does not. "feedback" as I work about 
am doing. how well I am doing. 
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SECTION TWO 

Listed below are a number of statements which could be used to describe a job. You are to indicate 
whether each statement is an accurate or an inaccurate description of your job. 

Once again, please try to be as objective as you can in deciding how accurately each statement 
describes you job - regardless of whether you like or dislike your job. 

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 

How accurate is the statement in describing yourjob? 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Very Mostly Slightly Uncertain Slightly Mostly Very 
Inaccurate Inaccurate Inaccurate Accurate Accurate Accurate 

1 The job requires me to do use a number of complex high level skills. 

2) The job requires a lot of co-operative work with other people. 

3) The job is arranged so that I do not have the chance to do an entire piece of work from 
beginning to end. 

4) Just doing the work required by the job provides many chances for me to figure out how 

well I am doing. 

5) The job is quite simple and repetitive. 

6) The job can be done adequately by a person working alone - without talking or checking 
with other people. 

7) The supervisors and co-workers on this job almost never give me any "feedback" about 
how well I am doing in may work. 

8) This job is one where a lot of other people can be affected by how well the work gets 
done. 

9) The job denies me any chance to use my personal initiative or judgement in carrying out 
the work. 

10) Supervisors often let me know how well they think I am performing the job. 

11) The job provides me with the chance to completely finish the pieces of work I begin. 

12) The job itself provides very few clues about whether or not I am performing well. 

13) The job gives me considerable opportunity for independence and freedom in how I do the 

work. 

14) The job itself is not very significant or important in the broader scheme of things. 
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SECTION THREE 

Now please indicate how You personally feel about yourjob. Each of the statement is something that 
a person might say about his or her job. You are to indicate your own personal feelings about your 
job by marking how much you agree with each of the statements. 

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 

How much do you agree with the statements? 

1234567 

Disagree Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree Agree 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

1 It's hard, on the job, for me to care very much about whether or not the work gets done 

rig ht. 

2) My opinion of myself goes up when I do this job well. 

3) Generally speaking, I am very satisfied with this job. 

4) Most of the things I have to do on this job seem useless or trivial. 

5) 1 usually know whether or not my work is satisfactory on this job. 

6) 1 get a great sense of personal satisfaction when I do this job well. 

7) The work I do on this job is very meaningful to me. 

8) 1 feel a very high degree of personal responsibility for the work I do on this job. 

9) 1 frequently think of quitting this job. 

10) 1 feel bad and unhappy when I discover that I have performed poorly on this job. 

11) 1 often have trouble figuring out whether I'm doing well or poorly on this job. 

12) 1 feel I should personally take the credit or blame for the results of my work on this job. 

13) 1 am generally satisfied with the kind of work I do in this job. 

14)_ My own feelings generally are not affected much one way or the other by how well I do on 
this job. 

15) Whether or not this job gets done right is clearly my responsibility. 

SECTION FOUR 
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Now please indicate how satisfied you are with each aspect of your job listed below. Once again, 
write the appropriate number in the blank beside each statement. 

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 

How satisfied are you with this aspect of yourjob ? 
1 

Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

2 

Dissatisfied 

3 

Slightly 
Dissatisfied 

1) The amount of job security I have. 

4 

Uncertain 

2) The amount of pay and fringe benefits I receive. 

5 

Slightly 
Satisfied 

6 

Satisfied 

3) The amount of personal growth and development I get in doing my job. 

4) The people I talk and work with on my job. 

5) The degree of respect and fair treatment I receive from my boss. 

6) The feeling of worthwhile accomplishment I get from doing the job. 

7) The chance to get to know other people while on the job. 

8) The amount of support and guidance I receive from my supervisor. 

9) The degree to which I am fairly paid for what I contribute to the organisation. 

10) The amount of independent thought and action I can exercise in my job. 

11) How secure things look for me in the future in this organisation. 

12) The chance to help other people while I work. 

13) The amount of challenge in my job. 

14) The overall quality of supervision I receive in my work. 

7 

Extremely 
Satisfied 

SECTION FIVE 

Now please think of the other people in your organisation who hold the same job as you do. If no one 
has exactly the same job as you, think of a job which is the most similar to yours. Please think about 
how accurately each of the statements describes the feelings of those people about the job. 

It is quite all right if your answers here are different from when you described your own reactions to 
the job. Often different people feel quite differently about the same job. 
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Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 

How much do you agree with the statements? 

1234567 

Disagree Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree Agree 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

1 Most people on this job feel a great sense of personal satisfaction when they do the job 
well. 

2) Most people on this job are very satisfied with the job. 

3) Most people on this job feel the work is useless or trivial. 

4) Most people on this job feel a great deal of personal responsibility for the work they do. 

5) Most people on this job have a pretty good idea of how well they are performing their 
work. 

6) Most people on this job find the work meaningful. 

7) Most people on this job feel that whether or not the job gets done right is clearly their own 
responsibility. 

8) Most people on this job often think of quitting. 

9) Most people on this job feel bad or unhappy when they find that they have performed the 
work poorly. 

10) Most people on this job have trouble figuring out whether they are doing a good or a bad 
job. 

SECTION SIX 

Listed below are a number of characteristics which could be present on any job. People differ about 
how much they would like to have each one present in their own jobs. We are interested in learning 
how much you personally would like to have each one present in your job. 

Using the scale below, please indicate the degree to which you would like to have each characteristic 
present in your job. 

NOTE: The numbers on this scale are different from those used in previous sections. 

456789 10 

Would Would like Would 
Moderately to have this extremely 
like to have very much like to have 
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this 

1) High respect and fair treatment from my supervisor. 

2) Stimulating and challenging work. 

3) Chances to exercise independent thought and action in my job. 

4) Great job security. 

Very friendly co-workers. 

6) Opportunities to learn new things from my work. 

High salary and good fringe benefits. 

8) Opportunities to be creative and imaginative in my work. 

9) Quick promotions. 

10)- Opportunities for personal growth and development in my job. 

11) A sense of worthwhile accomplishment in my work. 

this 

SECTION SEVEN 

People differ in the kinds of jobs they would most like to hold. The questions in this section give you 
a chance to say just what it is about a job that is most important to you. 

For each question, two different kinds of jobs are briefly described. You are to indicate which of the 
jobs you personally would prefer - if you had to make the choice between them. In answering each 
question, assume that everything else about the jobs is the same. Pay attention only to the 
characteristics actually listed. 

Two EXAMPLES are given below: 

Example one. 
JOB A JOB B 

A job requiring work with mechanical equipment A job requidng work with other people most of the 
most of the day. day. 

2 (3) 45 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

If you like working with people and working with equipment equally well, you would circle number 3. 
Using the scale below, please indicate the degree to which you would like to have each 

Example two. 
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JOB A JOB B 
A job requiring you to expose yourself to A job located 200 miles from you home and 

considerable physical danger. family. 

1 (2) 345 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

If you like slightly prefer physical danger to working far from your home, you would circle number 2. 

Please ask for assistance if you do not understand how to do these questions. 

1) 
JOB A JOB B 

A job where the pay is very good. A job where there is considerable opportunity to 
be creative and innovative. 

2345 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

2) 

JOB A 
A job where you are often required to make 

important decisions. 

JOB B 
A job with many pleasant people to work with. 

1 23 4 5 
Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

3) 

JOB A 
A job which greater responsibility is given to 

those who do the best work. 

JOB B 
A job in which greater responsibility is given to 
loyal employees who have the most seniority. 

1 2 34 5 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

4) 

JOB A JOB B 
A job in an organisation which is in financial A job in which you are not allowed to have any 

trouble, and might have to close down within the say whatever in how your work is scheduled, or in 

, iýnr the Drocedures to be used in carryinq it out 

1 2 34 5 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 

Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

5) 

JOB A JOB B 

A very tedious job. A job where your co-wo*ers are not very friendly 
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1 23 4 5 
Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

6) 

JOB A JOB B 
A job with a supervisor who is often very critical A job which prevents you from using a number of 

of you and your work in front of other people. skills that you worked hard to develop, 

12345 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

7) 

JOB A JOB B 
A job with a supervisor who respects you and A job which provides constant opportunities for 

treats you fairly. you to learn new and interesting things. 

2345 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

8) 

JOB A JOB B 
A job where there is a real chance you could be A job which provides lots of vacation lime and 

laid off. excellent fringe benefit package. 

2345 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

9) 

JOB A JOB B 
A job in which there is a real chance for you to A job which provides lots of vacation time and 

develop new skills and advance in the excellent fringe benefit package. 
organisalion. 

2345 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

-J 

10) 
JOB A JOB B 

A job with little freedom and independence to do A job where the working conditions are poor. 
your work in the way you think best. 

12345 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

11) 
JOB A JOB B 

A job wfth very satsfying teamwork. A job which . 0ows you to use your sldlls and 
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abilfties to the fullest extent. 

2 345 
Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

12) 

JOB A JOB B 
A job which offers little or no challenge. A job which requires you to be completely 

isolated from co-workers,.. 
_ 

2345 

Strongly Slightly Neutral Slightly Strongly 
Prefer A Prefer A Prefer B Prefer B 

SECTION EIGHT 

Biographical Background. 

1. Sex: Male Female 

2. Age (tick one) -under 
20 

20-29 50-59 

30-39 60 or over 

3. Education (tick which ones apply to you) 

High school 

Apprenticeship 

Some Technical College experience 

Other. Please specify: 

4. What is you job title? (briefly) 

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

E1.2 Questionnaire Two 

E1.21 Features Under Analysis 

40-49 

The features encompassed the following- Z" 
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1) Cell Layout 

a) Component Awareness. Knowledge of the function and design characteristics of the 
manufactured components. 

b) Visibility. The level of awareness and understanding of factors in the Cells at different 
'levels'. Firstly, from a 'low-level' perspective, with reference to the state of machine 
process at any moment and secondly, from a wider perspective. \N, ith reference to the 
overall manufacturing process encompassing people, machines and procedurcs. 

c) Routing. Appreciation of where the components come from and where they go after 
machining. 

d) Role Identification. Appreciation of function within the 'whole' organisation. 

e) 'Assembly' Awareness. Understanding and awareness of what goes on in the assembly 
shop. This encompasses procedures and problems encountered. 

2) Training 

a) Relevance. Appropriateness of training compared to the nature of work in the Cells. 

b) Style. Adopted training methods as well as the demeanour of and delivery by trainer. 

c) Frequency. Timing and number of courses. 

d) Policy. Long term organisational training strategy. 

e) Follow-up. Use of acquired skills and knowledge at work as well as support from 
management for skills and knowledge retention. 

3) Cell management 

a) Teamworking. Experience of working in a team enviromnent. 

b) Coininunications. Changes in and mechanisms for communication amongst cell members 
and management. 

c) Supervision. Experienced styles of supervision. 

d) Responsibilitv. Experienced responsibilities by cell members. 

e) Continuous linpi-ovement. Mechanisms for and content of the Continuous Impi-ovetnent 

programme. 
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E1.2.2 Questionnaire Schedule 

The CIM Institute / Bendix HVS 
Cell Questionnaire #2 

On the following pages you will find several different kinds of questions about your job. Specific 
instructions are given at the start of each section. Please read them carefully. It should take you no 
more than 40 minutes to complete the entire questionnaire. Please move through it quickly. 

The questions are designed to obtain your perceptions of your job and your reactions to it. 

There are no trick questions. Your individual answers will be kept completely confidential. Please 
answer each item as honestly and as frankly as possible. 

Thank you for your co-operation. 

SECTION ONE 

Each statement represents some aspect of your job. Please indicate how your understanding of 
each aspect is affected by working in a cellular environment. 

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 

How has your level of understanding of the following aspects been influenced by 
working with manufacturing cells? 

1 

Decreased 

2 

Decreased 
Slightly 

3 

Unchanged 

4 

Improved 
Slightly 

1) How the different components are fully manufactured. 

2) The advantages and disadvantages behind team-working. 

5 

Improved 

3) Where the components go when you have finished manufacturing them. 

4) What the components you manufacture are actually used for. 

6 

Greatly 
Improved 

Why the tolerances you work to are so important for the successful operation of the final 
product. 

6)_ The other parts that are assembled with your components to make a completed product. 

7)_ The difficulties with the assembly process. 
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8)- Daily management concerns and problems associated with the work you do. 

9) Who handles the raw castings before they arrive at the stores. 

10) The general problems supervisors encounter from day to day. 

11) What my role is within the company. 

12) What my responsibilities are in my job. 

13) The advantages and disadvantages of the continuous improvement programme. 

14) How my job relates to the jobs other people carry out in the company. 

15) What the company is trying to achieve through training. 

16) The purpose of training in my job. 

17) The idea behind the continuous improvement programme. 

18) The responsibilities of other people at all levels in the company. 

19) The sequence of operations needed to manufacture the different components. 

20) The role of the supervisors in the company. 

21) The route a component takes between operations throughout the manufacturing process. 

22) Where the raw castings that you work with come from. 

SECTION TWO 

Listed below are a number of statements which are related to your work with manufacturing cells. 
You are to indicate whether each statement is an accurate or an inaccurate description of your job. 

Once again, please try to be as objective as you can in deciding how accurately each statement 
describes your job - regardless of whether you like or dislike your job. 

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 

How accurate is the statement in describing yourjob? 
1 

Inaccurate 

2 

Slightly 
I naccu rate 

3 

Uncertain 

4 

Slightly 
Accurate 

5 

1)_ The training I receive is relevant in my daily work. 

Accurate 

2)_ The supervisors don't bother me that often. 
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3) The routing of the components from initial delivery to final assembly tends to be very 
complicated. 

4) Generally, at work, I feel like a member of a team. 

5) 1 don't really need to go on any of the training courses, they are a waste of time. 

6) Problems in the assembly department do not aff ect my work. 

7) Communication between management and the training department appears to be quite 
poor. 

8) There are just the right number of training courses. 

9) The cell meetings I go to are not very useful, and tend to just waste my time. 

10) 1 can carry out all the operations to completely manufacture all the components. 

11) The continuous improvement programme has stopped because I'm always very busy. 

12) Management try to generally reinforce and emphasise what I have learnt during the 
training courses. 

13) 1 am allowed a lot more responsibility since we started using cells. 

14) The training courses are a lot of effort. 

15) 1 cannot clearly identify my role within the company. 

16) The company's training courses have helped my understanding of (16 to 19): 

17) What is involved in sustaining the continuous improvement programme. 

18) The principles of Total Quality Management (TOM) - 

19) The principles of cellular manufacturing. 

20) Why the company is adopting a Just In Time / Cellular Manufacturing approach. 

21) 1 know that the components I make are an important elements of the final product. 

22) The training courses come around far too often. 

23) The main force behind the continuous improvement programme comes from 
management. 

24) 1 am largely left alone to get on with my work. 

25) The cellular manufacturing approach has helped to clearly define my role in the company. 

26) The raw castings just arrive at my work area without me knowing where they come from. 

27) The standard of communication between the shop-floor and management is very good. 
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28)- 1 understand the problems encountered during the assembly process if the components I 
make are not within tolerance limits. 

29) Management are not really committed to a team-working environment. 

30) The skills I learn during the training courses don't seem to be useful to me in my daily 
work. 

31) 1 understand how the components work when they are fully assembled. 

32) The training courses are professionally carried out. 

33) Generally, all decisions relating to my work seem to be made for me by other people. 

SECTION THREE 

Now please indicate how satisfied you are with each aspect of your job listed below. Once again, 
write the appropriate number in the blank beside each statement. 

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 

How satisfied are you with this aspect of yourjob? 

1 

Extremely 
Dissatisfied 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

5) 

6) 

7) 

8) 

9) 

2 

Dissatisfied 

3 

Slightly 
Dissatisfied 

4 

Uncertain 

5 

Slightly 
Satisfied 

6 

Satisfied 

7 

Extremely 
Satisfied 

The manner in which the training programmes are carried out by the company. 

The way the work flows between machines. 

The usefulness of the cell meetings. 

The visibility of the processes performed on the shop-floor. 

My understanding of the assembly processes involving my components. 

The importance management places on the continuous improvement programme. 

The frequency of the training programmes. 

My knowledge of how my components actually work when fully assembled. 

The amount of responsibility I have in my work. 

10)- My knowledge about how the components I manufacture are used by the customer. 

11) The 'follow-up' from management regarding the content of the training courses. 

12) The way I am supervised in my work. 
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13)_ The degree of openness, and communication about the state of the company, shown by 
management. 

14) The way management reinforces the issues raised during the training programmes. 

15) The amount of communication between me and the assembly shop. 

16) The content of the training courses. 

17) My understanding of how the company is trying to benefit, in the long term, from the 
training programme. 

18) The ability to make decisions and to use my own initiative. 

19) The amount of time spent on the continuous improvement programme. 

20)- My understanding of the processes involved in fully manufacturing the components. 

21) The number of training courses I have been on. 

22) The overall relevance of what I learn during the training courses in your daily work. 

23) The way the machines are organised on the shop-floor. 

24)- My knowledge, specifically, of the company's training policy. 

25) The relationship I have with the supervisors. 

26) The degree of team-working between the shopfloor and management. 

27) The way the training sessions are organised and presented. 

28)- My own role within the company. 

29) The importance management places on team-working. 

SECTION FOUR 

Please think about how accurately each of the statements describes your feelings about your job, 
working with manufacturing cells. 

Write a number in the blank beside each statement, based on the following scale: 

How much do you agree with the statements? 

1234 

Disagree Slightly Uncertain Slightly 
Disagree Agree 

5 

Agree 

1) 1 am clearly aware of how valuable my work is to the company. 
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2) 1 have found the training courses to be very relevant in my daily job. 

3) Teamworking is an integral part of my everyday working life. 

4) Cellular manufacturing has helped my understanding of all the processes involved with 
producing the various components. 

5) 1 often wonder why I bother to go to the training courses. 

6) On the whole, I only talk to the supervisors when I have a problem. 

7) Management seems to extend the things learnt during the training sessions into the work 
place. 

8) There just don't seem to be enough training courses. 

9) Manufacturing cells have helped me see what is going on in my work at all times. 

10) The reorganisation of the company has resulted in better communication between me and 
the assembly shop. 

11) It is not clear to me why the company is undertaking these training courses. 

12) The supervisors let me get on with my work. 

13) The continuous improvement programme is an integral part of the work that I do. 

14) 1 feel that management don't seem to be familiar with the contents of the training 
programme. 

15) The cellular manufacturing approach has improved the routing of the components 
between operations. 

16) The training I receive is vital for improving the competitiveness of the company. 

17) Management seem to value ideas from the shop-floor. 

18) Customer satisfaction is ultimately my responsibility. 

19) The training courses seem to be very unstructured. 

20) Management relations with the shopfloor are poor. 

21) The group technology approach has helped to integrate the assembly and machining 
shops. 

22) 1 have a great sense of responsibility over what I do. 

23) The way the training courses are organised puts me at ease. 

24) The continuous improvement programme is vital for the long term success of the 
company. 

25) 1 can identify a clear role for myself in the company. 
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26) Tearnworking is not really required in the work that I do. 

27) Manufacturing cells have simplified material handling. 

28) 1 have the chance to use my initiative and make more decisions. 

29) Cellular manufacturing and the continuous improvement programme have encouraged 
me to learn about what the components are actually used for. 

SECTION FIVE 

Indicate whether you need to know about, and how much you would like to know about the following 
in your job? Please complete both sides of all statements. 

Need to Don't Unsure 
Know Need to 

Know 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

The state of the market within which the company 
is competing 

Future company training plans 

The financial state of the company 

The state of arrears in the assembly shop 
Quality problems in the assembly shop 

Any problems with the suppliers 

Quality complaints from external customers 
What the components you make are used for 

The reasons behind the design of the components 
you make 

The purpose for the high tolerance specifications 
on the components 

The problems setters face from day to day 

Any problems with the assembly processes 
The formal roles of other people in the company 

The purpose of the training programme 

The role of management in carrying on the trainino- 
programme in the workplace 

The methods the company will adopt to maintain 
the continuous improvement programme 
The responsibilities of other people on the 

shopfloor 

Would Would Already 
Like to not Know 
Know Like to 

Know 
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The decisions the supervisors need to make on a 
daily basis 

I 

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

El .3 Questionnaire Three 

The CIM Institute / Bendix HVS 
Cell Questionnaire #3 

On the following pages you will find several different kinds of questions about your job. Specific 
instructions are given at the start of each section. Please read them carefully. It should take you no 
more than 15 minutes to complete the entire questionnaire. Please move through it quickly. 

The questions are designed to obtain your perceptions of your job and your reactions to it. 

There are no trick questions and no right or wrong answers. Your individual answers will be kept 
completely confidential. Please answer each item as honestly and as frankly as possible. 

Thank you for your co-operation. 

SECTION ONE 

Listed below are a number of statements which are related to your work in a Cellular Manufacturing 
environment. Using the scale below, please indicate whether each statement is an accurate or an 
inaccurate description of your job. 

Please try to be as objective as you can in deciding how accurately each statement describes your 
job - regardless of whether you like or dislike your job. 

Please write the appropriate number in the blank beside each statement: 

How accurate is the statement in describing yourjob? 
1 2 3 4 5 

Inaccurate Slightly Uncertain 
Inaccurate 

Slightly 
Accurate 

Accurate 
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1) The type of work I do mostly involves manual work. 

1 feel that I am aware of what is going on in the cell at all times. 

3) 1 know enough about the machinery and tools to intervene before a problem arises. 

4) 1 usually make most of the decisions about the work in the cell. 

5) 1 can vary the order of the tasks that I usually carry out if I want to. 

1 am always aware of what is going on in the cell. 

7) 1 hardly ever need to use my hands much in my job. 

8) 1 can usually predict when there is going to be a mechanical breakdown. 

9) The tasks that I carry out do not vary from day to day. 

10) 1 usually make most of the decisions about the work in the cell. 

11) 1 have to keep track of more than one process at once. 

12) 1 understand the stages that the equipment goes through in order to manufacture a 
component. 

13) 1 need to think hard in my job. 

14) The machinery has no decision making capabilities - it's just the people that make the 
decisions. 

15) 1 usually find that cell decisions are difficult to fulfil. 

16) There's always a lot to think about when I'm working in the cells. 

17) 1 am competent to act upon any of the decisions made about the cell. 

18) 1 am able to override the automated tasks if I need to. 

19) 1 use a wide range of skills. 

20) 1 feel very isolated at work -I never get to talk to anybody. 

1 typically use both my physical and mental skills. 

22) All the manual tasks that I carry out can't be automated. 

23) 1 work mostly in just one cell. 

24) 1 do many of the tasks now that colleagues from the shopfloor used to do. 

25) 1 find that I can maintain my skills whilst working in the cells. 

26) I've taken over some of the tasks that the supervisors used to carry out. 

27) 1 frequently work in other cells - not just the one I'm in at the moment. 
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28)- 1 typically get to discuss work with many people. 

29) 1 now do some tasks that management used to do. 

SECTION TWO 

Now please indicate how satisfied you are with each aspect of your job listed below. Please write 
the appropriate number in the blank beside each statement. 

Please write the appropriate number in the blank beside each statement: 

How satisfied are you with this aspect of yourjob? 

1234567 

Extremely Dissatisfied Slightly Uncertain Slightly Satisfied Extremely 
Dissatisfied Dissatisfied Satisfied Satisfied 

1) The amount of physical activity I do during work. 

2) My ability to predict errors in the system before they happen. 

3) My ability to move freely about the cell during work. 

4)- The amount of mental activity I need to do during work. 

The amount of decision making I am expected to do. 

6) My ability to be able to intervene and put things right before a break down happens. 

The opportunity for me to change the order of tasks. 

8) The ability of the machines to provide assistance for making decisions. 

9) 
- 

My ability to override the automated processes. 

10)- My overall level of awareness of what is going on in my cell at any given time. 

11)- My ability and skill to act upon decisions made about the cell. 

12) The way that machines can help me by taking over some of the more manual tasks. 

13)- My level of understanding of how the machines carry out their machining operations. 

14) The way the machines seem to control my activities in the cell. 

15) The variety of different cells I'm asked to work in. 

16) The number of people I come into contact with during the working day. 

17) The ability at work to maintain my skill levels. 
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18) The amount of work I do now that colleagues on the shopfloor used to do. 

19) The opportunity to use a wide range of skills. 

20) The level of interaction with other people. 

21) The amount of work I do now that management used to do. 

SECTION THREE 

Please indicate how you personally feel about your job. 

Each statement is something that a person might say about his or her job. You are to indicate your 
own personal feelings about your job by marking how much you agree or disagree with each of the 
statements. 

Please write the appropriate number in the blank beside each statement: 

How much do you agree with these statements? 
12345 

Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Agree 
Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly 

1) The work in the cell is mostly physical and I don't need to think much. 

2) It is only ever clear whether a machine operation on a component has been successful or 
not when the operation is over. 

3) 1 know enough about the machinery and tools to intervene before one of them breaks 
down. 

4) The work I do requires me to use my brain a lot. 

5) The machines in the cell demand my undivided attention at all times. 

6) The order I carry out my tasks never varies. 

7) 1 can describe, in detail, what the machines are doing at any time. 

8) 1 act upon all the cell related decisions. 

9) The tasks I perform need to be carried out in a fixed order. 

10) At any time during my work, I could describe, in detail, what the machines are doing. 

11) In my cell, the supervisors are the main decision makers. 

12) The machines provide no help in the decisions that need to be made. 

13) Procedures have been defined for all tasks. 
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When I work in the cells, I find that I'm losing my skills. 

15)- The manual tasks that I perform can be automated if required. 

16) In the cell, the machines make many of the process decisions. 

17) In the cells, I can maintain the standard of my skills. 

18) The automated tasks cannot be carried out manually. 

19) Other people tend to make most of the decisions about the cell. 

20) All operations have been clearly defined by the company. 

21) Some of the automated tasks can be carried out manually. 

22) 1 work in different cells from time to time. 

23) 1 do a lot more different types of task than before, now I work in cells. 

24) In the cells, I find that I hardly use any of my skills. 

25) 1 don't carry out any of the tasks that management traditionally perform. 

26) Any manual task can be automated. 

27) 1 come into contact with many people during a working day. 

28) In the cells I need to do a lot more different things directly linked with production. 

END OF QUESTIONNAIRE 

ElA Scoring Mechanisms for Questionnaires 
The numbers in the tables denote question numbers. Numbers in bold denote questions 'where 
the scores were reversed. For example when dealing with a five point scale, the score is 
subtracted from six. 

ElAl Questionnaire One 

Sl I S2 I S3 I S4 I S5 I S6 

JOB CHARACTERISTICS 

S7 

Skill Variety 41 L5 
Task Identity 11,3 
Task Significance 5 

18,14 
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S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 
Autonomy 2 13,9 
Feedback from the Job Itself 7 4,12, 
Feedback from Agents 6 10,7 
Dealing with Others 1 2,6 

EXPERIENCED PSYCHOLOGICAL STATES 

Experienced Meaningfulness of 
Work 

7,4 6,3 

Experienced Responsibility for 
Work 

8,12,15, 4,7 

Knowledge of Results 5,11 5,10 

AFFECTIVE OUTCOMES 

General Satisfaction 3,13,9 2,8 
Internal Work Motivation 2,6,10,1 1,9 
Growth Satisfaction 1 1 1 3,6,10113 

CONTEXT SATISFACTIONS 

Satisfaction with Job Security 1,11 
Satisfaction with Pay 2,9 

Satisfaction with Co-Workers 4,7,12 

Satisfaction with Supervision 5,8,14 

INDIVIDUAL GROWTH NEED STRENGTH 

'Would Like' Format 2,3,6,8,10 

511 
'Job Choice' Format 1,5,7,10,11,12,2,3,4 

16,8,9 

E1.4.2 Ouestionnaire Two 

CELL LAYOUT Section One Section Two Section Three Section Four 

Component Awareness 1,4,5 30,20 10,8 29 
Visibility 3,9,22 10,25 20,4 4,9 
Routing 19,21 3 23,2 2 7,15 
Role Identification 11,14 24,15 1 28 1,25,22 

Assembly Awareness 6,7 6,27 1 
-5,15 

10,21 

TRAINING Section One Section Two Section Three Section Four 

Relevance 16 1,29 2-1,16 2,16 

Style 14,31 1, -)7 213,19 

FrequencN7 21,8 7,21 IS, 

P0llCV 15 5,16,17.18.19 -14,17 
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I Follow-up 7,12 1 11.14 1 14.7 

CELL 
MANAGEMENT 

Section One Section Two Section Three Section Four 

Teamworking 2 4,28 26,29 
-3,26 

Communication 26,29 3,13 20,17 
Supervision 8,10,20 2,23 12,25 I 6,12 
Responsibility 12,18 13,32 9,18 -9118 
Continuous 
Improvement 

13,17 

I 

11,22 

I 

6,19 

II 
-14,1 3, 
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El-4.3 Questionnaire Three 

E1.4.3.1 Man-Machine Level of Analysis 

Section One Section Two Section Three 

NATURE OF OPERATOR LOADING 

Physical 1,7 1 1 
Cogi-ýtive 13,16 4 

TRANSPARENCY 

General Awareness 2,6 10 10 
Transparency of Machine Processes 12 6,13 2,7 
Failure Prevention 3,8 1) 3 

TECHNICAL COUPLING 

Constraint Upon Movement 4,11 3 5 
Pre-Defined Task Methods 9 14 13,20 
Workflow Rigidity 5 7 6,9 

DECISION AUTHORITY AND CONIPETENCE 

Decisions Made by Cell Members 10 5 11,19 
Ability of Machines for Decision 
Making 

14 8 12,16 

Competence to Act Upon Decisions 15,17 11 8 

ADAPTIVE ALLOCATION OF FUNCTIONS 

Opportunity for Manual Override 18 9 18,21 
Opportunity for Automation of 
Manual Tasks 

22 12 15,26 

E1.4.3.2 Job Design Level of Analysis 

Section One Section Two Section Three 

SKILLS USE AND RETENTION 
Skills Use 19,2 1 19 24 
Skills Retention 25 17 ý4,17 

_ 
INTERACTION REQUIREMENTS 
Level of Interaction 20,28 16,20 :: 7 

TASK FLEXIBILITY 
Job Enlargement 24 18 2S 

Job Enrichment 26,27 21 25 
Job Rotation 23,27 15 11 
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APPENDIX F 

FUNCTION ALLOCATION 
LITERATURE REVIEW 

This appendix summarises the literature on work in the field of allocation of functions. 

F1.1 Allocation of Functions Literature Review 
Table F-I divides the work in the field of function allocations into human-robotic, process 
control, air traffic management, aerospace, inspection and surveillance, human-computer and 
man-machine application domains. 

Figures F-I to F-7 illustrate seven methods for allocating functions between people and 
machines. These methods are typical of the proposed allocation methods in the literature. The 
figures detail allocation decisions and criteria in the aerospace (Price, 1968,1985), 
hun-ian-robotic (Ghosh and Helander, 1983), human-computer (Greenstein and Lam, 1985, 
Hou, Lin and Drury, 1993) and manufacturing (Clegg, 1994) systems. Chapanis (1965a) 
describes a general allocation method. 

These function allocation criteria and processes are surnmarised by Table F- I- 

-)Sg 
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Human-Robot Systems 
Genaidy, A. M. el al., 1992 + + 
Ghosh, B. K. et aL, 1986 + 
Kamali, J. el al, 1982 + + + 
Nof, S. Y. el al, 1980 + + 
Sinqlelon, W. T., 1979 + + + -7 7 7 
Process Control 
Pulliam, R. el al, 1983 

+ + + + 

Kisner, R. A. and Frey, P. R., 1982 + + + + 
Swain, A. D. et al, 1980 + + + + + 
Pack, R. W., 1979 + + + + 

Air Traffic Management 
Merles, F. and Jenny, L., 1974 + + + + + + + 
Fitts, P. M., 1962 + + + 

1 
+ 

Fitts, P. M. et al., 1951 + + + + + + 

Aerospace General 
Mouloua, M. et al., 1993 + + + 
Morrison, J., 1993 + + + + + + + + + 
Norman, S. D. et al, 1989 + + + 

I 

+ 

Rouse, W. B. & Cody, W. J., 1986 + + + + + 

Strieb, M. I. et al, 1979 + + + 

Parks, D. D. et al., 1976 + + +I + + + 

Price, H. E. et al, 1968 + + + + + + 

Price, H. E. et al, 1964 + + + + + 

Corkindale, K. G., 1967 + + 0 + 

Connoll , M. N. et al., 1960 + + + 

inspection and Surveillance 
Drury, C. G., 1994 + + + + + + 

Bhatt, S. C. et al., 1991 + + 

1 

+ +1 + + + 

Drury, C. G. et al, 1983 + 
_ 

+ 

Wylie, C. D. et al, 1975 T -T + 

Table F- I Summaty FunctionAllocation Literature Review 
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Human-Computer Systems 
Lee, J. D. el al, 1994 1 + I 

Endsley, M. R., 1994 + + + + 
Rencken, W. D. el al, 1993 + + + 
Morrison, J., 1993 + + + 
Lee, J. D. el al, 1992 + 1 

Helander, M. (ed. ), 1991 + + 

lp, K. W. et al., 1990 + + + 

lp, W. K., 199,0 + + + + + 

Pawlowski, E., 1988 + + 

Millot, P. et al, 1988 + + I I + + 

Greenstein, J. S. el al, 1986 + + + 
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Sireeb, R. et al, 1979 + + + I I 
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Chapanis 1965a 
II Prepare a Detailed System Specification 

Need to identify: 
" The purpose of the system. 
" The form and content of the inputs and outputs. 
" Operational Constraints: 

Environmental, Engineering, Social and Economical 

12 1 Analyse and List System Functions I 

Prepare and make a highly specific list of functions. 
What are the functions that need to be performed? 

Tentative Assignments tor 31 Each Function 

" Assign each job to be done to man, machine or a 
combination. 

" Assign "obvious" jobs based on experience and 
"best judgement". 

" For more complex allocations, wait for experimental 
evidence to balance "system- rel eva nt" criteria. 

Evaluate the Sum Total ot Functions 41 Which Have Been Assigned to Man 
Carefully assess that the sum of the allocations 
make up a job which is "interesting, motivating and 
challenging to the human operator". 
The loading on the "human operator" must be right 
to avoid on one hand frustration and on the other 
indifference towards the system. 

Re-Evaluate Functions 51 
Assigned 

Some individual functions "which might be 
done better by machines should 
sometimes be assigned to human 
operators solely for the purpose of making 
the job complex enough to match the 
human werator's t)svcholoqical needs". 

Figure F-I General Function Allocation Method - Chapanis, 1965a 
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Price 1968 (NASA) 
II Hypothesise the Potential Role of Man 

Consider: 
Basic role - human core performance characteristics 
Complimentary role - maintenance and monitoring. 
SuDDort role - life SUDDort and svstem Exotection. 

6 EStablISh FeaSibility and Potential for I Joint Man-machine Allocation 
Statement of'. 

Feasibility of joint man-machine allocations. 
Alternative joint man-machine allocations varying in 
extent of the human element. 

Review Manned System Solution 121 Feasibilitv 
I 

Statement identifying suspect areas of compatibility 
to eliminate humans from further consideration: 
" Between human and system parameters. 
" Effectiveness and practicality. 

31 Develop a Preliminary Crew Concept 

State crew performance for operation, maintenance 
and support activities. 
Identify methods for enhancinq crew's 
Derformance. I 

141 Review Potential Crew Role I 

Statement of accepability and areas of potentially 
lowered reliability for manned system functions. 

151 Synthesise OPtimal Crew Role I 

Statement of: 
" Crew "concept". 
" Support requirements. 
" Crew effectiveness. 

I 

171 Review Allocation I 

Review allocations against: 
" Psychophysical capacities. 
" System of function constraints. 
- Human reliabilitv. 

syntnesise joint man-macnine 81 Allocations 
Summarise preferred, potential allocations to fulfil 
each function. 

Figure F-2 Aerospace Function Allocation Method - Price, 1968 
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Ghosh and Helander 1983 
Inventory ot Anticipated Common II 

Human and Robot Tasks 

Robot related tasks: 
Programming, Maintenance, Supervision. 
Common Tasks: 
Material handling, assembly. 
Tasks difficult to automate: 
Quality control, "left-over" tasks. 

121 Design of Products I 

Standardisation of parts and design principles. 
Use of Computer Aided tools. 

I 

41 Iterative Design Process 

3 Task Analysis and Allocation tsetween I Man and Machines 

Adoption of several different methods. 
Comparison of Human and Machines based on 
capabilities and limitations. 
Consider: Task complexity, equipment layout, 

specific types of robotic devices and 
performance characteristics, economics, 
iob satisfaction and ergonomics. 

Re-assess resources. 
Improve product design. 

Figure F-3 Human-Robotic System Function Allocation Method - Ghosh and 
Helander, 1983 
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III Functional Analysis I 

I- Make "obvious" assignmenIs - slalic allocalions. I 

uetermine Capabilities of 121 Humans and CornDuters 
I 

" Idenlity whelher humans and compulers are bolh 
capable in carryoul 1he funclion. 

" If bolh a capable, idenlity o1her crilleria 1hal will 
aff eel 1he allocalion process, whelher social, 
economic, polilical, psychological and/or 
philosophical. 

" If nol bolh capable 1hen allocale slalically. 

141 Static Allocation I 

I- Allocale funclions lo compuler. I 

131 Dynamic Allocation I 

Allocale dynamically. 
Design Ihe communicallion mode - model based or 
dialogue based communicalion design. 

I 

151 Evaluation I 

- Evaluale solulions and reilerale if necessary. 

Figure F-4 Human-Computer System Function Allocation Method - Greenstein and 
Lam, 1985 
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III Design Preparation I 

Organise design leams. 
Clarify requirements. 
Plan a "design documenialion base". 

121 Identify Functions I 

Idenlify inpuls and ouipuls for each funclion. 
Idenlify "accessory" funclions. 
heralively parlilion inio smaller funclions. 

131 Hypothesise Design Solutions I 

Inleraclion belween engineering, allocalion and 
human faclors decisions. 
Engineering learn lakes hypolhesis for each 
funclion lo find engineering solulion. Reilerale if 
necessary. 
Based on engineering hypolhesis, make allocalion 
hypolhesis. Use MABA-MABA framework. 
Reilerale if necessary. 
Based on lhe above make a human-faclors 
hypolhesis for human organisalion, seleclion, 
Drocedures and iraininq. Reilerale if necessary. 

141 Test and Evaluation I 

Evaluale allocalion hypolhesis. 
Ulilise human-faclors learn lo inlerprel human 
performance dala. 

I 

151 Iterate the Design Cycle I 

Where necessary: 
Redefine and decompose funclions 
(relurn lo Slep 2). 
Formulale new design hypolheses 
(relurn lo slep 3). 

Figure F-5 Aerospace Function Allocation Method - Price, 1985 
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Hou, Lin and Drury 1993 
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III Function Analysis I 

Analysis based on Iwo-componeni model Mal 
consisis of a search process and a decision making 
process. 
Possible sell-ups: Humans alone, Compulers alone 
and Hybrid syslem. 

12 1 Allocation Alternatives and Screening I 

Delermine allernallive based on Ihe nine possible 
syslem allernallives. 
Perform inilial screening of Ihe nine allernalives. 

131 Experiment and Test I 

Tesl each of lhe nine allernalives lo delermine 
faclors affecling syslern performance. 
Consider adaplive aiding. Provide aids lo: 

" Make a lask easier. 
" Take over parl of lhe lask. 

" Carry oul lhe complele lask. 

Models of 
performance 

Determine Pertormance Criteria and 141 Evaluate Svstem Performance 
I 

" Delermine weighis for performance crileria 
(accuracy and speed). 

" Creale a cosi-based evalualion funclion. 

" Evaluale lhe cosi-based funclion on performance 
crileria for allernalive configuralions for each 
Droducl. 

15 1 Select Best System for Each Situation I 

Develop malhemalical model lo predicl syslem 
performance for each silualion. 
Based on cosl-based syslem evalualion, model will 
preclicl syslem performace values lo delermine Ihe 
besi syslem design. 

Figure F-6 Human- Computer ývstem Function Allocation Method - Hou. Lin and 
Drury, 1993 
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Clegg 1994 

III Pre-allocation Activities I 

Specify objectives of the system. 
Requirements specification, human-factors criteria 
and scenarios: 

System design process. 
Allocation of system functions. 
Information and conlrol systems. 
Job design. 
Organisalional structure. 
Hardware and software. 
health and safely. 

Redesign. 

121 Develop Functional Specification I 

" Based on allernalive designs and preferred oplions 
" Guided by human-faclors objeclives and chosen 

scenario. 
" Check againsl syslem conslrainls and make 

mandalorv allocalions. 

131 Determine Provisional Allocations I 

Consideralions: 

> Technical feasibilily. 

, Heallh and safely. 

, Operalional requiremenIs (physical, 
informalion processing, performance). 

> Funclion characlerislics (crilicalily, 
unprediclabilily, psychological implicalions). 

Provisional allocalion lo: 
Machine, Bolh, Human, Neilher. 

141 Check Individual and Cumulative 
Allocations 

I 

Compare against 
RequiremenIs speciticalion and scenarios. 
Resources available (financial, human e1c. ). 
Sum lolal of oulcome. 

151 Allocate Functions I 

Review allocalion - main tunclions firsl Ihen I 

sub-functions. 

I 

Figure F-7 Manufacturing Function A flocation Method - Clegg, 1994 
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FUNC ONAL ANALYSES 

This appendix contains the tabulated summaries of the high level functional anal"'ses of the 
four Cells. The hierarchical task analysis (HTA) for Cell A is included. 

G1.1 Tabulated Summaries 
The following tables summarise the high level findings of the four Cells in terms of the features 

analysed at the man-machine and job design levels of analysis. 

271 
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G1 .2 Functional Diagrams for Cell A 
The following figures describe the first two levels of the hierarchical analysis for Cell A. 
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